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Abstract
This chapter sets out the extension of the scope of the classical IV model to cases in which
unobserved variables are set-valued functions of observed variables. The resulting Generalized IV
(GIV) models can be used when outcomes are discrete while unobserved variables are continuous,
when there are rich specications of heterogeneity as in random coe¢ cient models, and when
there are inequality restrictions constraining observed outcomes and unobserved variables. There
are many other applications and classical IV models arise as a special case. The chapter provides
characterizations of the identied sets delivered by GIV models. It gives details of the application
of GIV analysis to models with an interval censored endogenous variable and to binary outcome
models  for example probit models  with endogenous explanatory variables. It illustrates
how the identied sets delivered by GIV models can be represented by moment inequality
characterizations that have been the focus of recently developed methods for inference. An
empirical application to a binary outcome model of female labor force participation is worked
through in detail.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope and Motivation
Since the earliest days of econometrics, instrumental variable (IV) restrictions have been a key
element in structural models of economic processes.1 There are two standout reasons for the ubiq-
uity of IV models in econometrics. First, IV restrictions that limit the covariation of exogenous
observable variables and unobservable variables can often be convincingly motivated by considera-
tion of the economics of the process being studied. Second, IV models can be incomplete, in that
they need not fully specify the determination of endogenous variables as a single-valued function of
exogenous observable and unobservable variables. Incompleteness is a great advantage in modelling
complex processes when there is limited understanding of some aspects of the process and a desire
for robustness to misspecication of such elements.
Until the early 2000s the scope of application of incomplete IV models in structural econometrics
was limited to cases in which unobservable variables can be expressed as single-valued functions of
observable variables. This ruled out the use of IV models in many applications arising in modern
econometric analysis including cases with discrete outcomes, high dimensional heterogeneity, and
structural restrictions involving inequalities unless the researcher was willing to assert a complete
specication for the determination of all endogenous variables. This limitation no longer applies.
The aim of this chapter is to set out the wide range of structural econometric models to which IV
methods can now be applied, to show how identied sets of structures and structural features can
be characterized and to discuss the implications for econometric practice.
1The rst record of the IV estimator is in Wright (1928).
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We start by juxtaposing the familiar linear IV model for a single continuous outcome with an IV
model for the binary outcome obtained when only the sign of the continuous outcome is reported.
This is a simple example of an IV model in which the unobservable is a set-valued function of
observable variables. This is a case in which an incomplete IV model is set identifying, but not
point identifying even if strong parametric restrictions are brought on board.
To illustrate, consider the single equation linear IV model
Y1 = Y2 + Z1 + U , (1)
where scalar Y1 and Y2 are endogenous variables, jointly determined in the process being studied,
variables Y1; Y2; Z1; Z2 are observable, where Y2, Z1, and Z2 are row vectors, and U is unobservable.
Z2 are excluded instruments and the dependence of exogenous variables Z = (Z1; Z2) and unob-
servable U is restricted, for example requiring E [Z 0U ] = 0. This model is incomplete because there
is no restriction on the determination of the endogenous variable Y2, so there is a set of values of Y1
and Y2 that may eventuate given realizations of exogenous observable variables Z and unobservable
U . However, unobservable U is a unique-valued function of observable variables,
U = Y1   Y2   Z1
and with an independence restriction there may be point identication of the parameter values.
For example under the restriction E [Z 0U ] = 0 there is point identication if there is a unique value
of (; ) such that
E[Z 0(Y1   Y2   Z1)] = 0:
A classical rank condition requiring E[Z 0(Y2; Z1)] to have full column rank su¢ ces for point iden-
tication.
Now consider the case in which only the sign of the outcome Y1 is observed so that Y1 is binary,
as for example in a probit model:
Y1 = 1 [Y2 + Z1 + U > 0] . (2)
As before Y2 is endogenous and there are observable excluded exogenous variables Z2. Now un-
observed U is not a single-valued function of observable variables. Knowledge of the value of the
observable variables only restricts U to one of two sets of possible values, namely those that lie
either above or below the threshold  Y2   Z1, depending on whether Y1 takes the value one or
zero. Now, even if U is restricted to be normally distributed with unit variance, and fully inde-
pendent of Z a much stronger restriction than E [Z 0U ] = 0 the parameters are generally not
point identied. The problem here is that with Y1 discretely varying, the force of the parametric
distributional restriction and the independence restriction on the distribution of U and Z is not
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su¢ ciently strong to achieve point identication of the parameter values, even if the classical linear
model rank condition holds. However, these restrictions can rule out certain parameter values. The
IV probit model is set identifying.2
The topic of this chapter is the extension of the IV approach to this and other, more complex
cases. One signicant feature of these Generalized IV (GIV) models is that they are generically
partially identifying with identied sets characterized by systems of moment inequalities. A case
in point is the class of unordered multiple discrete choice models studied in Chesher, Rosen, and
Smolinski (2013), (CRS13). The models studied are random utility models such as that of Mc-
Fadden (1974), but where some of the observable variables that a¤ect utility are allowed to be
endogenous. No restriction is placed on the covariation of these endogenous utility shifters with
unobservable utility shifters, which have a Type I Extreme Value distribution in the conditional
logit version of the model, and no specication of a function determining the values of endogenous
utility shifters is made. A vector of instrumental variables Z independent of U is assumed available,
and the model is thus another example of a GIV model.
A key insight of CRS13 is the recognition that this sort of incomplete IV model shares a similar
mathematical structure to previously studied models in which incompleteness arises for an entirely
di¤erent reason, namely the possibility of multiple equilibria. Examples of papers that provide
set identication analysis in models with multiple equilibria include Tamer (2003), Ciliberto and
Tamer (2009), Beresteanu, Molchanov, and Molinari (2011), and Galichon and Henry (2011). As in
these models, the incomplete unordered discrete choice IV models of CRS13 are ones in which the
mapping from structural unobservables to endogenous variables is many-to-many, and random set
theory can be employed for identication analysis, as it was for example in Beresteanu, Molchanov,
and Molinari (2011). For the model studied in CRS13 it was however found convenient to work with
random sets dened in the space of unobservable heterogeneity, as this a¤ords a tractable way to
incorporate the restriction that the structural unobservables U and instrument Z are independent.
Chesher and Rosen (2017a) extends this analysis to a much broader class of structural economet-
ric models, in which a variety of restrictions may be imposed on the joint distribution of structural
unobservables and instrumental variables. This chapter shows how to exploit IV restrictions in
identication analysis of structural, possibly incomplete, econometric models in which unobserv-
able heterogeneity may not be expressible as a single-valued function of observable variables. The
purpose of this chapter is to lay out an orderly and user-friendly approach to using IV restrictions
in such settings.
This extension is made operational by employing a systematic approach to the consideration
of the sets of values of the structural models unobservable variables that could have feasibly
2Stata (StataCorp (2017)) provides an ivprobit command but the command name is a misnomer. It does not
provide estimates of the parameters of a probit IV model. Instead it provides estimates of the parameters of a
parametric Gaussian triangular, control functionmodel with a probit main equation and linear equations for the
endogenous explanatory variables.
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generated the realizations of the observable variables. The main idea behind this development is
that a given set of primitives of the structural model could only have produced the distribution of
observable data if there exists a compatible unobserved random vector that, with probability one,
is an element of this set of values of the unobservable variables. The set of primitives for which
there is such a random vector characterizes the identied set of model primitives, that is, structures
in the terminology which will be dened shortly.
This is the path taken in the analysis of Chesher and Rosen (2017a) (CR17), formalized using
random set theory to model stochastic variation in sets of values of unobservable variables. Our
goal in this chapter is to illuminate the key concepts of that analysis and make plain its wide
applicability in IV models. This approach enables consideration of a variety of IV restrictions that
limit the joint dependence of unobservables and exogenous variables.
Extension of the scope of incomplete IV models is needed because the alternatives chosen in
practice are unattractive in many cases and may lay researchers open to delivering results which
have spurious accuracy. We nd two main alternatives to incomplete IV models employed in
practice.
One alternative involves constructing complete models. This is often done with the aim of
achieving point identication of policy-relevant parameters. The di¢ culty here is that there are
typically many alternative complete models amongst which to choose, each one potentially giving
a di¤erent identifying correspondence, and hence estimator for a structural feature of interest. One
incomplete GIV model may encompass all these complete models and deliver an identied set of
values of a structural feature comprising all the values of the feature that are point or set identied
by all the various possible completions of it. The analysis described in this chapter provides the
tools to analyze that encompassing incomplete model.
Another alternative is to assume that unobserved variables and endogenous variables are in-
dependent to some suitable degree conditional on certain observed variables or on some functions
of them, sometimes known as control functions. Models containing this restriction can be point
identifying. Control functions may be estimated in a rst stage analysis and the estimates used
as conditioning variables in a second stage. Precisely how the estimated conditioning variables are
used depends on what additional assumptions are made.3 The control function approach can be
motivated by a triangular model. The recursive determination of the values of endogenous variables
in triangular models guarantees completeness but triangular structures are not suitable when there
is simultaneous determination of outcomes.
The conditional independence restriction underlying the control function approach requires us
to think of covariation of endogenous variables and unobservables as arising because they are both
3Heckman and Robb (1985) present an early example of a control function estimator for use in program evaluation,
and other examples beyond the classical linear system framework include those studied by Newey, Powell, and Vella
(1999), Blundell and Powell (2003), Chesher (2003), Lee (2007), Florens, Heckman, Meghir, and Vytlacil (2008),
Imbens and Newey (2009), Torgovitsky (2015), and DHaultfoeuille and Fevrier (2015), among others.
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a¤ected by variation in some observable magnitudes. This generally does not apply in nonlin-
ear processes in which there is genuine simultaneous determination of outcomes and the formal
conditions that justify a control function approach when endogenous variables are genuinely si-
multaneously determined are not easily satised outside the context of linear models with additive
errors.4
Many times, econometric models built on a rm foundation of plausible restrictions will be
partially identifying for structural features of interest. The GIV models studied here are a case in
point.
Partially identifying models deliver a realistic view of the information content of economic
theory and economic data. They o¤er a route to honest reporting of information about economic
magnitudes. Their use gives the ability to compare and contrast the identifying power of di¤erent
models employing more or less severe restrictions, without requiring each such model to invoke a
su¢ ciently rich set of restrictions to guarantee point identication. They make a contribution to
achieving the goal of taking the con out of econometrics argued for in Leamer (1983). Point
identifying, restriction heavy alternatives are prey to Manskis (2003) law of decreasing credibility.5
The developments reported on in this chapter provide a framework for identication analysis in
the wide class of cases in which instrumental variable restrictions are imposed. The GIV models
studied in this chapter deliver identied sets of structures that have a straightforward character-
ization as systems of moment inequalities. Their production can become routine. The general
characterization is, as we show, easy to specialize to particular cases and it always delivers sharp
identied sets, dispensing with the need for case-by-case proofs of sharpness. Recent developments
in econometric inference in partially identifying models open the door to the possibility of routine
implementation.
At this point in the history of econometrics working with partially identifying models is not
routine, and there are many case-by-case treatments of di¤erent problems. There is an extensive
literature on the topic of partial identication, and there are other approaches to partial identica-
tion analysis, including the complementary general treatments for incomplete models (Galichon and
Henry (2011)) and models with convex moment predictions (Beresteanu, Molchanov, and Molinari
(2011)). The chapter Molinari (2019) in this volume covers the broader literature on the use of
partial identication in econometrics, and we refer to that chapter and the book Molchanov and
Molinari (2018) for a more extensive overview of the literature on partial identication and the use
of random sets in econometrics. For a survey of applications of partially identifying models with an
emphasis on common themes across di¤erent areas see Ho and Rosen (2017).
Our focus in this chapter is on GIV models, which are instrumental variable models that may
be incomplete and for which there may not exist a unique inverse of the mapping from observed
4See Blundell and Matzkin (2014) for the required control function separability conditions.
5The credibility of inference decreases with the strength of assumptions maintained.
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endogenous and exogenous variables to unobservable variables. These are structural models that
impose restrictions on a mapping from unobserved heterogeneity to observable outcomes. An
alternative framework for application of IV methods is the program evaluation approach, which
takes randomized experiments with a potential outcome representation as its starting point. In this
chapter we focus on the structural approach, but the program evaluation approach is a valuable
complementary approach in the modern econometricians toolkit. Our approach can be used to
conduct partial identication analysis in program evaluation models and in extensions of those
models in which structural econometric restrictions appear, as in the models studied in Chesher and
Rosen (2015). For further discussion and application of instrumental variables using the program
evaluation approach, there are several excellent sources available, including Angrist, Imbens, and
Rubin (1996), Angrist and Pischke (2009) and Imbens (2014), as well as Heckman (2010) for ways
in which the structural and program evaluation approach may be combined.
There are other distinct areas of research on IV models which this chapter does not cover,
but which are extensively covered elsewhere. One such area is the impact of weak instruments on
the performance of inference procedures, for which Stock, Yogo, and Wright (2002) and Andrews
and Stock (2007) provide instructive surveys. Another related topic is measurement error and
econometric methods to address it, which sometimes involve the use of instruments. For an overview
of this literature, see for example Chen, Hong, and Nekipelov (2011) and Schennach (2016), as well
as the chapter Schennach (2019) in this volume. Horowitz (2011) provides an accessible overview
of nonparametric instrumental variables estimation, focusing on the main ideas and motivation for
their use and providing a thorough set of references to the broader literature on that topic.
1.2 Plan of the Chapter
This chapter is laid out as follows. In Section 2 the scope of analysis is cast in the light of
the foundational framework of structural models studied by the Cowles Commission during its
time at the University of Chicago from 1939 to 1955. As described in this section, the class of
structural models studied here is a natural extension of their early framework, suitably expanded
to accommodate incomplete models, set-valued unobservables, and partial identication.
In Section 3 a wide class of Generalized Instrumental Variable (GIV) models is dened. We
give further examples which include some classical IV models and complete as well as incomplete
models. Some of the models that fall in the GIV class do not involve IVs at all. A structure
denoted (h;GU jZ) is dened to have two coupled elements: a structural function h(Y;Z; U) which
denes the combinations of endogenous Y , observed Z, and unobserved U admitted by a model
via the restriction P[h(Y; Z; U) = 0] = 1 and a collection of conditional distributions of U given
Z. For instance, in the linear IV model of equation (1), Y1 = Y2 + Z1 + U , and the structural
function h may be dened h(Y; Z; U) = Y1 Y2 Z1 U , since then h(Y; Z; U) = 0 is identical to
(1). Moreover, the restriction E[Z 0U ] = 0 considered earlier denes a set of admissible collections
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of conditional distributions of U given Z, namely any collection such that E[Z 0U ] = 0 holds. If
the model instead imposes E[U jZ] = 0, this denes an alternative (and smaller) set of admissible
collections of conditional distributions of U given Z.
The identied set of structures delivered by a model and a probability distribution of observables
comprises the structures admitted by the model which are observationally equivalent to each other
and which can deliver the probability distribution of observables under consideration. Identied
sets of structural features are obtained by projection.
Section 4 is concerned with observational equivalence of structures. Standard denitions of
observational equivalence of structures apply when models are complete. To carry this denition
through to incomplete models requires extension of the denition of observational equivalence, as
set out in Chesher and Rosen (2017a) and expounded here. The denition is naturally expressed
in terms of conditional distributions of sets of observable outcomes Y (U;Z;h) where
Y (U;Z;h)  fy : h(y; Z; U) = 0g
is a level set of the structural function h(; ; ). We show how it can be equivalently dened using
the conditional distributions of sets of unobservable variables U (Y; Z;h) where
U (Y;Z;h)  fu : h(Y;Z; u) = 0g
is another level set of the structural function h(; ; ) that is dual to the level set Y (U;Z;h).
Expression of observational equivalence in these terms is most convenient when considering the
impact of IV restrictions on the conditional distributions of U given Z. It is shown in Section 4
how these alternative expressions of observational equivalence lead to alternative characterizations
of identied sets of structures based on properties of the dual level sets Y (U;Z;h) and U (Y;Z;h).
Section 5 sets out observable implications of these characterizations and discusses their use
in practice. One of the characterizations involves consideration of probability inequalities, each
one associated with a set of values of the unobservable variables. The important concept of core-
determining sets is explained. Using properties of core determining sets a particular collection of
observable implications can be guaranteed to produce the full characterization of the identied set,
as given in the previous section. This can lead to substantial reduction in the number of inequalities
required to characterize an identied set.
Section 6 provides characterizations of identied sets of GIV models under a variety of di¤erent
restrictions on the conditional distributions of unobservables common in the econometrics litera-
ture. These include independence restrictions as well as conditional mean and conditional quantile
independence restrictions.
Sections 7 and 8 demonstrate application of the chapters analysis to IV models with censored
endogenous variables, and binary outcomes. The models studied in Section 7 o¤er an IV gen-
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eralization of models studied in Manski and Tamer (2002), in which censored variables may be
endogenous explanatory variables. A range of restrictions on the joint dependence of the structural
unobservable variable and the exogenous variables are considered namely independence restric-
tions, conditional quantile restrictions, and conditional mean restrictions. The moment inequality
characterizations of identied sets that result from application of earlier analysis in the chapter are
demonstrated and compared.
Section 8 provides an application to IV models with a binary outcome, including one employing
the probit specication (2) discussed above. Identication analysis is applied to characterize iden-
tied sets in such models and analog set estimates are reported in an application to female labor
force participation using data from Angrist and Evans (1998). In the context of this application, it
is demonstrated how inference can be carried out, with condence sets for parameters and certain
projections of them computed using methods developed in Chernozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013).
Section 9 discusses developing strands of research in the literature and concludes.
2 Structural IV Models
The framework employed in this chapter builds on the seminal work done at the Cowles Commission
during its tenure at the University of Chicago from 1939 to 1955. In this period a formal apparatus
for identication analysis was laid out in a collection of papers appearing in the Cowles Commission
for Research in Economics Monograph 10, Koopmans (1950). The monograph, referred to here as
Cowles 10, was based on presentations given at a Cowles Commission conference in 1945. This work
was notably inuenced by ideas set out in Haavelmo (1943, 1944) and the framework employed for
studying identication is elegantly summarized by Koopmans (1949) building on ideas set out by
Leonid Hurwicz in his 1945 conference paper, Hurwicz (1950).
Marschak (1950) referred to the system of equations characterizing economic relationships in the
models studied as the stochastic model, by which was meant a model whose dening relationships
feature random variables that are unobservable to the econometrician. In todays terminology, such
a model comprising a system of equations including unobservable variables would be described as a
structural model. This is the framework in which the ideas set out in this chapter are exposited.
2.1 The Cowles 10 Stochastic Model
On page 19 of the introductory chapter of Cowles 10, Marschak set out the stochastic model in
which the contributions of the monograph are cast. In this section only we use Marschaks notation.
Unobservable random disturbances, denoted w = (w1; :::; wJ), are explicitly incorporated. The
model constitutes a priori restrictions on a system of G equations
'g
 
x;w;(g)

= 0, g = 1; :::; G, (3)
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and on the joint density function of w
f (w; ") , (4)
where " and  =
 
(1); :::; (G)

denote model parameters. As explained in Koopmans (1949),
a model may be represented by a collection of admissible structures. A structure is dened as
all properties of the system of equations (3) and the distribution (4), including those not known a
priori. Observable variables x are grouped into a vector of endogenous components y and exogenous
components z. Independence of w and z is presumed so that the marginal distribution f (w; ")
coincides with the conditional distribution of w given z.
As Marschak points out, the monograph focuses almost exclusively on the special case described
as a simple shock model, in which w = (u1; :::; uG), with (3) replaced by
'g
 
x;(g)

= ug, g = 1; :::; G. (5)
These are models in which for any value of x knowledge of the functions ' = ('1; :::; 'G) and
parameters  delivers a unique value of the unobservable variables, w.
Notably, the papers in the monograph focus on models that are complete, with the sole excep-
tion of Wald (1950). Walds six page chapter raises issues concerning estimation and inference in
incomplete models that came to be studied in depth only much later. Wald framed his discussion
around an incomplete model comprising a system of equations as in (5), in which the distribution
of unobservable variables was insu¢ cient to determine that of the endogenous variables. Wald
writes on page 306, It will appear from what follows that the estimation problems in incomplete
systems are essentially di¤erent from those in complete systems discussed in other contributions
in this volume.Wald later continued on page 306, running onto page 307, ...we cannot be sure
that a consistent estimate exists. This di¢ culty, however, is not as serious as it would appear at
rst sight. In fact, instead of point estimates, we are usually more interested in constructing a
condence region for the unknown parameters corresponding to a given condence coe¢ cient.He
thus sidestepped the issue of identication, and proceeded to examine the question of inference
irrespective of point identication in a particular example. It would be more that 50 years until
Imbens and Manski (2004) took up the problem of constructing condence intervals for a set iden-
tied parameter, the rst of many studies of inference on set identied parameters in the recent
partial identication literature.6
6 It should be noted that there were earlier (and later) studies in which condence regions were proposed for
identied sets of parameters rather than the parameters themselves, notable predecessors being the Bonferroni and
bootstrap procedures proposed by Horowitz and Manski (1998, 2000). Section 4.3 of the chapter Molinari (2019)
provides a discussion of di¤erent coverage notions considered in the literature.
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2.2 The Framework Employed Here
The IV models and methods set out in this chapter are presented in a framework that expands upon
the Cowles 10 stochastic model by permitting structures to be incomplete and to have unobservable
variables that may not be single-valued functions of observable variables. As discussed in the
introduction, this widens the scope of application of IV restrictions to a very broad class of models.
The notation used from here onwards reects common current practice. Greek letters are used to
denote nite dimensional parameters. When considering stochastic quantities upper and lower case
Roman letters are used to denote random vectors and their realizations, respectively. We reserve
calligraphic font (R) to denote sets and set-valued random elements and sans serif font (R) to
denote collections of sets.
The processes considered here deliver values of observed endogenous outcomes Y given values
of observed Z and unobserved U , with Y , Z, and U all nite dimensional random vectors with
support on a subset of a Euclidean space.
Y  (Y1; : : : ; YN ),
Z  (Z1; : : : ; ZK),
U  (U1; : : : ; UR).
There may be discrete components in any of these vectors.
A structure comprises two elements, analogous to (3) and (4). One element is a collection
of conditional distributions of U given Z = z, one distribution for every value z in the support,
RZ , of Z . This is given by a collection of conditional probability measures denoted GU jZ dened
formally in Restriction A3 in Section 3 below. The other element comprises a specication of the
combinations of Y , Z and U that can occur, given by the specication of a structural function
h : RY ZU ! R such that
h (Y;Z; U) = 0, (6)
with probability one.7 This relation plays the role of the system of equations expressed in (3). That
there is only one equation rather than G equations is unimportant, because, reverting momentarily
to Marschaks notation, letting U = w and (Y; Z) = x, any system (3) can be expressed as
h (Y;Z; U) = max
g2f1;:::;Gg
'g  x;w;(g) = 0:
There are many other ways in which this can be done, for example using the sum of squares of the
functions 'g
 
x;w;(g)

.
As in the treatment given in Cowles 10, models place restrictions on the structures m that
7Throughout this Chapter R denotes the real line.
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generate outcomes, with m =
 
h;GU jZ

in the notation of this Chapter. A model M is dened
as the set of structures that obey a particular collection of restrictions. For example, considering
an IV model M could require the structural function to be linear with coe¢ cient zero on certain
excluded exogenous variables and with unobserved variables and exogenous variables independently
distributed.
Structures m 2 M obeying the models restrictions are referred to as admissible. The goal
of identication analysis is to ascertain which admissible structures are capable of producing the
conditional distributions of observable variables Y given exogenous variables Z that a process
delivers.
For any set Y  RY , the notation FY jZ (Yjz) denotes the probability of the event Y 2 Y
conditional on Z = z. The sampling process is assumed to reveal the conditional probability
measure FY jZ (jz) for each z 2 RZ with
FY jZ  fFY jZ (jz) : z 2 RZg
denoting this collection of conditional measures.
The identied set of structures delivered by a modelM and a collection of probability measures
FY jZ is denoted I
 M;FY jZ ;RZ. This notation makes explicit the dependence of the identied
set on (i) restrictions embedded in specication ofM, (ii) the conditional distributions of Y given
Z, and (iii) the support of exogenous variables Z, over which conditional distributions FY jZ are
point identied.
In contrast to the models studied in Cowles 10, the models considered here will admit structures
with structural functions h for which equation (6) may have multiple solutions for Y for some real-
izations of (Z;U), and may have multiple solutions for U for some realizations of (Y;Z). Structures 
h;GU jZ

with h allowing multiple solutions for Y for some realizations of (Z;U) are incomplete.
Walds six-page chapter Wald (1950) makes clear that researchers were aware of the possibility of
incompleteness, and that it would require an alternative treatment. The issue of incompleteness
and the di¢ culties it can cause for identication have been more recently studied in the context of
models that allow for multiple equilibria, with some key contributions including Heckman (1978),
Jovanovic (1989), Tamer (2003), Galichon and Henry (2011), and Beresteanu, Molchanov, and
Molinari (2011). Incompleteness also arises in single equation IV models that do not include a full
specication of the determination of endogenous variables and in models that require observed and
unobserved variables to satisfy inequality restrictions.
The focus of Cowles 10 was on complete models with systems of simultaneous equations in which
the values of endogenous variables are fully determined as part of the system. Moreover, Cowles
10 primarily addressed linear systems, in which the conditions required for point identication of
the parameters of each equation do not require a complete specication of the determination of all
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endogenous variables. As a simple case in point, in the classical two equation model
Y1 = Y21 + Z11 + U1; (7)
Y2 = Y12 + Z22 + U2; (8)
with E [U1jZ] = E [U2jZ] = 0, the rank condition for point identication of (1; 1) is that
E [Z 0 (Y2; Z1)] has full column rank. This is the same condition required for point identication of
(1; 1) in an incomplete single equation IV model that imposes only (7), with (8) absent.
In nonlinear models this simple equivalence does not apply. One can augment the equations of an
incomplete model with additional equations such that the augmented system uniquely determines
the values of all endogenous variables. However, if any restrictions are placed on the additional
equations, then the conditions required for point identication of the parameters of the complete
model may not be the same as the conditions required in the incomplete model. When the model
considered is partially identifying, the identied set for the parameters of the incomplete model
may vary as alternative augmentations that produce complete models are employed. This point is
elaborated in Section 3.3.
2.3 Outcomes and Unobservables
In a classical IV model the specication of feasible combinations of variables takes the form of one
or more structural equations setting out relationships between Y , Z, and U , which are here encoded
in the structural function h. In the models studied in this chapter systems of inequalities can also
arise. Using a structural function h as dened here accommodates a wide range of possibilities.
There are many examples in Section 3.2.
As set out in the Introduction, let Y(u; z;h) denote the set of values of endogenous variables
Y that solve h (Y; Z; U) = 0 with structural function h when Z = z and U = u. This is the set
of values of Y that may occur when Z = z and U = u. By an incomplete model we mean a
model that admits structures with structural functions h such that this set can be non-singleton.
Let U (y; z;h) denote the set of values of unobservable variables U that solve h (Y; Z; U) = 0 with
structural function h when Z = z and U = u.
The sets U (y; z;h) and Y(u; z;h) are zero level sets of h with respect to U and Y dened for
each (y; z) 2 RY Z and (z; u) 2 RZU , respectively:
U (y; z;h)  fu : h (y; z; u) = 0g, Y (u; z;h)  fy : h (y; z; u) = 0g. (9)
These level sets are dual to each other in the sense that for all z and h, a value u lies in U (y; z;h)
if and only if y lies in Y (u; z;h). This is so because for all z and h
u 2 U (y; z;h)() h (y; z; u) = 0() y 2 Y (u; z;h) :
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An IV model places restrictions on (i) the way in which certain observed exogenous variables af-
fect the determination of outcomes Y and (ii) the nature of the dependence amongst these exogenous
variables and unobserved U . Restrictions of the rst type are exclusion restrictions. Restrictions
of the second type are independence restrictions. For instance, the classical linear IV model set out
in (1) excludes Z2 from playing any role in determining Y1, and uses one of several possible inde-
pendence restrictions, such as E[Z 0U ] = 0, E[U jZ] = 0, or U k Z. A suitable structural function
h in this case is
h(y; z; u) = y1   y2   z1   u,
but the square or fourth power of this function would also serve.
This model is incomplete for Y because all that can be known of the value y of Y when Z = z
and U = u is that it lies on the manifold
Y(u; z;h) = f(y1; y2) : y1   y2 = z1 + ug ,
and structural functions h are characterized by values of parameters (; ). Here incompleteness
arises because the process determines values of multiple outcomes but the model species only one
structural equation. Even in a model specifying as many equations as there are outcomes there
would be incompleteness if there could be multiple solutions to those equations.8 A model that
species inequality relationships amongst Y , Z, and U will usually be incomplete.
Complete models have the feature that specifying the distribution of unobservable variables U
conditional on the realization of exogenous variables Z = z leads to a specication of the conditional
distribution of endogenous variables Y given Z = z. In parametrically specied models, this
means that FY jZ (jz) may be expressed as a known function of model parameters, enabling the
use of maximum likelihood methods. On the other hand, in the context of an incomplete model,
specifying a conditional distribution of U given Z = z does not lead to a specication of the
conditional distribution of Y given Z = z and so alternative approaches are needed as Wald (1950)
pointed out.
A common feature of the IV models employed in practice is that terms capturing unobserved
heterogeneity are expressible as single-valued functions of observed variables. It is a convenient
shorthand to talk of such models as having point-valued residuals. A model embodying the point-
valued residual restrictions admits only structures such that U(y; z;h) is singleton with probability
one.
The point-valued residual restriction clearly holds in the linear model (1) where U = Y1 Y2 
Z1. It also holds in the nonparametric instrumental variables (NPIV) model studied in Newey
8 In Koopmans, Rubin, and Leipnik (1950), this possibility is ruled out in a linear simultaneous system by requiring
the matrix of coe¢ cients multiplying endogenous variables have rank equal to the number of such variables, a condition
there termed completeness.
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and Powell (2003) which has Y1 = f(Y2; Z1) + U , and in the non-additive NPIV model studied in
Chernozhukov and Hansen (2005) which has Y1 = f(Y2; Z1; U) with U scalar and the function f
strictly monotone in its third argument. It also holds in the simultaneous equations models studied
by Brown (1983), Roehrig (1988), Matzkin (2008) and Berry and Haile (2018).
To see why the point-valued residual condition is convenient, suppose a model requires that
condition to hold, that is the model requires U = a(Y;Z) for some single-valued function a(; ). In
the linear model example above a(Y;Z) = Y1   Y2   Z. If the model requires the distribution
of U given Z to satisfy some condition, here denoted   (e.g. stochastic independence, mean inde-
pendence, or zero covariance), then determining the identifying power of the model boils down to
nding the set A of functions a(; ) such that, for the distribution of Y and Z under consideration,
the joint distribution of a(Y; Z) and Z satises the condition  , that is:
A = fa(; ) : distribution of a(Y; Z) and Z satisfy condition  g .
For example,   may be the condition that E[Z 0U ] = 0, E[U jZ] = 0, or some other restriction
limiting the joint distribution of U and Z. The distribution of U given Z associated with a function
a in this set is identied as the distribution of a(Y; Z) given Z.
A major focus in the econometrics literature is the determination of rank and completeness
conditions under which the set of functionsA is a singleton. These are conditions on the distribution
of observed Y and Z over and above the restrictions on structures embodied in the model under
consideration. In the linear model just considered, the condition on the distribution of (Y; Z) that
E [Z 0 (Z1; Y1)] has full column rank along with the restriction of the model that E[Z 0U ] = 0 su¢ ces
to ensure that A is a singleton set, that is that  and  are point identied. In this chapter such
rank and completeness conditions are distinguished from the restrictions of models because they are
conditions on the distribution of observable variables, which is treated as known in an identication
analysis.
When unobservable U is a set-valued function of observed variables it is not obvious how the
force of restrictions on the joint distribution of U and Z can be determined. Consider again the
threshold crossing model for binary outcome Y1 with an endogenous explanatory variable Y2, as in
(2), for which
U(y; z;h) =
(
( 1; y2   z1] ; y1 = 0
( y2   z1;1) ; y1 = 1
(10)
where Z2 denotes excluded instruments and Z  (Z1; Z2). Knowledge of a value of Y and Z does
not identify a unique value of U for any value of the parameters and it turns out that, barring a
large support condition on the distribution of Z, many values of  and  could be consistent with
the independence restriction U k Z for a particular distribution of Y and Z even if the distribution
of U is fully specied, for example as standard normal or logistic.
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However the probability distribution of Y and Z can still convey some information about the
value of  in the context of this model. To see this, consider a case in which the distribution of Y
and Z is such that P[Y1 = 1jZ1 = z1; Z2 = z2] varies with z2. In this case  cannot be zero in any
structure that generates this distribution of Y and is admitted by the IV model. This is so because
if  were zero there would be no route for Z2 to a¤ect the conditional distribution of Y1 given Z
with Z1 xed, since Z2 is excluded from the structural relationship and U and Z are independent.
Indeed the restrictions of the model are falsiable because if Y2 and Z were independent while Y1
and Z were not then one could be sure that the binary outcome IV model is misspecied.9
The methods we set out in this Chapter reveal for any distribution of Y and Z precisely the
identied set of values of  and  delivered by the binary outcome IV model. We return to this
single equation IV probit model in Section 8 as an example in order to illustrate many aspects of
the analysis of GIV models.
2.4 Duality
In identication analysis one asks: what can be learned of the values of parameters of interest
from observation of an economic process using observable implications of economic models? To
this end one can employ two distinct, complementary approaches, focusing either on properties of
the conditional distributions of observable Y given Z or properties of the conditional distributions
of unobservable U given Z.
Taking the rst approach we ask what the properties of a structurem =
 
h;GU jZ

admitted by a
modelM imply about the conditional distributions of Y given Z delivered by a process of interest,
and in particular whether these conditional distributions are compatible with these implications.
Let FY jZ (Z) denote the distributions of Y conditional on Z = z for each z 2 Z  RZ delivered by
a process of interest, and let PY jZ (m;Z) denote the conditional probability measures of Y given
Z for each z 2 Z compatible with structure m. If the conditional measures FY jZ (Z) delivered by
the process are compatible with the implications of m for a set Z satisfying P [Z 2 Z] = 1, then
structure m is in the identied set of structures obtained with the modelM and the distributions
FY jZ (Z). Put succinctly, structure m belongs to the identied set of structures obtained with the
model M and the distributions FY jZ (Z) if m is admitted by M and FY jZ (Z) and PY jZ (m;Z)
agree for a set Z satisfying P [Z 2 Z] = 1. If there is only one structure m for which this is so,
then the structure is point identied.
This is the logical framework underpinning maximum likelihood estimation, where the model
species the distributions of Y given Z as a function of model parameters, say , each value of
which corresponds to a unique structure m. Point identication of these parameters is achieved if
there is a unique 0 compatible with observable conditional distributions of Y given Z for almost
9The rst results on the identifying power of the binary outcome IV model are in Chesher (2010).
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every Z, in which case the information inequality guarantees that the expected log-likelihood is
uniquely maximized at 0.10
Taking the second approach to identication analysis we ask what the conditional distributions
of Y given Z delivered by a process, combined with structure m admitted by a model M, imply
regarding the conditional distributions of U given Z. If these implications are compatible with
restrictions placed on the conditional distributions of unobservable heterogeneity by the model, for
example conditional mean independence restrictions, then structure m could have produced the
conditional distributions of Y given Z.
This is the idea behind moment based estimation, such as generalized method of moments
(GMM) as in Hansen (1982). Restrictions placed on unobservable variables can sometimes be
expressed as a requirement that certain functions of observable variables have zero mean. For
example, in a non-linear model in which
Y1 = g (Y2; Z1; ) + U
with Z = (Z1; Z2) and the restriction E [U jZ = z] = 0, the moment conditions
E [(Y1   g (Y2; Z1; ))w (Z)] = 0,
can be used as a basis for estimation and inference on  for suitable collections of functions w().
This is feasible here, in contrast to the rst approach, because in a model such as this, knowledge
of the conditional distributions of U given Z is insu¢ cient to uniquely determine the conditional
distributions of Y given Z.
The dual roles played by distributions of observable variables and unobservable variables con-
ditional on exogenous variables Z is exploited in the analysis of GIV models in this chapter. The
framework used here works with conditional distributions of unobservable variables, and opera-
tionalizes a way to verify that a given structure m combined with conditional distributions of Y
given Z is compatible with restrictions placed on the distribution of unobservable variables. The
framework accommodates models that are incomplete and models that admit set-valued unobserv-
ables. The formalization lies in the characterization of observational equivalence provided in Section
4.
The benet of this approach is that it is straightforward to use in models that place IV re-
strictions on the conditional distributions of unobservable variables U . This is because it does not
require determining the implications for conditional distributions of Y given Z of restrictions on
the conditional distribution of U given Z. That can be a complex task when U is multivariate or
when U does not enter the structural function in a simple additive fashion. The approach taken
here also delivers characterizations of identied sets in some cases in which instrumental variables
10See for example Newey and McFadden (1994) Lemma 2.2 for a complete proof.
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play no role at all. The analysis in CR17 and Chesher and Rosen (2017b) of the auction model of
Haile and Tamer (2003) is an example.
Alternative approaches allowing for incompleteness and set-valued unobservables include those
of Beresteanu, Molchanov, and Molinari (2011) and Galichon and Henry (2011). Those approaches
employ characterizations of conditional distributions of Y given Z compatible with a given struc-
ture m, Beresteanu, Molchanov, and Molinari (2011) using a set-valued conditional expectation
of outcome variables, Galichon and Henry (2011) using a generalization of a likelihood approach,
allowing for the possibility that the distributions of Y given Z compatible with a structure m need
not be unique. These sorts of approaches are convenient in models with restrictions that are placed
directly on the conditional distributions of Y given Z, perhaps because unobservable variables do
not explicitly appear in the modelsspecications, or in models in which restrictions on U given Z
straightforwardly translate into restrictions on sets of feasible Y given Z.11 Notable examples of
such models include the treatment e¤ect models in Beresteanu, Molchanov, and Molinari (2012),
the Roy model studied in Mourie, Henry, and Meango (2017), and the insurance choice models in
Barseghyan, Coughlin, Molinari, and Teitelbaum (2017).
3 GIV Structures and Models
This section gives a formal presentation of the generalized instrumental variables (GIV) framework
on which this chapter focuses.
3.1 Restrictions
As discussed in the introduction, GIV models admit structural functions h whose level sets U (y; z;h)
of values of unobserved U may have cardinality exceeding one. Both IV and GIV models admit
structural functions h whose level sets Y (u; z;h) of values of endogenous Y may have cardinality
greater than one, in which case the model is incomplete. This occurs for example when a model
does not specify the way in which some endogenous explanatory variables Y2 are determined, even
if the other endogenous variables Y1 are uniquely determined by (Y2; Z; U). Models imposing
inequality restrictions on observable and unobservable variables are typically incomplete. Some
leading examples are given in Section 3.2 below.
At various points in the exposition we use restrictions chosen from the following collection.
Restriction A1: (Y;Z; U) are random vectors dened on a probability space (
; L;P), endowed
with the Borel sets on 
. The support of (Y;Z; U), denotedRY ZU , is a subset of a nite-dimensional
Euclidean space. 
11Models in which unobservable variables do not explicitly appear include those with potential outcomes and in
which individuals possess response functions, both of which provide a di¤erent but no more restrictive approach to
incorporating unobservable heterogeneity.
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Restriction A2: The collection of conditional probability measures
FY jZ 

FY jZ (jz) : z 2 RZ
	
,
is identied by the sampling process, where for all measurable Y  RY jz, FY jZ (Yjz)  P [Y 2 Yjz].

Restriction A3: There is an L-measurable function h (; ; ) : RY ZU ! R such that h (Y;Z; U) = 0
with probability one and there is a collection of conditional probability measures
GU jZ 

GU jZ (jz) : z 2 RZ
	
,
where for all measurable S  RU jz, GU jZ (Sjz)  P [U 2 Sjz]. 
Restriction A4: The pair
 
h;GU jZ

belongs to a known set of admissible structuresM. 
Restriction A5: U (Y;Z;h) is closed almost surely P [jz], each z 2 RZ . 
Restriction A6: Y (U;Z;h) is closed almost surely P [jz], each z 2 RZ . 
Restriction A1 denes the underlying probability space and restricts the support of (Y;Z; U) to
a nite dimensional Euclidean space, as is typically the case in applications. Restriction A2 requires
that the conditional distribution of Y given Z = z is identied for each z 2 RZ . Simple random
sampling of (Y; Z) is su¢ cient for this but not required. For instance, choice based sampling and
endogenous stratication may deliver identication of FY jZ . Restriction A3 formalizes the existence
of structural relation h and lays out notation for the collection of conditional measures GU jZ of U
given Z. Restrictions A1-A3 are maintained throughout.
Restriction A4 imposes model M, the collection of admissible structures  h;GU jZ. These
encompass the researchers a priori restrictions on the process generating observable (Y; Z). For
instance, the researcher may require that the structural function h and conditional distributions
of unobservable variables GU jZ are restricted to parametric classes, so thatM comprises
 
h;GU jZ

such that h = h and GU jZ (jz) = GU jZ (jz; ) for some  2   Rd . Semiparametric or
nonparametric restrictions onM are also allowed. In contrast to Restrictions A1-A3, Restriction A4
may be refutable based on knowledge of FY jZ .12 Characterizations of identied sets given admissible
structuresM entail those structures  h;GU jZ 2 M that, under Restrictions A1-A3, could deliver
the identied conditional distributions FY jZ . It is possible that there is no
 
h;GU jZ

belonging
toM such that P [h (Y;Z; U) = 0] = 1 for some random variable U with conditional distributions
belonging to GU jZ . This possibility is allowed, and in such cases the identied set of structures is
empty, indicating that the model is misspecied. The development of specication tests for models
allowing for set identication is an ongoing area of research, with a notable contribution provided
by Bugni, Canay, and Shi (2015), who provide specication tests based on moment inequalities.
12For a formal statement of refutability, see Breusch (1986).
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Restrictions A5 and A6 restrict the level sets U (Y;Z;h) and Y (U;Z;h) to be random closed
sets, respectively. This enables application of results from random set theory to establish that cer-
tain collections of conditional moment inequalities characterizing bounds on structures are sharp.
This restriction is usually easy to accommodate. Restriction A5 is for example guaranteed when-
ever the structural function h(y; z; u) is continuous in u in a neighborhood of those u such that
h (y; z; u) = 0. In models in which the usual formulations do not automatically satisfy these re-
strictions, the structural function can often be redened in an equivalent way to ensure that one of
these restrictions does hold.
An example of such a redenition arises in the binary outcome model with outcome Y1 de-
termined by (2), which is the commonly used way of specifying binary outcome threshold-crossing
models, such as the binary probit model. A corresponding structural function h such that h (Y;Z; U)
is equal to zero almost surely when (2) holds is given by
h(y; z; u) = (1  y1)  1 [y2 + z1 + u > 0] + y1  1 [y2 + z1 + u  0] ,
which produces the U -level sets U (y; z;h) of the form given in (10). When y1 = 1, this set is the
open interval ( y2   z1;1), and so is not closed in the Euclidean topology. This is because the
outcome variable is assigned the value 1 only if the latent index y2+ z1+u strictly exceeds zero.
This is however simply a matter of convention. In such threshold crossing models the unobservable
U is restricted to be continuously distributed, for example standard normal in the probit model.
Then the conditional probability that the index Y2 + Z1 + U is equal to zero is itself zero, and
whether Y1 takes the value 1 or 0 when this zero probability event is realized is of no substantive
consequence.
One may therefore redene the model without loss of generality to allow Y1 to take either value
1 or 0 when Y2 +Z1 +U = 0. A structural function that permits either value of Y1 in this event
is given by
h(y; z; u) = y1 jy2 + z1 + uj  + (1  y1) jy2 + z1 + uj+ (11)
where jaj+ = max(0; a) and jaj  = max(0; a) denote respectively the positive and negative parts
of a. The set U (y; z;h) dened as those u such that h(y; z; u) = 0 is the closure of the U -level set
implied by (10).13
To see that Restriction A6 holds in this model note that
Y (u; z;h) = Y0 (u; z;h) [ Y1 (u; z;h) , (12)
13Closed sets are sets that contain their limit points, so the intervals ( 1; y2   ] and [ y2   ;1) are closed
in R despite being openat 1.
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where
Y0 (u; z;h)  fy 2 RY : y1 = 0 ^ y2 + z1 + u  0g ,
Y1 (u; z;h)  fy 2 RY : y1 = 1 ^ y2 + z1 + u  0g ,
so Y (u; z;h) is a union of two closed sets and is therefore closed.
Other models allowing discrete outcomes can be similarly modied to ensure Restriction A5
holds. More generally, in some models where Restriction A5 does not hold automatically, it may
be possible to employ topologies other than the Euclidean topology to satisfy the closedness re-
quirement.
Restrictions A1-A6 are very general in the sense that they can be applied in a wide variety of
contexts. Consequently, identication analysis built on these restrictions is widely applicable. The
level of generality allows for the possibility that identied sets of structures are large or small, for
example the entire admissible space at one extreme, or a singleton point or possibly even the empty
set at the other.
The characterizations can simplify under the restrictions imposed by a particular model speci-
cation. The general characterizations laid out in Section 4 apply whatever restrictions are embodied
in a model, but the simplication a¤orded by particular restrictions can be enormous, and some-
times essential in obtaining characterizations amenable to use in practice. This is the focus of
Section 6, where the identifying power of restrictions on the conditional distributions of U given Z
are considered. The widely applicable characterizations in Section 4 provide an important step in
obtaining these. This is because with the general characterization in hand, to show that a given
set of observable implications comprise the identied set, the task is simply to establish that, with
the additional restrictions in hand, their implications in fact imply all of the implications of the
general characterization.
In addition to restrictions on structural functions and conditional distributions of unobservables
that are imposed through the model specication, the identied set of structures depends crucially
upon the joint distribution of the observed variables (Y;Z). This distribution, and consequently
the collection of conditional distributions FY jZ , are point identied under Restriction A2 which
relies on the suitability of the sampling scheme under which the process of interest is observed. It is
unnecessary to place restrictions on FY jZ , when, as here, developing characterizations of identied
sets of structures. This may appear at odds with existing identication results involving rank
or completeness conditions which place restrictions on FY jZ , but it is not. Such conditions are
invoked as conditions under which there is point identication of parameter values or functions.
Such conditions do not arise in characterizations of identied sets of structures but they are of
great interest when considering what classes of distributions FY jZ can deliver identied sets that
are singleton, and what characteristics of the distributions FY jZ a¤ect the size of the identied set.
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Here are some examples of models that fall within the GIV framework studied here. In each
example there can be alternative restrictions on the joint distribution of (U;Z), for example full
independence, U k Z, mean independence, E [U jZ] = 0, or quantile independence, qU jZ ( jZ) = 0,
and/or parametric restrictions on the distribution of U .
3.2 Examples
Example 1. The classical linear IV model set out in the Introduction has structural function
h (y; z; u) = y1   y2   z1   u
with level set Y (u; z;h) = f((y2 + z1 + u) ; y2) : y2 2 RY2g which is not a singleton set. The level
set U (y; z;h) is the singleton set f(y1   y2   z1)g. 
Example 2. A binary threshold crossing model with Y1 = 1 [g (Y2; Z1) < U ] and U normalized
uniformly distributed on [0; 1] as studied in Chesher and Rosen (2013) has structural function
h(y; z; u) = y1 ju  g (y2; z1)j  + (1  y1) ju  g (y2; z1)j+
where y1 2 f0; 1g.14 The corresponding level sets are values of pairs (y1; y2)
Y (u; z;h) = f(y1; y2) 2 RY1Y2 : fy1 = 1 ^ u  g (y2; z1)g or fy1 = 0 ^ u  g (y2; z1)gg
and intervals
U(y; z;h) =
[0; g (y2; z1)] if y1 = 0,
[g (y2; z1) ; 1] if y1 = 1,
both of which are closed sets in R. 
Example 2*. In the binary outcome model of Example 2, suppose the form of the structural
function is further restricted such that
g (y2; z1)   ( y2   z1) ;
where  () denotes a strictly increasing CDF on R, for instance the standard normal CDF, in
which case  () = ().Then Y1 = 1

 1 (U) + Y2 + Z1 > 0

, and with a change of variable
replacing the unobservable  1 (U) with a standard normally distributed variate V =  1 (U) we
arrive at the IV probit specication (2) of the Introduction. Once again ignoring the zero probability
14Following the same argument provided previously for the more restrictive binary outcome model, we have that if U
is continuously distributed conditional on realizations of (Y2; Z1) it is straightforward to show that since g (Y2; Z1) = U
occurs with zero probability, in the ensuing identication analysis it is of no consequence whether Y1 takes value 1
or 0 when this occurs. To simplify the exposition we dene the structural function h such that either value of Y1 is
permitted when g (Y2; Z1) = U .
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event that the unobservable is exactly equal to the threshold determining Y1 gives the U -level sets
represented in (10) and the Y -level sets expressed in (12). 
Example 3. Multiple discrete choice with endogenous explanatory variables as studied in Chesher,
Rosen, and Smolinski (2013). This is the random utility model of McFadden (1974) extended to
allow some explanatory variables to be endogenous. The structural function is
h(y; z; u) =
 mink2f1;:::;Jg (y1 (y2; z1; uj)  k (y2; z1; uk))

 
,
where j (y2; z1; uj) is the utility associated with choice j 2 J  f1; : : : ; Jg and u = (u1; : : : ; uJ)
is a vector of unobserved preference heterogeneity. Y1 is the outcome variable indicating the choice
made and Y2 contains endogenous explanatory variables. The exogenous variables Z1 are allowed
to enter the utility functions 1; :::; J , while Z2 are excluded exogenous variables. The Y and U
level sets are respectively
Y (u; z;h) =

arg max
j2J
j (y2; z1; uj) ; y2

: y2 2 RY2

and
U (y; z;h) =

u 2 RU : y1 = arg max
j2J
j (y2; z1; uj)


Example 4. A continuous-outcome random coe¢ cients model with an endogenous explanatory
variable has structural function
h(y; z; u) = y1   z1   (2 + u2) y2   (1 + u1) .
The random coe¢ cients are (1 + U1) and (2 + U2), with means 1 and 2 respectively. The
coe¢ cient  multiplying exogenous variables in h could also be random. The Y and U level sets
are
Y (u; z;h) = f(z1 + (2 + u2) y2 + (1 + u1) ; y2) : y2 2 RY2g ,
and
U (y; z;h) = fu 2 RU : u1 = y1   z1   1   2y2   u2y2g ,
respectively. 
Example 5. Interval censored endogenous explanatory variables. Let g (; ; ) : R  Rk  R ! R
be monotone in its rst argument and strictly monotone nondecreasing in its third argument such
that
Y1 = g (Y

2 ; Z1; U) ,
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where endogenous variable Y 2 2 R is interval censored with
P [Y2l  Y 2  Y2u] = 1,
for observed variables Y2l; Y2u. No further restriction is placed on the process determining the
realizations of Y2l; Y2u. The structural function is
h(y; z; u) = jy1   g (y2l; z1; u)j  + jy1   g (y2u; z1; u)j+ ,
with y  (y1; y2l; y2u), and y2l  y2u. The resulting level sets are
Y (u; z;h) = fy 2 RY : g (y2l; z1; u)  y1  g (y2u; z1; u) ^ y2l  y2ug ,
and
U (y; z;h) = g 1 (y2u; z1; y1) ; g 1 (y2l; z1; y1) ,
where the function g 1 (; ; ) is the inverse of g (; ; ) with respect to its third argument, so that
for all y2, z1, and u, g 1 (y2; z1; g (y2; z1; u)) = u. This example is a generalization of a model
studied by Manski and Tamer (2002), in which the interval censored variable was restricted to be
exogenous. 
Example 6. English ascending auction. This is similar to the model studied in Haile and Tamer
(2003), with reserve price set to zero. There are J symmetric bidders making non-negative nal
bids Y = (Y1; : : : ; YJ), there are continuously distributed non-negative valuations U = (U1; : : : ; UJ)
and U has probability distribution GU jZ(jz) conditional on auction characteristics Z = z. Let
a[j] denote the jth smallest element of vector a  (a1;    ; aJ)0, so that for instance a[1] =
min fa1;    ; aJg and a[J ] = max fa1;    ; aJg. The structural function and resulting level sets
are as follows.
h(y; z; u) =
JX
j=1
jyj   uj j+ +
y[J ]   u[J 1] 
Y(u; z;h) =
8<:y 2 RY :
j^
j=1
(yj  uj) ^
 
y[J ]  u[J 1]
9=;
U(y; z;h) =
8<:u 2 RU :
J^
j=1
(yj  uj) ^
 
y[J ]  u[J 1]
9=;
The structural function embodies the restrictions imposed in Haile and Tamer (2003) that no person
bids in excess of their valuation and no person allows another to win at a price below their valuation.
The structural function h is known and does not depend on z. The unknown structural feature is
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the distribution of valuations, GU jZ = fGU jZ(jz) : z 2 RZg. In Haile and Tamer (2003) there is the
restriction that conditional on any value of Z the elements of U are identically and independently
distributed. This example is studied in detail in CR17, in which a characterization of the identied
set of valuation distributions is derived. 
These examples are just a selection from the wide array of structural models to which the GIV
framework can be applied. Examples 2-5 will be used later to demonstrate application of several
subsequent developments of this chapter. Example 6 is studied in detail as the lead example of
CR17, in which it is shown that the identied set for the common valuation distribution in the
Independent Private Value (IPV) framework renes the bounds previously available. The analysis
is extended to non-IPV settings in the working paper Chesher and Rosen (2017b).
There are in addition several quite recent applications of the GIV framework that conduct set
identication analysis through the use of sets of values of unobservables that are compatible with
values of observed variables. Kim (forthcoming) applies GIV analysis to characterize identied
sets for single equation IV count data models, and features an application investigating the e¤ect
of supplemental health insurance on the frequency of doctor visits made by U.S. individuals over
the age of 65. Berry and Compiani (2019) study dynamic models in which unobservable variables
are allowed to be serially correlated, which renders observed states endogenous. To deal with the
endogeneity problem, they use GIV methods to set identify dynamic policy functions in both single
agent and oligopoly models. They use inference methods from Chernozhukov, Chetverikov, and
Kato (forthcoming) in an application the ready-mix concrete industry using data from Collard-
Wexler (2013). Tebaldi, Torgovitsky, and Yang (2019) apply an unordered discrete choice model
to study insurance plan choice under the A¤ordable Care Act in California. They conduct partial
identication analysis through careful use of the properties of sets of values of unobservable variables
as in the GIV framework and in CRS13 for multiple discrete choice models. They show how, using
their model, sharp bounds on several economically meaningful projections of the identied set of
structures can be characterized by solutions to linear programming problems, lending computational
tractability to estimation.
3.3 Completing Incomplete Models?
Consider again the comparison of complete and incomplete models started in Section 2.2. An
incomplete modelM allows that amongst the collection of structures m =  h;GU jZ that it admits
there can be level sets Y(U;Z;h) that are not singleton sets. Any such model may be completed by
augmenting the model with a class of permissible selection functions q that map from sets Y  RY
to unique values of y 2 Y. The selection function may in general be a function of any other
components of the model, so that
q : 2RY RU RZ H ! RY , q (Y; u; z; h) 2 Y (13)
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where H is the set of structural functions admitted by the incomplete model. An augmented
complete model may then be obtained by taking all possible compositions of such q and h to obtain
complete structural functions hc for which Y(U;Z;hc) is a singleton:
Y(U;Z;hc)  q (Y(U;Z;h); U; Z; h) ,
withMc denoting the collection of all compositions mc =  hc;GU jZ =  (q (Y(; ;h); ; ; h)) ;GU jZ
taken over admissible combinations of q and h.
Hypothesizing the existence of such a completion q and dening a complete modelMc in this
way is always possible, but is not without cost. Completing an incomplete model and restricting
allowable selection functions q will in general alter the model, so that the projection of the identied
set for mc onto
 
h;GU jZ

will in general be a subset of the identied set for
 
h;GU jZ

based on the
original incomplete model. In general, adding such a completion to the model imposes additional
restrictions on the process generating outcomes, which serve to shrink the identied set for
 
h;GU jZ

.
The only way to avoid this possibility is to allow any completion (13), without restriction, which
will guarantee no identifying content is imposed. This is not without cost.
Completing an incomplete model without imposing further substantive restrictions requires
keeping track of and characterizing a larger set of model primitives, specically whichever ones are
required for the specication of q. If one is interested in learning about features of the incomplete
model structures
 
h;GU jZ

, then these additional components of q are nuisance parameters that
have to be projected away. Their presence increases the number of primitives in the model, which
may complicate characterization of the relevant features of
 
h;GU jZ

. As a case-in-point, in the
context of econometric models of games with multiple equilibria, Beresteanu, Molchanov, and
Molinari (2011) showed that an intractable complete specication featuring an innite dimensional
equilibrium selection mechanism (a type of completion function) could be replaced with a more
tractable incomplete model specication.
If, on the other hand, there are credible and substantive restrictions that restrict Y(U;Z;h) to
be a singleton set then these should be incorporated in the specication of h and, with that done,
the GIV framework remains applicable as discussed in Section 5.2.1.
4 Observational Equivalence
The notion of observational equivalence of structures has been a useful basis for identication analy-
sis since it was introduced in the early days of structural econometrics at the Cowles Commission,
in particular in Koopmans (1949) and the Cowles 10 chapters Koopmans and Reiersøl (1950) and
Hurwicz (1950). The identied set of structures I  M;FY jZ ;RZ delivered by a complete model
M and conditional distributions FY jZ are those structures admitted byM which are observation-
ally equivalent to one another, and which generate the conditional distributions FY jZ for almost
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every z 2 RZ . The explicit use of observational equivalence is not the only path to identication
analysis, but its use provides an orderly formalization within which to work. It has been used to
good purpose in key papers on parametric identication such as Rothenberg (1971) and Bowden
(1973), and applied in nonparametric identication analysis as set out in Matzkin (2007, 2008).
Section 4.1 reviews the classical denition of observational equivalence that applies in complete
models in which admissible structures are required to produce a unique distribution of outcome
variables Y conditional on exogenous variables Z for each possible realization z 2 RZ . This
formulation of observational equivalence does not apply to incomplete models.
Section 4.2 provides a generalization of the classical denition of observational equivalence
suitable for incomplete models. This was rst developed in CR17. Relative to that analysis, some
subtleties are discussed that expand on the di¤erence from the classical denition, and which are
illustrated in the context of the IV probit model of Example 2*.
Section 4.3 provides an equivalent formulation of the new denition of observational equivalence
for incomplete models in terms of sets of unobservable variables implied by realizations of observable
variables. This formulation is then applied to provide a convenient formulation of identied sets
for structural models for which restrictions on unobservable variables are easily incorporated.
Section 6 uses this formulation to provide an orderly characterization of identied sets for
structures in models employing a variety of particular restrictions on the joint distribution of
unobservable variables and instruments, such as independence, conditional mean, and conditional
quantile restrictions, as are commonly used in instrumental variable models.
4.1 Observational Equivalence in Complete Models
The classical denition of observational equivalence applies in contexts in which each structure, m,
delivers a single conditional probability measure PY jZ (jz;m) for each z 2 RZ , the collection of
which is denoted
PY jZ (m)  fPY jZ (jz;m) : z 2 RZg.
Two structures m and m0 are said to be observationally equivalent if PY jZ (m) = PY jZ (m0) almost
surely. This holds if there exists a set Z such that (i) Z 2 Z with probability one and (ii)
PY jZ (jz;m) = PY jZ (jz;m0) for all z 2 Z.
As an example consider the binary probit model with exogenous explanatory variables:
Y = 1 [Z + U > 0] , U  N (0; 1) , U k Z.
The distribution of unobserved heterogeneity is known, and the structural function is parametrically
specied. The structure m is determined by the value of  and the notation PY jZ (jz;) may be
used in place of PY jZ (jz;m). In this probit model PY jZ (jz;) places probability mass  (z) on
1, and mass 1   (z) on 0. Two parameter vectors  and b are observationally equivalent if and
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only if  (Z) =  (Zb) with probability one PZ .
Note that under this classical denition of observational equivalence, the question of whether two
structures m and m0 are observationally equivalent is addressed by considering only the conditional
distributions of Y given Z, PY jZ (m) and PY jZ (m0), produced by these two structures. Whether or
not two structures admitted by complete models are observationally equivalent is answered without
reference to the conditional distributions FY jZ delivered by the process being studied.
4.2 Observational Equivalence in Incomplete Models
The denition of observational equivalence of structures given for complete models cannot be used
in identication analysis of incomplete models. This is because incomplete models admit struc-
tures m 2 M that are incomplete, such that a particular realization of exogenous observable and
unobservable variables may be associated with multiple alternative realizations of endogenous Y .
Considering such a structure with components h and GU jZ , the set Y(u; z;h) dened in equation
(9) is the set of values of Y that can be obtained using the structural function h when U = u and
Z = z. When U  GU jZ(jz) the structure delivers the random set Y(U; z;h). This random set
can be characterized by the selections of the random set.15 These are the point-valued random
variables that lie in the random set with probability 1. An incomplete structure delivers a collection
of conditional distributions of Y given Z = z; comprising the set of probability distributions that
are distributions of the selections of the random set.
So, in the analysis of incomplete models there can be, for each z, not a single distribution
PY jZ (jz;m), but rather a set of distributions to consider. Let PY jZ (jz;m) denote such a set.
This is so for each z, and so enumerating the set across values of z there is, associated with each
structure, a collection of sets of distributions taken across z 2 RZ , here denoted by
PY jZ (m)  fPY jZ (jz;m) : z 2 RZg.
To be clear PY jZ (jz;m) denotes the set of conditional distributions for Y given Z = z compatible
with structure m, and PY jZ (m) denotes the collection of such sets taken over z 2 RZ .
To illustrate, consider the probit model of Example 2*, which has an endogenous right hand
side variable Y2 and an IV restriction:
Y1 = 1 [Y2 + Z1 + V > 0] , (14)
with V   1 (U)  N (0; 1) and U kZ  (Z1; Z2). For any realization of (Z; V ), this model is silent
regarding the determination of Y2; any conditional distribution of Y2 given (Z; V ) is admissible.
The conditional distribution of the unobservable variables given Z is fully specied, so a structure
15We give formal denitions shortly.
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is characterized by the values of the parameters  and  that determine the structural function.
Given parameters (; ), the conditional distribution of Y  (Y1; Y2) given Z = z, denoted
PY jZ (jz;; ), is restricted to be one of those obtained as the conditional distribution of
(1 [Y2 + Z1 + V > 0] ; Y2)
given Z = z for some random variables (Y2; V ) such that V k Z and V  N (0; 1). Because any
conditional distribution for Y2 given Z = z and V = v is admitted by the model, there are many
candidate conditional distributions PY jZ (jz;; ), which taken together comprise the collection of
conditional distributions of Y given Z = z, PY jZ (jz;; ). By contrast a complete model, for
example specifying an equation determining Y2 as a function of Z and unobservable variables, say
W , would deliver a unique conditional distribution for Y given Z = z at each choice of conditional
distribution of (W;V ) given Z = z.
Consider now the question of observational equivalence of two distinct structures m and m0 that
are admitted by an incomplete model. Associated with each of these structures is an accompanying
collection of conditional distributions, PY jZ (m) and PY jZ (m0), generated by these structures. For
each z 2 RZ there are corresponding sets of conditional distributions PY jZ (jz;m) 2 PY jZ (m) and
PY jZ (jz;m0) 2 PY jZ (m0). If PY jZ (jz;m) and PY jZ (jz;m0) intersect, that is if there is at least one
conditional distribution PY jZ (jz) that is a member of both sets PY jZ (jz;m) and PY jZ (jz;m0),
then it is possible that both structures m and m0 generate the same conditional distribution of Y
given Z = z. It is also possible that PY jZ (jz;m) and PY jZ (jz;m0) intersect, but are not identical
sets, so that there are conditional distributions that belong to PY jZ (jz;m) but not PY jZ (jz;m0),
and vice versa.
The conditional distribution of Y given Z = z delivered by the process being studied, denoted
FY jZ (jz), is point identied for each z 2 RZ . The structure m imparts which conditional dis-
tributions PY jZ (jz;m) are possible, while the researcher has data that yields identication of the
actual conditional distributions FY jZ (jz) delivered by the process being studied, the collection of
which is denoted FY jZ as set out in Restriction A2. In general, and in contrast to the case when
analyzing complete models, whether or not two structures m and m0 are observationally equivalent
in the consideration of incomplete models can depend on the actual distributions FY jZ (jz) at hand.
This is so precisely because of the possibility described above. It may be that there is for each
z some PY jZ (jz) that belongs to both PY jZ (jz;m) and PY jZ (jz;m0), while there may also be
distributions P 0Y jZ (jz) which for some positive measure set of z belong to PY jZ (jz;m) but not to
PY jZ (jz;m0) or vice versa. If the collection of distributions FY jZ 

FY jZ (jz) : z 2 RZ
	
contains
FY jZ (jz) of the former type, belonging to PY jZ (jz;m) and PY jZ (jz;m0) for almost every z, then
m and m0 are observationally equivalent for this FY jZ . But if FY jZ is of the second type, so that
there is a positive measure set of values z for which FY jZ (jz) does not belong to one or the other
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of PY jZ (jz;m) or PY jZ (jz;m0) then m and m0 are not observationally equivalent.
Consequently, in the following development, observational equivalence is dened with respect to
the (identied) collection of distributions FY jZ . Potential observational equivalence is also dened.
Structures m and m0 are potentially observationally equivalent when the collections PY jZ (m) and
PY jZ (m0) have sets of distributions in common a.e. z 2 RZ . Potential observational equivalence is
a property that two structures can possess irrespective of the collection of conditional distributions
FY jZ under consideration in identication analysis. When PY jZ (m) and PY jZ (m0) have no sets of
distributions in common m and m0 are observationally distinct for all FY jZ .
Formal denitions are required. We start with denitions of a random closed set, as well as that
of a measurable selection from a random set and selectionability. These are available as Molchanov
(2005, Denition 1.1, p.1, Denition 2.2, p. 26 and Denition 2.19, p. 34), see also Molchanov and
Molinari (2018), and are included here for completeness.
Denition 1 Let E be a locally compact Hausdor¤ second countable topolgical space, and let F (E)
denote the family of closed sets on E. A map W : 
! F (E) is a random closed set if for every
compact set K in E, the set f! 2 
 :W (!) \ K 6= ;g 2 L.
Leading examples of locally compact second countable Hausdor¤ topolgical spaces, su¢ cient for
our purposes here, are nite dimensional Euclidean spaces. It is also possible to consider families
of random sets satisfying other properties, for example random open sets and random convex sets,
see for example Molchanov (2005, Sections 4.6 and 4.7, pp. 63-65.) We work mostly with random
closed sets here, but some statements, such as the denition of a measurable selection that follows,
only require that the random set in question be measurable, and so the closedqualier may be
dropped.
Denition 2 LetW andW denote a random vector and random set dened on the same probability
space. W is a measurable selection of W, denoted W 2 Sel (W), if W 2 W with probability
one. The distribution FW of random vector W is selectionable with respect to the distribution of
random set W, which we abbreviate FW 4W, if there exists a random variable ~W distributed FW
and a random set ~W with the same distribution as W such that ~W 2 Sel

~W

.
A given structure m =
 
h;GU jZ

induces a distribution for the random outcome set Y (U;Z;h)
conditional on Z = z, for all z 2 RZ . If Y (U;Z;h) is a singleton set with probability one for
all admissible h, then the model is complete, and the conditional distribution of Y (U;Z;h) given
Z = z is simply that of fY g given Z = z for each z 2 RZ . In this case, again for each z 2 RZ ,
FY jZ (jz) is the only conditional distribution of Y given Z = z that is selectionable with respect
to the conditional distribution of Y (U;Z;h), and the denition of observational equivalence below
simplies to the classical one.
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If, on the other hand, the model is incomplete, so that Y (U;Z;h) is non-singleton with positive
probability, then h (Y;Z; U) = 0 dictates only that Y 2 Y (U;Z;h), which is insu¢ cient to uniquely
determine the conditional distributions FY jZ . That is, there are for at least some z 2 RZ , multiple
FY jZ (jz) satisfying FY jZ (jz) 4 Y (U;Z;h) given Z = z.
The denition of selectionability of FY jZ (jz) from the distribution of Y (U;Z;h) given Z = z
for almost every z 2 RZ characterizes precisely those distributions for which h (Y;Z; U) = 0 can
hold with probability one for the given structure
 
h;GU jZ

. Those distributions FY jZ (jz) that are
selectionable with respect to the conditional distribution of Y (U;Z;h) when U  GU jZ (jz) are
precisely those conditional distributions that can be generated by the structure
 
h;GU jZ

.
This leads to the following denitions of potential observational equivalence and of observational
equivalence with respect to a particular collection of conditional distributions FY jZ .
Denition 3 Under Restrictions A1-A3, two structures
 
h;GU jZ

and

h0;G0U jZ

are potentially
observationally equivalent if there exists a collection of conditional distributions FY jZ such that
FY jZ (jz) 4 Y (U; z;h) when U  GU jZ (jz) and FY jZ (jz) 4 Y (U; z;h0) when U  G0U jZ (jz) for
almost every z 2 RZ . Two structures
 
h;GU jZ

and

h0;G0U jZ

are observationally equivalent
with respect to FY jZ =

FY jZ (jz) : z 2 RZ
	
if FY jZ (jz) 4 Y (U; z;h) when U  GU jZ (jz) and
FY jZ (jz) 4 Y (U; z;h0) when U  G0U jZ (jz) for almost every z 2 RZ .
The closely related denition of the identied set of structures
 
h;GU jZ

is as follows.
Denition 4 Under Restrictions A1-A4, the identied set of structures
 
h;GU jZ

with respect
to the collection of distributions FY jZ are those admissible structures such that the conditional
distributions FY jZ (jz) 2 FY jZ are selectionable with respect to the conditional distributions of
random set Y (U; z;h) when U  GU jZ (jz), a.e. z 2 RZ :
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ   h;GU jZ 2M : FY jZ (jz) 4 Y (U; z;h) when U  GU jZ (jz) , a.e. z 2 RZ	 .
(15)
Selectionability of observed conditional distributions from the random outcome set Y (U; z;h)
provides a convenient and extremely general characterization of identied sets in a broad class of
econometric models.
The task that remains in an identication analysis of any particular model is to characterize
all observable implications of selectionability in a way that is tractable for use in practice. Any
collection of observable implications that fully characterize selectionability will su¢ ce. For example,
Beresteanu, Molchanov, and Molinari (2011) (referred to later as BMM11) shows how one can cast
selectionability in terms of the support function of the Aumann Expectation of the random outcome
set in order to characterize identied sets in a particular class of econometric models.
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Given Denition 4 of the identied set of structures admitted by a model, we can now de-
ne set identication of structural features. As is commonly done, we dene a structural feature
 (; ) as any functional of a structure  h;GU jZ. Examples include the structural function h itself,
 
 
h;GU jZ

= h, the distributions of unobserved heterogeneity,  
 
h;GU jZ

= GU jZ , and coun-
terfactual probabilities such as the probability that a component of Y exceeds a given threshold
conditional on Z = z calculated using GU jZ(jz).
Denition 5 The identied set of structural features  (; ) under Restrictions A1-A4 is
	    h;GU jZ :  h;GU jZ 2 I  M;FY jZ ;RZ	 .
Depending on the context, a variety of di¤erent features may be of interest. The identied set
of structures I  M;FY jZ ;RZ can be used to ascertain the identied set of any such feature. The
identied set of structures I  M;FY jZ ;RZ is thus the focus of analysis, and unless a particular
feature of interest is specied, reference to only the identied setwithout qualication refers to
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ.
A key component of econometric models are restrictions on the joint distribution of U and Z.
The use of the Aumann Expectation of random outcome set Y (U; z;h) and associated support
function dominance criteria can be convenient in models with conditional mean restrictions, as
discussed in section 5 of Beresteanu, Molchanov, and Molinari (2012). In models with GU jZ (jz)
parametrically specied, this approach or a capacity functional characterization of selectionability
has been used, see e.g. BMM11 or the related characterization of Galichon and Henry (2011).
In the following Section we show that the characterizations of observational equivalence and the
identied set I  M;FY jZ ;RZ given in Denitions 3 and 4 can equivalently be expressed in terms of
selectionability of GU jZ (jz) relative to the random residual set U (Y; Z;h). These characterizations
in terms of sets on the support of unobserved heterogeneity enable consideration of all conceivable
restrictions on the conditional distributions GU jZ .
4.3 Observational Equivalence via Selectionability in U-Space
In CR17 it is shown that the dual relation between the level sets, Y(u; z;h) and U(y; z;h) leads
to a dual relation between random outcome sets Y (U;Z;h) and random residual sets U (Y; Z;h)
which leads to Theorem 1 relating selectionability of FY jZ (jz) with respect to the distribution
of Y (U;Z;h) and selectionability of GU jZ (jz) with respect to the distribution of U (Y;Z;h), all
conditional on Z = z.
Theorem 1 Let Restrictions A1-A3 hold. Then for any z 2 RZ , FY jZ (jz) is selectionable with
respect to the conditional distribution of Y (U;Z;h) given Z = z when U  GU jZ (jz) if and only
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if GU jZ (jz) is selectionable with respect to the conditional distribution of U (Y;Z;h) given Z = z
when Y  FY jZ (jz).
Proof : See CR17 Theorem 1. 
This results follows directly from the duality of the level sets Y (U;Z;h) and U (Y; Z;h) set
out in Section 2.3. When considering selectionability and in other contexts the roles of observed
endogenous Y and its probability distribution and unobserved U and its probability distribution
can be interchanged.
With Theorem 1 established, we now characterize the identied set of structures in terms of
random variables and sets in the space of unobserved heterogeneity. A key benet that comes from
this is that it allows imposition of restrictions directly on the distributions of unobservable variables
GU jZ through specication of the class GU jZ admitted by the modelM. One can then check whether
any such GU jZ 2 GU jZ are selectionable with respect to the identied conditional distributions of
random set U (Y;Z;h), given identication of the conditional distributions FY jZ under Restriction
A2. That is, in the context of any particular model, events concerning this random set can be
expressed as events involving observable variables, as we illustrate in the examples of Sections 7
and 8.
Theorem 2 Let Restrictions A1-A3 hold. Then two structures
 
h;GU jZ

and

h;GU jZ

are ob-
servationally equivalent with respect to FY jZ if and only if GU jZ (jz) and GU jZ (jz) are selectionable
with respect to the conditional (on Z = z) distributions of random sets U (Y;Z;h) and U (Y;Z;h),
respectively, a.e. z 2 RZ . If, additionally, Restriction A4 holds, then the identied set of struc-
tures
 
h;GU jZ

are those elements of M such that GU jZ (jz) is selectionable with respect to the
conditional (on Z = z) distribution of random set U (Y; Z;h), a.e. z 2 RZ .
Proof : See CR17 Theorem 2. 
In summary: from Denition 4, it follows that any characterization of the set of structures 
h;GU jZ

such that FY jZ (jz) is selectionable with respect to the conditional distribution of Y (U;Z;h)
given Z = z almost surely also characterizes the identied set I  M;FY jZ ;RZ. Theorem 2 uses a
duality relation between random outcome sets Y (U;Z;h) and random residual sets U (Y;Z;h) to
express observational equivalence and characterization of the identied set of structures
 
h;GU jZ

in terms of selectionability with respect to the conditional distribution of U (Y;Z;h). With this in
hand, any conditions that characterize the set of
 
h;GU jZ

such that GU jZ (jz) is selectionable with
respect to the conditional distribution of U (Y;Z;h) will su¢ ce for characterization of the identied
set.
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5 Observable Implications of Selectionability
A common starting point for identication analysis is to develop some observable implications of a
structural model, which place restrictions on those structures that are feasible given knowledge of
the distributions of observed endogenous Y given observed exogenous Z, FY jZ . Such implications
may for example take the form of moment equations or inequality restrictions. They are called
observable implications because they involve the probability distribution of observable variables,
which is identied under a suitable sampling process.
Section 5.1 below lays out some observable implications of a structural model that can be
derived from quite elementary considerations, without calling on any results from random set
theory. Restrictions produced in this way provide bounds on the set of possible structures
 
h;GU jZ

compatible with FY jZ .
Specically we show that if a structure
 
h;GU jZ

is compatible with FY jZ then, conditional on
Z = z, the probability that unobserved U lies in a set S cannot be smaller than the conditional on
Z = z probability of occurrence of those values of Y that can only occur when U lies in S. Under
Restriction 5 this must hold for all closed sets S on the support of U and for almost every z on the
support of Z.
A key result from random set theory, Artsteins Inequality see e.g. Artstein (1983), Norberg
(1992), and Molchanov (2005, Section 1.4.8) establishes that suitably rich collections of implica-
tions of this form in fact deliver sharp bounds on the set of structures
 
h;GU jZ

, equivalently, that
they characterize the identied set I  M;FY jZ ;RZ. The observable implications that are derived
in Section 5.1 are inequalities and equalities involving conditional probabilities of observable events.
These are particular kinds of conditional moment inequalities and equalities, since the probability
of any event may be expressed as the expectation of the indicator of that event.
Section 5.2 then introduces the notion of core-determining sets. The characterization of an
identied set of structures given in Section 5.1 comprises a system of inequalities in probabilities
obtained by considering every closed set S on the support of U . The core determining sets comprise
a smaller collection of sets such that if the probability inequalities hold for all core determining sets
then they hold for all closed sets on the support of U .
In the next section we start by presenting some observable implications of GIV models which
can be deduced from elementary considerations of the relative magnitudes of the probabilities of
certain events. Results from random set theory can be deployed to show that su¢ ciently rich
collections of such observable implications characterize identied sets of structures in GIV models.
We start with this so that the basic idea underlying this characterization of identied sets can be
appreciated by readers who have no knowledge of random set theory.
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5.1 Conditional Probability Inequalities
Let
 
h;GU jZ
 2 M denote a particular structure under consideration. Suppose that for some ran-
dom vector U with conditional distributions GU jZ , h (Y;Z; U) = 0 almost surely. What properties
would the identied conditional distributions FY jZ then have to satisfy?
On the way to answering this question, consider rst what observable variables (Y; Z) imply
about the unobservable variables U . This is useful to consider because the structural model places
restrictions on the conditional distributions of U given Z. If the data is generated by a process
with structure
 
h;GU jZ

, then the conditional distributions of U given Z must correspond to those
elements of the collection of conditional distributions GU jZ . Given observed (Y;Z), if the structural
function is h, then with probability one h (Y;Z; U) = 0, equivalently U 2 U (Y; Z;h). Conditional
on any realization of Z, the realization of the set U (Y; Z;h) is determined by the realization of Y .
Thus, conditional on Z = z, the conditional distribution FY jZ (jz) induces a probability distribution
of sets U (Y;Z;h) given Z = z.
This is illustrated for a case in which Y is discrete and for a particular z in Figure 1. Restricting
Y to be discrete is convenient for exposition, but not necessary. The gure illustrates a setting in
which RU = R2 and the support of Y conditional on Z = z is given by RY jz =

y; y$; y#; y+
	
.
For each such y, the set U (y; z;h) is shown in the gure. Additionally, a set S of values of U is
represented as an ellipse in R2. The sets
U (y; z;h) : y 2 RY jz	 = nU (y; z;h) ;U y$; z;h ;U y#; z;h ;U  y+; z;ho
comprise the support of the random set U (Y;Z;h) conditional on Z = z. The set S is a xed set in
RU , and it could be chosen to be any set at all. Given such a set S, consider those sets U (y; z;h)
such that U (y; z;h)  S. Here these are the sets U  y#; z;h and U  y$; z;h, and so
P [U (Y;Z;h)  Sjz] = P [Y 2 fy 2 RY : U (y; z;h)  Sg jz] = P
h
Y 2
n
y$; y#
o
jz
i
.
The conditional probability that the event U (Y;Z;h)  S occurs can be written as the conditional
probability that Y belongs to the set of values of y such that U (y; z;h)  S. This is the set of
values of Y that can only occur when U takes a value in S. For any structural function h, and for
a given xed set S, this conditional probability is known given knowledge of FY jZ , which is point
identied.
The observation that, for any particular specication of the structural function h and for any
given set S, the probability P [U (Y; Z;h)  Sjz] is known from knowledge of FY jZ holds in general,
and does not require a model that gives rise to the particular illustration shown in Figure 1.
Regardless of the model under consideration, the set of values y such that U (y; z;h)  S can be
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dened for any h, S, and z as
A (S; z;h)  fy 2 RY : U (y; z;h)  Sg .
Then there is the equivalence
P [U (Y; Z;h)  Sjz] = P [Y 2 A (S; z;h) jz] .
The set A (S; z;h) contains the values of Y that structural function h says can only occur when U
takes a value in the set S when Z = z.
What does knowledge of this probability allow one to learn about
 
h;GU jZ

? The event
U (Y;Z;h)  S carries an important implication for the realization of U . If U (Y; Z;h)  S and the
structural function is indeed h, then it must be that U 2 U (Y; Z;h) and so U 2 S, that is:
fU (Y;Z;h)  Sg =) fU 2 Sg . (16)
Dene the function
Ch (Sjz)  P [U (Y;Z;h)  Sjz] = P [Y 2 A (S; z;h) jz]
which is the conditional probability of the event on the left hand side of (16). If an event E1 implies
another event E2 then for any measure  on the measure space on which these events are dened
there is the relation  (E1)   (E2). So, taking E1 to be the event on the left of (16) and E2 to be
the event on the right of (16) as well as  () = P [jz] it follows that
Ch (Sjz)  P [U 2 Sjz] = GU jZ (Sjz) , (17)
where the equality follows from Restriction A3. This inequality will be referred to as a (conditional)
containment inequality, since Ch (Sjz) is the conditional probability that U (Y; Z;h) is contained in
S.16
The inequality (17) is an observable implication for structure
 
h;GU jZ

. The probability on the
left hand side of the above inequality is identied for any h but will di¤er with h because changing
h changes the set of values u for which h (Y;Z; u) = 0, namely U (Y; Z;h). If data are generated by
a process in which the structure is
 
h;GU jZ

, then the inequality (17) must hold. The set S and
the value of the conditioning variable z were both chosen arbitrarily, so that (17) must hold for any
S and almost every z 2 RZ if the structure
 
h;GU jZ

is embodied in the actual data generation
process.
16 In random set theory Ch(Sjz) is the conditional containment functional, giving the probability that a random
set (in this case U(Y;Z;h)) is a subset of the set S conditional on Z = z.
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There is for any S another observable implication, namely that the probability that U is in S is
no greater than the probability that the set U (Y;Z;h) intersects or hits S. This is because if h is
the structural function and U (Y; Z;h) does not hit S, then U cannot be in S, since U 2 U (Y; Z;h)
almost surely. Using this implication there is
P [U (Y;Z;h) \ S = ;jz]  P [U =2 Sjz] ,
where ; denotes the empty set, equivalently
GU jZ (Sjz) = P [U 2 Sjz]  Ch (Sjz) , (18)
where
Ch (Sjz)  P [U (Y;Z;h) \ S 6= ;jz]
is the conditional probability that U (Y; Z;h) hits the set S. For any structural function h the condi-
tional hitting probability is, like the conditional containment probability, known given knowledge of
FY jZ . In the example depicted in Figure 1 the implication is that P [U 2 Sjz]  P

Y 2 y$; y#; y+	 jz.
This probability, P [U (Y; Z;h) \ S 6= ;jz], taken as a function of argument S, is sometimes re-
ferred to as a capacity functional for U (Y;Z;h), and so it is appropriate to refer to the inequality
GU (Sjz)  Ch (Sjz) in (18) above as a capacity inequality.
With (17) and (18) one can therefore produce observable implications conditional on each z for
as many sets S as one is willing to consider. All such observable implications must hold, but some
of them may be redundant. For example, for any set S, the inequality (17) is equivalent to the
inequality (18) applied to Sc, the complement of S, since
1  Ch (Scjz) = Ch (Sjz)  GU (Sjz) = 1 GU (Scjz) .
Because of this equivalence between inequalities generated by (17) and (18) using sets S and Sc, re-
spectively, this chapter focuses without loss of generality on characterizations that use containment
probabilities, represented as (17).
Any collection S of sets S delivers bounds on permissible  h;GU jZ giving a set
M0 (S) 
 
h;GU jZ

: 8S 2 S, Ch (Sjz)  GU (Sjz) a.e. z 2 RZ
	
, (19)
So far, it has been reasoned that
 
h;GU jZ

must lie in the setsM0 (S) produced by any collection
of sets S. The question remains: do any of these sets constitute the identied set, i.e. sharp bounds
on
 
h;GU jZ

?
A result from Artstein (1983) using random set theory answers this question.17 This result,
17See Norberg (1992) for a generalization of Artsteins result, as well as Molchanov (2005, Section 1.4.8).
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which we refer to as Artsteins Inequality, can be applied if Restriction A5 also holds, that is if
the random set U (Y; Z;h) is closed. Its application enables a characterization of the identied set
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ given in Theorem 2 through the conditional containment probabilities of random
set U (Y; Z;h), which is precisely the conditional probability Ch (Sjz) appearing on the left of the
observable implication (17).
Characterization via the containment probabilities produces an expression for I  M;FY jZ ;RZ
in the form of inequality restrictions, as given in the following Corollary.
Corollary 1 Under Restrictions A1-A5 the identied set can be written
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ   h;GU jZ 2M : 8S 2 F (RU ) , Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) , a.e. z 2 RZ	 , (20)
where F (RU ) denotes the collection of all closed subsets of RU .
Proof : Proven as Corollary 1 of CR17. 
Corollary 1 tells us that the setM0 (S) dened in (19) with the collection S = F (RU ) comprising
all closed sets on RU is sharp. Since a conditional probability is simply the conditional expectation
of an indicator function, i.e.
Ch (Sjz) = P [U (Y; Z;h)  Sjz] = E [1 [U (Y;Z;h)  S] jz] ,
Corollary 1 expresses the selectionability requirement for characterization of the identied set as
a collection of conditional moment inequalities. The inequalities in this characterization are for
almost every value of the instrument z 2 RZ as well as all closed test sets S on RU . The inequality
Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) (21)
follows immediately from the fact that U is, by virtue of h (Y;Z; U) = 0, a measurable selection
of U (Y;Z;h). Artsteins inequality establishes that the inequality holding for all S 2 F (RU )
guarantees selectionability of GU jZ(jz) from the conditional distribution of U (Y;Z;h) given Z = z,
a.e. z 2 RZ .
If Restriction A6 holds, Artsteins inequality can also be used to establish the alternative for-
mulation
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =  h;GU jZ 2M : 8K 2 K (RY ) , FY jZ (Kjz)  GU jZ (Y (U; z;h) \ K 6= ;jz) , a.e. z 2 RZ	 ,
(22)
where K (RY ) denotes the collection of compact subsets of RY . The key implication FY jZ (Kjz) 
GU jZ (Y (U; z;h) \ K 6= ;jz) has formed the basis of representations of identied sets for various
incomplete models studied in Appendix D.2 of BMM11 and in Galichon and Henry (2011).
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Corollary 1 o¤ers a convenient formulation of selectionability for generalized instrumental vari-
able models. The inequality Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) isolates the conditional distribution of unob-
servable heterogeneity on the right hand side, with argument given by the xed set S. This makes
it relatively straightforward to impose restrictions on the conditional distribution of unobservable
heterogeneity common to instrumental variable models. Incorporation of such restrictions and the
simplications in the characterization of I  M;FY jZ ;RZ which they can sometimes a¤ord are con-
sidered in Section 6. Direct computation or approximation by simulation of probabilities of events
determined by the distribution of the random set Y (U; z;h) are not required using our approach.
Moreover, depending on the particular restrictions employed, it is often possible to characterize
a collection of sets, say Q, which is a subset of the collection of all closed sets on RU , such that
requiring (21) for each set S 2 Q is su¢ cient to characterize the identied set. This occurs when
the restrictions placed on h can be used to establish that the inequality (21) holding for every
S 2 Q implies that inequality (21) in fact holds for all closed sets S 2 F (RU ). This means
that the observable implication (21) for all S 2 Q in fact implies all observable implications that
one could derive. Consequently, the identied set of structures can then be characterized as those 
h;GU jZ

such that (21) holds for all S 2 Q rather than all S 2 F (RU ), leading to a more concise
characterization with no loss of sharpness. The collection of inequalities involved can be vast, and
such reductions can be signicant. Such collections of sets Q are referred to as core determining
sets. These are the topic of the next subsection.
5.2 Core Determining Collections
Any collection of sets Q(h; z) such that
8S 2 Q(h; z), Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz)	 =) 8S 2 F (RU ) , Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz)	
is referred to as a core determining U collection. There may be di¤erent collections Q(h; z) and
Q0(h; z) which are both core-determining. As indicated by the notation, these sets may be specic
to a given structural function h and value of the conditioning variables z. This section lays out
characterizations of such core determining collections. Conditions whereby there exists a unique
minimal core-determining collection appear to be not yet established.
The notion of core-determining collections was introduced by Galichon and Henry (2011). Their
analysis focused on collections of sets of outcomes, which are subsets of RY . To distinguish them
from core determining U collections, such a collection T will be referred to as a core determining
Y collection.
Proposition 1 of Galichon and Henry (2011) establishes that if T is a core determining Y
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collection for all h and almost every z, then the identied set is given by
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =  h;GU jZ 2M : 8T 2 T, FY jZ (T jz)  GU jZ (Y (U; z;h) \ T 6= ;jz) , a.e. z 2 RZ	 ,
which is (22), but with the collection of all compact sets replaced by the core determining Y
collection T. A characterization of such a core determining Y collection was provided under a
monotonicity relation between ordered pairs of values of unobservables (u1; u2) and associated sets
of feasible outcomes Y (u1; Z;h) and Y (u2; Z;h), and was shown to apply to models of family
bargaining and oligopoly entry with two types of rms previously studied by Engers and Stern
(2002) and Berry and Tamer (2007), respectively.
Corollary 1 provides an alternative characterization of the identied set using observational
equivalence characterized by selectionability with respect to the distribution of U (Y; Z;h). This
characterization employs a collection of inequalities Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) for all S 2 F (RU ),
which are sets of values in the space of unobservable variables, RU , rather than than the space
of endogenous outcomes, RY . To characterize a more concise collection of such inequalities that
provide a sharp characterization of I  M;FY jZ ;RZ requires the development of core determining
U collections, a task taken up in Chesher and Rosen (2017a). Such core determining collections
Q(h; z) are now characterized.
For this development it is useful to dene the support of the random set U (Y; Z;h) conditional
on Z = z, and the collection of sets comprising unions of such sets, which are
U (h; z)  U  RU : 9y 2 RY jz such that U = U (y; z;h)	 .
and
U (h; z)  U  RU : 9Y  RY jz such that U = U (Y; z;h)	 ,
respectively. For ease of reference, these objects and others used in this section are collected in
Table 1. The following slight abuse of notation is used throughout:
8Y  RY jz, U (Y; z;h) 
[
y2Y
U (y; z;h) .
That is, U (Y; z;h) is the union of sets U (y; z;h) such that y 2 Y.
As stated in Lemma 1, below, in order for the containment inequality (21) to hold for any given
(h; z) and all closed S  RU , it su¢ ces that it hold for all S 2 U (h; z). For any set S  RU and
any (h; z), dene
US (h; z)  fU 2 U (h; z) : U  Sg ,
which are the sets U 2 U (h; z) that are contained in S.
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Collection Description
U (h; z) Support of U (Y;Z;h) conditional on Z = z.
U (h; z) Sets that are unions of sets in U (h; z).
US (h; z) Sets in U (h; z) that are contained in S.
Table 1: Notation for collections of subsets of RU used in the development of core determining sets.
Lemma 1 Let Restrictions A1-A3 hold. Let z 2 RZ , h 2 H, and S  RU . Let US (h; z) denote
the union of all sets in US (h; z),
US (h; z) 
[
U2US(h;z)
U . (23)
If
Ch (US (h; z) jz)  GU jZ (US (h; z) jz) ,
then
Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) . (24)
Proof : Proven as Lemma 1 of CR17. 
Lemma 1 establishes that if the containment inequality (24) holds for all S 2 U (h; z), then it
holds for all sets S  RU .
The following result now denes a collection of core-determining test sets Q (h; z), which is a
renement of U (h; z). It provides conditions whereby certain sets may be discarded from consid-
eration. The sets which can be excluded have the property that they contain two sets that (i) are
both members of the collection Q (h; z), and (ii) have the property that all sets in U (h; z) that are
contained in one of these sets have measure zero intersection GU jZ (jz) with all sets in U (h; z) that
are contained in the other.
Theorem 3 Let Restrictions A1-A3 hold. For any (h; z) 2 H RZ , let Q (h; z)  U (h; z), such
that for any S 2 U (h; z) with S =2 Q (h; z), there exist nonempty collections of sets S1; S2 that
partition US (h; z) such that
S1 
[
U2S1
U , S2 
[
U2S2
U , and GU jZ (S1 \ S2jz) = 0, (25)
with S1;S2 2 Q (h; z). Then Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) for all S 2 Q (h; z) implies that Ch (Sjz) 
GU jZ (Sjz) holds for all S  RU , and in particular for S 2 F (RU ), so that the collection of sets
Q (h; z) is core-determining.
Proof : Proven as Theorem 3 of CR17. 
Note that all sets of the form U (y; z;h) with y 2 RY are contained in Q (h; z), so that all
sets in U (h; z) are elements of Q (h; z). Theorem 3 implies that the identied sets of Theorem
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2 are characterized by the set of structures
 
h;GU jZ

that satisfy the containment inequalities of
Corollary 1, but with Q (h; z) replacing F (RU ). If, as is the case in many models, the sets in
U (h; z) are each connected with boundary of Lebesgue measure zero, and GU jZ (jz) is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, then the condition GU jZ (S1 \ S2jz) = 0 in (25) is
implied if the sets S1 and S2 have non-overlapping interiors.
To illustrate the results of Theorem 3 in a relatively simple context consider again Example 2
of Section 3.2, also studied in Chesher and Rosen (2013). In that model recall that U (y; z;h) =
[0; g (y2; z1)] when y1 = 0 and U (y; z;h) = [g (y2; z1) ; 1] when y1 = 1. Consider a xed z and
a conjectured structural function h, characterized by the threshold function g. From Lemma
1 it follows that for the containment function inequality characterization of I  M;FY jZ ;RZ in
Corollary 1 we need only consider test sets that are unions of sets of the form [0; g (y2; z1)] or
[g (y2; z1) ; 1], for y2 2 RY2 . The union of any collection of sets f[0; g (y2; z1)] : y2 2 Y2  RY2g is sim-
ply [0;maxy22Y2 g (y2; z1)]. Likewise, the union of any collection of sets f[g (y2; z1) ; 1] : y2 2 Y2  RY2g
is [miny22Y2 g (y2; z1) ; 1]. Thus, all unions of sets of the form [0; g (y2; z1)] or [g (y2; z1) ; 1] can be
expressed as
S = [0; g (y2; z1)] [

g
 
y02; z1

; 1

, for some y2; y02 2 RY2 . (26)
Now consider test sets S of the form given in (26). If g (y2; z1)  g (y02; z1), then S = R. This
test set can be trivially discarded because in this case the containment inequality (24) is simply
1  GU jZ (RU jz), which holds by virtue of GU jZ (jz) being a probability measure on RU , so that
GU jZ (RU jz) = 1. If instead g (y2; z1) < g (y02; z1), then S = [0; g (y2; z1)][ [g (y02; z1) ; 1] is such that
GU jZ (S1 \ S2jz) = 0. We can then apply Theorem 3 with S1 = [0; g (y2; z1)] and S2 = [g (y02; z1) ; 1]
to conclude that as long as S1 and S2 are included in the collection of core-determining sets Q (h; z),
S need not be included in Q (h; z). Thus it su¢ ces to consider all S 2 Q (h; z) given by the collection
of intervals of the form [0; g (y2; z1)] or [g (y2; z1) ; 1] for some y2 2 RY2 .
Corollary 2 below shows that in some models certain of the containment inequalities for core-
determining sets can be replaced by equalities.18 Then the identied set can be written as a
collection of conditional moment inequalities and equalities. There are two major classes of model
in which we can show that only equality restrictions arise, complete models and models with point-
valued residuals. We return to consider these cases at the end of this section.
The strengthening of the containment inequality (24) to an equality occurs for test sets S 2
Q (h; z) that satisfy either one of two criteria, depending on whether the boundary of S, denoted
@S, has positive measure GU jZ (jz).
Consider rst sets S 2 Q (h; z) that have a boundary of measure zero GU jZ (jz). This occurs for
example in models in which GU jZ (jz) is restricted to be continuous with respect to Lebesgue mea-
sure, and in which sets U (Y;Z;h) are convex with probability one. Many models in econometrics
18There are however no such inequalities in the model studied in Example 2.
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satisfy both requirements. Consider sets S that belong to the collection
QE0 (h; z) 
S 2 Q (h; z) : GU jZ (@Sjz) = 0 and 8y 2 RY either U (y; z;h)  S or U (y; z;h)  cl(Sc)	 .
For any set S 2 QE0 (h; z), we have that each set U (y; z;h) on the conditional support of U (Y; Z;h)
given Z = z is either contained in S or contained in Sc, and therefore Ch (Sjz) + Ch
 Scjz = 1.
Furthermore, it follows from GU jZ (@Sjz) = 0 that GU jZ (Sjz)+GU jZ
 Scjz = 1, and this combined
with the containment inequality (24) for both S and Sc imply that the weak inequality must hold
with equality.
A similar conclusion follows for sets S 2 Q (h; z) that need not satisfy the vanishing boundary
condition that GU jZ (@Sjz) = 0, if the other requirement is strengthened. Dene
QE+ (h; z)  fS 2 Q (h; z) : 8y 2 RY either U (y; z;h)  S or U (y; z;h)  Sc)g .
Then for any S 2 QE+ (h; z) we have that Ch (Sjz) +Ch (Scjz) = 1, and trivially because GU jZ (jz)
is a probability measure, GU jZ (Sjz) +GU jZ (Scjz) = 1.
The following Corollary collects the implications of these results for the strengthening of moment
inequalities to equalities.
Corollary 2 Dene QE (h; z)  QE0 (h; z) [ QE+ (h; z). Then, under the conditions of Theorem 3,
the collection of equalities and inequalities
Ch (Sjz) = GU jZ (Sjz) , all S 2 QE (h; z) ,
Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) , all S 2 QI (h; z)  Q (h; z) nQE (h; z) .
holds if and only if Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) for all S 2 Q (h; z).
Proof : That the statement holds for sets S 2 QE0 (h; z) was proven as Corollary 2 of CR17. That
it also holds for sets S 2 QE+ (h; z) follows by application of the same steps in that proof with Sc in
place of Sc subsequent to noting that Ch (Sjz) + Ch (Scjz) = 1 and GU jZ (Sjz) +GU jZ (Scjz) = 1.

There are two particular kinds of models in which all elements of Q (h; z) belong to QE (h; z), so
that the characterization of the identied set delivered by the Corollary comprises a collection of only
conditional moment equalities. These are complete models, and models complete or incomplete
in which all U -level sets are singletons. These are cases for which IV methods are already well-
developed with, in many cases, identied sets characterized by collections of moment equalities
and estimation proceeding using GMM procedures. The analysis presented in this Chapter delivers
these results as special cases. The reduction to equalities in these cases is discussed in Sections
5.2.1 and 5.2.2 below.
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5.2.1 Complete Models
Complete models admit structures (h;GU jZ) all of which have the completeness property, namely
that, for all values z and u of exogenous Z and unobserved U , observable outcomes Y are single-
valued functions of z and u. The Y -level sets of structures admitted by complete models,
Y(u; z;h)  fy : h(y; z; u) = 0g
are singleton sets. Because each value of (u; z) delivers a single value of Y , for each z the U -level
sets of the structures admitted by complete models are disjoint and they partition the conditional
support of U given Z = z.
Theorem 3 and its corollary apply to complete and incomplete models. However for complete
models there is simplication because the system of containment inequalities that characterizes the
identied set of structures reduces to a system of equalities as shown in the next section.
Moment equalities. For every value z and every structure in the identied set obtained with a
complete model there is the equality
GU jZ(Sjz) = Ch(Sjz)
for every set S in the collection of core determining sets. The following argument delivers this
conclusion.
First recall that the core determining test sets that generate the inequalities characterizing the
identied set of structures are all unions of the U -level sets that comprise the support of the random
U -level sets, U(Y;Z;h). Each such union is dened by a set of values of Y . Consider a value z of
Z and a set T  RY jz where RY jz is the conditional support of Y given Z = z. Dene the union
of U -level sets determined by T and z as follows.
U(T ; z;h) 
[
y2T
U(y; z;h)
Since for complete models U -level sets are disjoint the set of values of Y such that U(y; z;h) is a
subset of a union U(T ; z;h) is precisely the set T , that is:
fy : U(y; z;h)  U(T ; z;h)g = T
and it follows that the containment probability for any test set U(T ; z;h) is simply equal to P[Y 2
T jz], that is:
Ch(U(T ; z;h)jz)  P[U(y; z;h)  U(T ; z;h)jz] = P[Y 2 T jz] = FY jZ(T jz) (27)
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Suppose that for a set T , a value z and a structural function h of a structure in the identied set
the containment inequality holds with a strict inequality, thus
GU jZ(U(T ; z;h)jz) > Ch(U(T ; z;h)jz).
Considering T c the complement of T , the weak inequality
GU jZ(U(T c; z;h)jz)  Ch(U(T c; z;h)jz)
must hold since h is an element of a structure in the identied set. Therefore we have:
GU jZ(U(T ; z;h)jz) > P[Y 2 T jz],
GU jZ(U(T c; z;h)jz)  P[Y 2 T cjz],
and summing
GU jZ(U(T ; z;h)jz) +GU jZ(U(T c; z;h)jz) > 1:
This cannot be true because in a complete model the sets U(T ; z;h) and U(T c; z;h) partition the
support of U given Z = z. It follows that for all z and every structure in the identied set of a
complete model
GU jZ(Sjz) = Ch(Sjz)
for every set S in the collection of core determining sets.
5.2.2 Singleton U-level sets
Many commonly used econometric models have the property that, for all the structures they admit,
unobservables can be written as single valued functions of observed outcomes and endogenous
variables. This is the case in the classical simultaneous equations models of Koopmans, Rubin,
and Leipnik (1950), and the single equation IV models of Theil (1953), Newey and Powell (2003),
and Chernozhukov and Hansen (2005) for example, but not in models for discrete outcomes, or
with high dimensional unobservables, such as discrete choice random utility models and nonlinear
measurement error models, or when models place inequality restrictions on observed and unobserved
variables.
In models admitting structures whose U -level sets are always singleton sets, an implication
of Corollary 2 is that all containment inequalities GU jZ(Sjz)  Ch(Sjz) of Corollary 1 become
equalities. This is shown by the following argument. When U -level sets are singleton sets, for any
set S; either U(Y; Z;h) is a subset of S or a subset of Sc, the complement of S. It follows that
Ch(Sjz) + Ch(Scjz) = 1 and this together with GU jZ(Sjz) + GU jZ(Scjz) = 1 and the requirement
that GU jZ(Sjz)  Ch(Sjz) and GU jZ(Scjz)  Ch(Scjz) implies that for all sets S and values z,
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GU jZ(Sjz) = Ch(Sjz) when the structural function h is such that U is a single valued function of
Y and Z.
6 Restrictions on Unobservable Heterogeneity
In the previous section restrictions on the structural function h incorporated into admissible struc-
tures M were shown to enable construction of core determining collections. This is because the
specication of h a¤ects the geometry of the level sets U (y; z;h) on the support of U (Y;Z;h). This
determines for example whether the level sets are connected, and which level sets have non-empty
intersections with each other.
In this section it is shown how restrictions on conditional distributions of unobservable hetero-
geneity can further simplify characterization of the identied set. Like restrictions on h, restrictions
on these conditional distributions are incorporated by way of the specication of admissible struc-
tures M, which are pairs  h;GU jZ, where recall that GU jZ represents a collection of conditional
distributions

GU jZ (jz) : z 2 RZ
	
. Thus, both the selectionability characterization in Theorem 2
and the containment inequality characterization (20) in Corollary 1, namely
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ   h;GU jZ 2M : 8S 2 F (RU ) , Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) , a.e. z 2 RZ	 (28)
already incorporate such restrictions implicitly by only allowing structures that belong to the
specied set M. So for example, a model can specify that the conditional mean of U given Z is
zero by takingM to be a collection of structures in which all collections of conditional distributions
GU jZ have conditional distributions GU jZ (jz) that satisfy this requirement.
Restrictions of stochastic independence, conditional mean independence, and conditional quan-
tile independence are now set out for consideration in identication analysis. These restrictions
are commonly made in structural models, but the isolation of the conditional distribution of unob-
servables in Theorem 2 could also assist in considering other restrictions. For instance, in models
studied in Chesher and Rosen (2015) a blend of conditional independence and marginal indepen-
dence restrictions are analyzed.
Proofs that the identied sets set out below are those delivered under these restrictions are
provided in CR17. The restrictions above cover the most common forms of stochastic, mean, and
quantile independence restrictions used in applications, but some of the results in CR17 cover a
slightly broader set of cases. For example, a conditional mean may be restricted to be constant
across values of the conditioning variables, but that constant is only known to lie in some set of
values C rather than to be equal to zero.19 We refer to that paper for such cases where further
19 In many models such a constant is simply normalized to zero without loss of generality. But in some models such
a normalization may not be desirable, or there may be multivariate unobservables and a possibility that restricting
the conditional mean of all of them to zero is not merely a normalization.
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generality is desired, focusing here instead on expositing the main results as succinctly as possible.
In keeping with the preceding exposition, the restrictions considered here are stated as re-
strictions on the collection of conditional distributions of unobservable heterogeneity put forth in
Restriction A3. The restrictions are formally set out at the beginning of each subsection that
follows.
6.1 Stochastic Independence
Restriction SI (Stochastic Independence): Random vectors U and Z are restricted to be sto-
chastically independent, such that for all GU jZ 2 GU jZ , there exists a function GU () such that
GU jZ (jz) = GU () almost surely PZ . 
Under this restriction, there is only one conditional distribution for U given Z, rather than
a collection of conditional distributions across di¤erent values of z. Following Theorem 2, the
identied set of structures can now be represented as a collection of (h;GU ()) pairs such that
GU () is selectionable with respect to the conditional distribution of U (Y;Z;h) given Z = z a.e.
z 2 RZ . The containment inequality simplies to
Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (jz) = GU (S)
and since this must hold for almost every z 2 RZ there is for each set S
sup
z2RZ
Ch (Sjz)  GU (S) . (29)
This is the impact of the independence restriction. Now the containment inequality must hold with
the common distribution GU () in place of GU jZ (jz), and in order for this to be so it must hold
for all conditional containment probabilities Ch (jz), in particular the largest for each S. Thus, the
greater the range of possible values of Z, the more pairs (h;GU ()) will be found to violate (29),
and the smaller will be the identied set.
The following Theorem formalizes this development.
Theorem 4 Let Restrictions A1-A5 and SI hold. Then:
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ = (h;GU ) 2M : GU () 4 U (Y; z;h) when Y  FY jZ (jz) , a.e. z 2 RZ	
=
(
(h;GU ) 2M : 8S 2 F (RU ) , sup
z2RZ
Ch (Sjz)  GU (S)
)
(30)
=
(
(h;GU ) 2M : 8SI 2 QI (h; z) , 8SE 2 QE (h; z) ,
Ch (SI jz)  GU (SI) , Ch (SE jz) = GU (SE) , a.e. z 2 RZ
)
. (31)
Proof : See CR17 Theorem 4. 
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The second representation given in Theorem 4 applies Corollary 1 with GU jZ (Sjz) = GU (S) for
all z. The third representation makes use of results on core determining sets from Theorem 3 and
Corollary 2 to characterize the identied set as those structures satisfying a collection of conditional
moment equalities and inequalities. An intermediate representation that could also be used would
be identical to (30), but instead of requiring the inequality to hold for all S 2 F (RU ), requiring it
to hold for all S in the core determining collection Q (h; z) comprising the union of QI (h; z) and
QE (h; z). By Theorem 3 these inequalities holding for all such sets guarantee they will hold for all
closed sets on RU , and furthermore by Corollary 2 the inequalities in QE (h; z) taken together will
in fact imply that they must each hold with equality. All of these representations are equivalent,
and any could be used as the researcher sees t.
In many models satisfying Restriction SI the distributionGU () as well as the structural function
h may be parametrically specied according to some nite dimensional parameter vector , so that
GU () = GU (; ) and h = h. Then the identied set could be represented as the set of parameter
vectors  satisfying the required moment equalities and inequalities, as in
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =
(
 2  : 8S 2 Q (; z) , sup
z2RZ
C (Sjz)  GU (S; )
)
,
where Q (; z) and C (Sjz) are shorthand for Q (h; z) and Ch (Sjz), respectively. One may
then embed these inequalities in an objective function that is minimized precisely at those  in
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ, such as
D () =
Z
z2RZ
X
S2Q(;z)
max f0; C (Sjz) GU (S; )gw (; z) v (S) dFZ (z) (32)
where w (; z) and v (S) are strictly positive weights.20 This function aggregates violations of the
inequality C (Sjz)  GU (S; ), taking the value 0 if  2M, and otherwise taking positive values.
Several estimation and inference methods are based on minimizing a sample analog D^ () of such
a function. With a parametric specication this can be carried out by minimizing over a nite
dimensional, typically compact, parameter space .
In some settings the researcher may wish to impose independence without restricting the dis-
tribution of unobserved heterogeneity to a parametric family, even if a parametric specication is
maintained for h, with h = h for some  2 , as before. With GU () not parametrically restricted,
characterizing the identied set using the containment inequality remains conceptually straight-
forward. Suppose that independence is maintained, but GU () is completely unrestricted, let GU
20 If Q (; z) is not a nite set one could instead consider using a nite collection of sets S for inference, or integrating
over a continuum of such sets with some density function in place of v (S).
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denote the set of all monotone set functions that map from RU to [0; 1]. Then
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =
(
(;GU ) 2  GU : 8S 2 Q (; z) , sup
z2RZ
C (Sjz)  GU (S)
)
,
which is equivalently the set of minimizers of D (;GU ) on  GU with D (; ) dened identically
as (32), but with the second argument GU replacing GU (S; ). In principle one could consider
replacing the innite dimensional object GU () with an appropriately dened sieve-space for esti-
mation and inference using a sample version of D (;GU ). This however seems likely to present both
theoretical and computational challenges. At present such an approach appears to be unavailable.
An alternative approach considered in the literature on semiparametric modeling is to focus
attention on the parameters of the structural function. The containment inequality characterization
can in fact be used to produce inequalities on  from which the unknown and nonparametrically
specied distribution of unobservables is absent. To see how this is done, consider the containment
inequality for an arbitrary set S, as well as its complement Sc.
Ch (Sjz)  GU (S) , Ch (Scjz)  GU (Sc) . (33)
Since GU () gives the probability that U lies within the given argument, it must be that GU (S) +
GU (Sc) = 1. It is also easy to see that Ch (Sjz) + Ch (Scjz) must be less than or equal to one,
because Ch (Sjz) is the conditional probability that a given set, namely U (Y; Z;h), is contained in
S, while Ch (Scjz) is the conditional probability that the same set is contained in Sc. These events
are mutually exclusive, so their probabilities must sum to no more than one.
The statistical independence restriction requires however that (33) holds for almost every z 2
RZ , for the same GU (), since U and Z are independent. Therefore, under Restriction SI, there is
for any set S,
8z; z0 2 RZ , Ch (Sjz)  GU (S) and Ch
 Scjz0  GU (Sc) .
Consequently, it follows that,
8S  RU , 8z; z0 2 RZ , Ch (Sjz) + Ch
 Scjz0  1, (34)
as otherwise the preceding inequalities would imply a violation of the requirement that GU (S) +
GU (Sc) = 1. The role of the instrumental variable Z is apparent because for any xed z, Ch (Sjz)+
Ch (Scjz) is necessarily less than or equal to one. Variation in z that a¤ects the containment
probabilities Ch (Sjz) and Ch (Scjz) can however lead to violations and thereby provide observable
implications that can be used to rule out structural functions h that produce a violation. The
greater the variation in Ch (Sjz) and Ch (Scjz) as z varies on its support, the smaller will be the
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set of h that satisfy (34).
The above reasoning justies the collection of inequalities described in (34), which can be used
to characterize bounds on the structural function h. An alternative approach to the same end is to
note that (33) taken together with the equality GU (Sc) = 1 GU (S) imply that
8z; z0 2 RZ , Ch (Sjz)  GU (S)  1  Ch
 Scjz0 ,
which of course implies that for all z and z0, Ch (Sjz)  1  Ch (Scjz0). Adding Ch (Scjz0) to both
sides of this inequality, which must hold for all sets S results in (34).
Formally, this delivers the following outer region for structural function h, stated as a Corollary
to the previous Theorem.
Corollary 3 If Restrictions A1-A5 and SI hold, then the set
H =
(
h 2 H : sup
S2S
sup
z;z02RZ
 
Ch (Sjz) + Ch
 Scjz0  1) (35)
comprises bounds on h for any collection of test sets S. If, in addition, GU (@S) = 0 for all S 2 S,
where @S denotes the boundary S, then there is the renement
H =
(
h 2 H : sup
S2S
sup
z;z02RZ
 
Ch (cl (S) jz) + Ch
 
cl (Sc) jz0  1) , (36)
where cl (S) and cl (Sc) denote the closure of S and Sc, respectively.
Proof : See CR17 Corollary 3. 
Because the inequality Ch (Sjz) +Ch (Scjz0)  1 must hold for almost every z and z0 and all S
it must equivalently hold for the supremum over these arguments, as used in the denition of H.
The renement (36) holds in many practical cases, for example whenever sets S are convex and
GU () is restricted to be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, as is the case in
many commonly used econometric models.
The set H provides valid bounds on the structural function h, equivalently an outer region.
The set may not however comprise sharp bounds, even if the collection of sets S were all subsets of
RU . To understand why, note that h 2 H is equivalent to inequalities
sup
z2RZ
Ch (Sjz)  inf
z02RZ
 
1  Ch
 Scjz0 , (37)
but even if this inequality holds for all S  RU , this by itself does not ensure that there exists a
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probability measure GU () such that
sup
z2RZ
Ch (Sjz)  GU (S)  inf
z02RZ
 
1  Ch
 Scjz0 (38)
holds for all S  RU , because (37) doesnt guarantee the existence of an additive set function
GU () satisfying (38). The existence of conditions under which H is in fact sharp remains an open
question.
6.2 Mean Independence
Restriction MI (Mean Independence): The collection GU jZ comprises all collections of conditional
distribution functions GU jZ whose elements GU jZ (jz) satisfy E [U jZ = z] = 0 almost surely PZ . 
This restriction limits the distribution of unobservable heterogeneity to those satisfying a fa-
miliar mean zero restriction conditional on the realization of the exogenous variables Z. It is
straightforward to generalize this restriction to allow the conditional mean E [U jZ = z] to be equal
to some constant c in a known set C, or to restrict some function of U to have xed conditional
mean for all z 2 RZ . For simplicity of exposition we focus here on the case where the conditional
mean of U is simply restricted to zero. More general cases are covered in CR17.
In order to characterize the identied set under this conditional mean restriction, it is helpful
to use a particular notion of the expectation of a random set, namely the Aumann expectation.
The denition is the following.
Denition 6 The Aumann expectation of random set A on a nite-dimensional Euclidean space
is given by
E [A]  fE [A] : A 2 Sel (A) and E [A] <1g
The Aumann expectation of random set A conditional on B = b is
E [Ajb]  fE [Ajb] : A 2 Sel (A) and E [Ajb] <1g .
The denition here corresponds to that of Molchanov (2005, p. 151) specialized to a nite
dimensional space.21 Under Restriction MI the selectionability criterion of Theorem 2 can be used
to characterize the identied set of structures and structural functions as follows.
Theorem 5 Let Restrictions A1-A5 and MI hold and suppose that (
; L;P) is non-atomic. Then
the identied set for structural function h is
H = fh 2 H : 0 2 E [U (Y;Z;h) jz] , a.e. z 2 RZg ,
21Specically, the standard denition of the Aumann expectation is the closure of the set provided in Denition
6. When the random set under consideration is dened on a nite dimensional space  as it is here  the closure
operator is unnecessary, see e.g. Nguyen (2006) p.184.
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and the identied set for
 
h;GU jZ

is:
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =  h;GU jZ 2M : h 2 H and GU jZ (jz) . U (Y;Z;h) conditional on Z = z, a.e. z 2 RZ	 ,
where because of Restriction MI, all structures
 
h;GU jZ
 2 I  M;FY jZ ;RZ have GU jZ (jz) such
that E [U jz] = 0 a.e. z 2 RZ .
Proof : Follows Theorem 5 in CR17 by setting C = f0g. 
Theorem 5 characterizes H as those structural functions h such that 0 2 E [U (Y;Z;h) jz]
a.e. z 2 RZ . Nonempty H guarantees for each h 2 H the existence of collections of conditional
distributions GU jZ with elements GU jZ (jz) each satisfying the conditional mean restriction MI. The
identied set for
 
h;GU jZ

is then simply those pairs of
 
h;GU jZ

such that 0 2 E [U (Y;Z;h) jz],
and GU jZ (jz) is selectionable with respect to U (Y;Z;h) conditional on Z = z, a.e. z 2 RZ .
Furthermore, under Restriction MI the random set U (Y; Z;h) is integrable, since this restriction
guarantees that it has a measurable selection with a nite L1 norm.22 Consequently, making use of
Molchanov (2005, Theorem 2.1.47-iv, p. 171), the support function can be used to present an equiv-
alent characterization of the condition that 0 2 E [U (Y;Z;h) jz], namely that 0 2 E [U (Y; Z;h) jz]
if and only if
inf
v2RZ :kvk=1
fE [m (v;U (Y;Z;h)) jz]g  0, (39)
where for any set S,
m (v;S)  sup fv  s : s 2 Sg
denotes the support function of S evaluated at v. This means that under the conditions of Theorem
5 there is also the representation
H =

h 2 H : inf
v2RZ :kvk=1
fE [m (v;U (Y;Z;h)) jz]g  0, a.e. z 2 RZ

BMM11 previously employed Molchanov (2005, Theorem 2.1.47-iv, p. 171) in consideration
of the conditional Aumann expectation of random outcome set Y (Z;U ;h) in characterizing its
selections for identication analysis. The representation here is convenient for nonlinear models
in which Restriction MI is imposed with U entering h non-additively. If structural function h is
additively separable in U , then the representation of the identied set in Theorem 5 which uses the
Aumann expectation of the random set U (Y;Z;h) di¤ers from that of BMM11 employing random
set Y (Z;U ;h) only by a trivial location shift.
Alternative types of IV restrictions on conditional means given values of instruments may also be
incorporated. An example is the monotone instrumental variable (MIV) restriction introduced by
22See Molchanov (2005, Denition 1.1, p. 146, and Denition 1.11(ii) pp. 150-151) for the formal denition of an
integrable random set.
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Manski and Pepper (2000) that requires certain conditional expectations of potential outcomes to
be monotone in the value of an instrumental variable conditioned upon. Specically, this restriction
requires conditional expectations of individuals treatment response functions to be monotone in
the instrumental variable. With some e¤ort, the restrictions can be equivalently expressed in a
structural model that incorporates nite dimensional vectors of unobservables as done here. As
such the MIV model of Manski and Pepper (2000) may be seen as early inspiration for further
expansion of the use of IVs as enabled by GIV analysis.
6.3 Quantile Independence
Restriction QI (Quantile Independence): The support of U is a subset of R and U -level sets
U (y; z;h) comprise intervals
U (y; z;h) = [u (y; z;h) ; u (y; z;h)] ,
with endpoints possibly 1, and for some known  2 (0; 1), GU jZ comprises all collections of
conditional distribution functions GU jZ whose elements GU jZ (jz) have  -quantile equal to 0 almost
surely PZ . 
This quantile independence restriction set out above requires that U is univariate, which ensures
that the  conditional quantile restriction QU jZ ( jz) = 0 is well-dened. The restriction addition-
ally imposes that the sets U (y; z;h) are intervals, although once again, alternative restrictions could
also be considered.
The following theorem is a restatement of Theorem 6 of CR17, specialized to the case where
the conditional quantile of U is restricted to be zero.
Theorem 6 Let Restrictions A1-A5 and QI hold. Then (i) the identied set for structural function
h is
H =
(
h 2 H : sup
z2RZ
P [u (Y;Z;h) < 0jz]    inf
z2RZ
P [u (Y;Z;h)  0jz]
)
. (40)
(ii) If u (Y;Z;h) and u (Y;Z;h) are continuously distributed conditional on Z = z, a.e. z 2 RZ ,
then equivalently
H =
(
h 2 H : sup
z2RZ
q ( ; z;h)  0  inf
z2RZ
q ( ; z;h)
)
, (41)
where q ( ; z;h) and q ( ; z;h) are the  -quantiles of respectively u (Y; Z;h) and u (Y; Z;h) condi-
tional on Z = z, (iii) The identied set for
 
h;GU jZ

is:
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =  h;GU jZ 2M : h 2 H and GU jZ (jz) 4 U (Y;Z;h) conditional on Z = z, a.e. z 2 RZ	 ,
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where following from Restriction QI, all structures
 
h;GU jZ
 2 I  M;FY jZ ;RZ  M are such
that qU jZ ( jz) = 0, a.e. z 2 RZ .
Proof : This follows from CR17 Theorem 6 with C  f0g. 
The inequalities comprising (40) follow from knowledge that u (Y;Z;h)  U  u (Y;Z;h).
These inequalities also arise on applying the containment inequality Ch (Sjz)  GU jZ (Sjz) to test
sets S = ( 1; c] and S = [c;1). These implications are straightforward to establish, and the proof
of this Theorem further shows that these inequalities in fact exhaust all observable implications.
That is, for any h, if the containment inequalities hold for these two test sets, then there exists an
admissible collection of conditional distributions GU jZ such that the containment inequality holds
for all closed test sets in RU . The characterization (40) of structural functions h is thus sharp.
The second part of Theorem 6 provides an equivalent characterization in the event that u (Y; Z;h)
and u (Y; Z;h) are continuously distributed. The third part of Theorem 6 states that the identied
set of structures
 
h;GU jZ

rather than only structural functions h are all elements of H paired
with distributions GU jZ (jz) that are selectionable with respect to the conditional distribution of
U (Y;Z;h) given Z = z, a.e. z 2 RZ , equivalently all elements of H paired with conditional
distributions of unobservable variables that could feasibly generate the conditional distributions of
observable variables FY jZ .
Section 7.1.4 considers a conditional median restriction in the context of the interval censored
endogenous variable model of Example 5 of Section 3.2 in order to demonstrate application of the
results obtained under Restriction QI. Additional research on models of censoring incorporating
conditional quantile restrictions includes Hong and Tamer (2003), Khan and Tamer (2009), and
Khan, Ponomareva, and Tamer (2011).
7 Application I: Interval Censored Endogenous Variable
In this Section we return to Example 5 of Section 3.2. The model species a single equation for
an outcome involving an endogenous explanatory variable which is only known to lie in an interval
whose lower and upper bounds are observed. The bounds of the interval may be xed or random
variables, and are possibly endogenous. This situation can arise with survey data, for example
when endogenous income is top coded or reported in intervals whose bounds may be chosen by a
respondent.
This is a substantial generalization of a single equation model with an interval censored exoge-
nous variable studied in Manski and Tamer (2002). As in that paper, no restrictions are imposed
on the censoring process or on the realization of the censored variable relative to the observed inter-
val. Here the interval censored variable and the endpoints of censoring intervals can be endogenous
while in Manski and Tamer (2002) these variables were required to be exogenous.
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The identifying power of various restrictions on the dependence of unobservable U and observed
instrumental variables Z is examined. Numerical illustrations are provided for particular data
generating structures.23
7.1 Restrictions and Identied Sets
7.1.1 Structural Function
In the model considered here a structural equation
Y1 = g (Y

2 ; Z1; U) , (42)
relates continuously distributed scalar outcome Y1, scalar endogenous Y 2 , exogenous, K-element
Z = (Z1; Z2), and an unobservable scalar variable U which has a strictly monotone distribution
function  (). The support of (Y1; Y 2 ; Z; U) is a subset of an appropriately dimensioned Euclidean
space. The function g (; ; ) is restricted to be weakly increasing in its rst argument, and strictly
monotone in its third argument, normalized increasing. The support of Z is denoted RZ which is
a subset of RK . In an example presented later there is a simple linear specication.
It is important to understand that () is the distribution function of the marginal distribution
of U . At this point, no restrictions have been imposed on the joint distribution of (U;Z), so that
for any z 2 RU , the conditional distribution function of U given Z = z can depend on z. It
is straightforward to allow g (y2; z1; u) to be either (weakly) increasing or decreasing in y2 for all
(z1; u) and to leave the direction of the dependence unspecied, but here, to simplify the exposition,
the case in which it is maintained that g (y2; z1; u) is weakly increasing in y2 is considered.
The model allows the possibility that U and Y 2 are dependent random variables. The impact
of various restrictions on the dependence of U and Z on the identifying power of the model is of
central interest.
The endogenous variable Y 2 may not be observed, but there are observed variables Y2l and Y2u,
with Y2l  Y2u almost surely, such that
Y 2 = Y2l +W  (Y2u   Y2l) , (43)
for some unobserved random variable W 2 [0; 1]. There is no restriction on the distribution of W
and no restriction on its stochastic relation to observed or unobserved variables.
Since there is no restriction on the censoring process, the unobserved variable W can be sup-
23Models allowing censored outcome variables with uncensored endogenous explanatory variables with su¢ cient
conditions for point identication include those in Hong and Tamer (2003) and Khan and Tamer (2009).
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pressed by replacing (43) with the equivalent formulation
P [Y2l  Y 2  Y2u] = 1. (44)
We consider cases in which realizations of (Y1; Y2l; Y2u; Z) are obtained via some process which
identies the conditional distribution of (Y1; Y2l; Y2u) given Z = z for all values z in the support,
RZ , of exogenous Z.
The censoring variables (Y2l; Y2u) could be nonstochastic given Y 2 , for example dening xed
intervals in which realizations of continuous Y 2 are binned. But they could be stochastic and they
may be endogenous. Interval censoring with stochastic interval endpoints could arise if respondents
choose intervals to report or if reported intervals arise after interviewer probing based on an initial
interval choice by a respondent or through some selection mechanism. Since realizations of Y2l and
Y2u can be equal, the model allows the possibility that some realizations reveal the value of Y 2 .
This situation could arise when there is top-coding of, for example, income data, or when Y 2 is a
duration subject to censoring above or below.
A suitable structural function for this model is
h (y; z; u) = jy1   g (y2l; z1; u)j  + jg (y2u; z1; u)  y1j+ , (45)
and this, with the condition P [h (Y;Z; U) = 0] = 1, is equivalent to equations (42) and (44).24
The level sets of this structural function in respectively Y -space and U -space, are
Y (u; z;h) = y = (y1; y2l; y2u) 2 RY jz : g (y2l; z1; u)  y1  g (y2u; z1; u)	 ,
and
U (y; z;h) = g 1 (y2u; z1; y1) ; g 1 (y2l; z1; y1) . (46)
Here g 1 denotes the inverse of g in its last argument such that for all a, b, c
g(a; b; g 1 (a; b; c)) = c:
In some of the development to come, and in the numerical illustrations, the structural function
h is restricted such that explanatory variables and the unobservable variable are required to appear
in a linear index thus:
g (y2; z; u) = y

2 + z1 + u, (47)
where the rst element of z1 is one, and g (and hence h) are now parameterized by (; ) 2
24The notation jj+ and jj  indicate respectively the positive and negative part of their arguments, that is: jaj+ 
max(a; 0), jaj    min(a; 0).
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Rdim(z1)+1. Under the linear index restriction
g 1(y2; z; y1) = y1   y2   z1
and the U level set becomes
U (y; z;h) = [y1   y2u   z1; y1   y2l   z1]
in which  is restricted to be nonnegative as we are restricting the function g (y2; z; u) to be
nondecreasing in y2.
Using results set out in Section 6, the identied set for this model is now characterized under
alternative restrictions on the collection of conditional distributions GU jZ . For each restriction
considered, the characterization is expressed in terms of conditional moment inequalities that can
be used as a basis for estimation and inference.
7.1.2 Stochastic Independence
First consider the restriction requiring U and Z to be independently distributed, U k Z . Let GU ()
denote the marginal distribution of U which, recall, has cumulative distribution function (). The
function GU () has a set-valued argument with GU (S) = P[U  S] so: (s) = GU (( 1; s]).
Each set U (y; z;h) is a closed interval on R and hence connected. Theorem 3 can be used
to express the identied set of structures (h;GU ) as comprising those structures such that the
inequality
P [U (Y; Z;h)  SjZ = z]  GU (S) (48)
is satised for almost every z 2 RZ and for all S 2 Q (h; z), where Q (h; z) is the collection of
the intervals that can be formed as unions of sets of the form

g 1 (y2u; z1; y1) ; g 1 (y2l; z1; y1)

. If
the components of y are continuously distributed with su¢ ciently rich support the required test
sets may constitute all intervals on R.25 Unless g has very restricted structure, the conditions for
(48) to hold with equality will not be satised for any test set S in which case QE (h; z) = ; and
QI (h; z) = Q (h; z) which is the collection of all intervals on R, here denoted
Q  [a; b] 2 R2 : a  b	 .
Let m denote a structure characterized by h, a structural function, as in (45), and , a dis-
tribution function of unobserved U and letM denote the collection of structures admitted by the
25 If the support of Y1 is limited, application of Theorem 3 may dictate that not all intervals of R need to be
considered as test sets. Nonetheless, this smaller collection of core-determining sets will di¤er for di¤erent (h; z). A
characterization based on all intervals, although employing more test sets than necessary, has the advantage of being
invariant to (h; z). Both characterizations - that using the core determining sets of Theorem 3, and that using all
intervals on R - are for the same identied set. That is, both characterizations are sharp.
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model. Applying Theorem 4 gives the following expression for the identied set of structures.
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ = fm 2M : 8 [u; u] 2 Q, P [U (Y;Z;h)  [u; u] jz]   (u)   (u) , a.e. z 2 RZg
For any structural function h, the probability P [U (Y;Z;h)  [u; u] jz] is the probability of an
event determined entirely by realizations of observed variables, and is thus identied. Specically,
the containment functional inequality appearing in the denition of the identied set, I  M;FY jZ ;RZ,
can be equivalently written as
P

u  g 1 (Y2u; Z1; Y1) ^ g 1 (Y2l; Z1; Y1)  ujz
   (u)   (u) ,
or, using monotonicity of g (y2; z1; u) in its third argument,
P [g (Y2u; Z1; u)  Y1  g (Y2l; Z1; u) jz]   (u)   (u) . (49)
With the linear index restriction from (47) this produces the following representation for the iden-
tied set.
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =
(
(; ; ()) 2M : 8 [u; u] 2 Q,
P [u + Y2u  Y1   Z1  u + Y2ljz]   (u)   (u) , a.e. z 2 RZ
)
(50)
If the function g(; ; ) were restricted to be decreasing in its rst argument the inequalities
dening the event on the left hand side of (49) would be reversed. It is clearly possible to allow
for restrictions requiring weak monotonicity. If the function g(; ; ) were restricted to be monotone
with no restriction on the sign of the e¤ect of y2 on the value taken by the function then the
identied set would comprise the union of the set dened in (50) and the set obtained by reversing
the inequalities inside the conditional probability appearing in (50). If one of these components
were empty then the sign of  would be identied.
Now consider two particular cases: in one of these the model imposes a parametric restriction
on the distribution function, , of unobserved U ; in the other the model leaves  completely
unspecied.
Parametric restriction: Gaussian Unobservable Here we consider the case in which, in
addition to the linear index restriction (47), U is restricted to be normally distributed with mean
zero and variance 2 > 0 so that  (u) = 
 
 1u

, where  () is the standard normal cumulative
distribution function. In this case the model is fully characterized by   (; ; ), andM can be
represented as the parameter space  containing admissible values of .
The identied set is as in (50) with  (u)    (u) replaced by 
 
 1u
      1u. The
change of variables t = 
 
 1u

and t  
 
 1u

delivers the following equivalent represen-
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tations.
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =
(
 2  : 8 [t; t]  [0; 1] ,
P

 1(t) + Y2u  Y1   Z1   1(t) + Y2ljz
  t   t, a.e. z 2 RZ
)
.
(51)
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ =
(
 2  : 8 [t; t]  [0; 1] ,
P
h
t  

Y1 Y2u Z1


^ 

Y1 Y2l Z1


 tjz
i
 t   t, a.e. z 2 RZ
)
The identied set can be represented as the set of parameter values  satisfying the collection
of conditional moment inequalities
E [m (;Y;Z; u; u) jz]  0, all u; u 2 R s.t. u  u, a.e. z 2 RZ ,
with moment function dened as:
m (;Y;Z; t; t)  1 [u + Y2u  Y1   Z1  u + Y2l] 
 

 
 1u
     1u ;
equivalently, as the set of parameter values  satisfying the collection of conditional moment in-
equalities
E [m (;Y;Z; t; t) jz]  0, all t; t s.t. [t; t]  [0; 1] , a.e. z 2 RZ ,
with moment function dened as:
m (;Y;Z; t; t)  1

t  

Y1   Y2u   Z1


^ 

Y1   Y2l   Z1


 t

  (t   t) :
No Distributional Restriction. Suppose now that the independence restriction U k Z and
the same additive index structure for g are both imposed, with no parametric restriction on the
distribution of unobserved heterogeneity, indeed imposing no restriction at all on the distribution
of U and Z other than the independence restriction.
If Y 2 were observed, a location normalization would be required on the distribution of U for
identication of the rst component of , the intercept term in the linear index. Thus it will
be prudent to incorporate a location normalization in this model with Y 2 censored, for example
that the median of U given Z = z is zero. Since Y1 is continuously distributed, there is no scale
normalization to be made.26
Corollary 3 can be used to obtain an outer region for the structural function, h, equivalently,
under the index restriction, for parameters   (; ). To achieve this, start with the condition
26Using partially identifying models care needs to be taken when considering normalizations. This is because there
is scope for the model to carry no information whatsover regarding a parameter, such as the location of additive
unobservable U in the censoring model with an intercept present. However, without the normalization imposed, an
identied set will still be obtained, but its projection onto the space of such a parameter will be all values in the
parameter space!
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P [u + Y2u  Y1   Z1  u + Y2ljz]   (u)   (u) , a.e. z 2 RZ , (52)
for all [u; u] 2 Q from (50) above. Noting that GU (S) =  (u)   (u) for any set S = [u; u]
and following Corollary 3 we also have for all  1 < u  u <1 and a.e. z 2 RZ ,
 (u)   (u)  1  Ch (Scjz) (53)
= 1  P [Y1   Y2l   Z1 < u _ Y1   Y2u   Z1 > ujz]
= P [u + Y2l  Y1   Z1  u + Y2ujz] .
Dene
G (; u; u)  sup
z2RZ
P [u + Y2u  Y1   Z1  u + Y2ljz] ,
G (; u; u)  inf
z2RZ
P [u + Y2l  Y1   Z1  u + Y2ujz] ,
each of which are identied for any parameter vector  = (; ) from knowledge of FY jZ under
Restriction A2. Combining (52) and (53) as in Corollary 3, an outer region for the parameter
vector , is given by
IO
 M;FY jZ ;RZ =  2  : 8 [u; u] 2 Q, G (; u; u)  G (; u; u)	 (54)
where  denotes values of  admitted by modelM.
By contrast the identied set for (; ()) can be expressed as
I  M;FY jZ ;RZ = (; ()) 2M : 8 [u; u] 2 Q, G (; u; u)   (u)   (u)  G (; u; u)	 .
In any particular application IO dened in (54) may be the sharp identied set for  but this
cannot be guaranteed. This is because it cannot be guaranteed that for every  2 IO there exists a
proper distribution function  such that the inequality (52) holds for all u  u, and almost every
z 2 RZ . Nevertheless the outer region IO will usually be informative.
Equivalent to (54), the values  in the outer region IO are those  2  satisfying the moment
inequality representation:
E [m1 (;Y;Z; u; u) jz]  E

m2 (;Y;Z; u; u) jz0
  0,
all u; u 2 R s.t. u  u, a.e. z; z0 2 RZ RZ ,
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where
m1 (;Y;Z; u; u)  1 [u + Y2u  Y1   Z1  u + Y2l] ,
m2 (;Y;Z; u; u)  1 [u + Y2l  Y1   Z1  u + Y2u] .
7.1.3 Mean Independence
Now suppose the linear index restriction (47) remains in place, but the stochastic independence
restriction U k Z is replaced with the weaker conditional mean restriction E [U jZ = z] = 0 a.e.
z 2 RZ , equivalently Restriction MI from Section 6.2.
The random set U (Y;Z;h) in this model is given by the interval
U (Y;Z;h) = [Y1   Z1   Y2u; Y1   Z1   Y2l] ,
rendering application of Theorem 5 particularly straightforward. The conditional Aumann expec-
tation of U (Y;Z;h) given Z = z is simply the interval spanning the conditional expectation of the
lower endpoint to the conditional expectation of the upper endpoint. Therefore the condition that
0 2 E [U (Y; Z;h) jz] , a.e. z 2 RZ
is equivalent to
E [Y1   Z1   Y2ujz]  0  E [Y1   Z1   Y2ljz] a.e. z 2 RZ .
Thus, the identied set for   (; ) is
I
 M;FY jZ ;RZ =  2  : E ()  0  E ()	 ,
where
E ()  sup
z2RZ
E [Y1   Z1   Y2ujz] , E ()  inf
z2RZ
E [Y1   Z1   Y2ljz]
and as before  denotes values admitted by a modelM.
7.1.4 Quantile Independence
Finally, consider a model imposing the linear index structure (47) coupled with Restriction QI that
the conditional  -quantile of U given Z = z is zero for almost every z 2 RZ .
It remains under (47) that
U (Y;Z;h) = [Y1   Z1   Y2u; Y1   Z1   Y2l] ,
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and the identied set for the structural function, h, in this parametric model is the identied set
for   (; ). As in Section 7.1.3 once again denote the parameter space and identied set for 
as  and I, respectively. Applying Theorem 6 the identied set of values of the parameter  is
I
 M;FY jZ ;RZ =
(
 2  : sup
z2RZ
FY jZ [fy : y1 < z1 + y2lgjz]    inf
z2RZ
FY jZ [fy : y1 < z1 + y2ugjz]
)
,
(55)
equivalently,
I
 M;FY jZ ;RZ =
(
 2  : sup
z2RZ

qVjZ ( jz)  z1

 0  inf
z2RZ

qVjZ ( jz)  z1
)
,
where qVjZ ( jz) and qVjZ ( jz) are conditional  -quantile functions of random variables respec-
tively V  Y1   Y2u and V  Y1   Y2l.
Using (55) the identied set I can be represented as the values of  that satisfy the moment
inequalities
E [m1 (;Y;Z) jz]  0 and E [m2 (;Y;Z) jz]  0, a.e. z 2 RZ ,
where
m1 (;Y; Z)  1 [Y1 < Z1 + Y2l]   ,
m2 (;Y;Z)     1 [Y1  Z1 + Y2u] .
7.2 Numerical Illustrations
In this section numerical illustrations of identied sets are provided for the interval censored en-
dogenous variable model with the linear index restriction of (47). We rst consider the identied
set obtained under the restriction that U  N (0; ) and U k Z, that is the Gaussian unobserv-
able case above with identied set given by (51). Then we consider a much less restrictive model
in which there is no parametric restriction on the distribution of U and instead of the stochastic
independence condition there is a condition requiring the conditional median of U given Z = z to
be independent of z.
Supplementary Mathematica27 code used to produce the numerical illustrations reported here
is available on-line.28 Specically, there are (1) les documenting parameter vectors and associated
discrepancy measures of the distance from these parameter vectors to the identied set for each
model considered used to produce graphs of identied sets and projections, (2) Mathematica code
to check the validity of these discrepancies and to generate discrepancies for new points, and (3)
the Mathematica code which draws Figures 2 - 6.
27Wolfram Research, Inc. (2019).
28https://drive.google.com/open?id=110JMgGMJWqW0AvWXHALgl3Cq_zDM2JtO.
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7.2.1 Specication of structures
To generate particular probability distributions FY jZ of observable variables (Y;Z) to employ in the
illustrative calculations it is necessary to specify a particular complete structure. Here a triangular
Gaussian structure is employed as follows:
Y1 = g + bY

2 + U ,
Y 2 = d0 + d1Z + V .
with a binary scalar instrumental variable Z 2 RZ = f 1; 1g, with (U; V ) k Z, and with"
U
V
#
 N
 "
0
0
#
;
"
s2 s1v
s1v svv
#!
.
In this structure there are no exogenous covariates in the structural equation for Y1. The case
where Z has binary support makes for easy calculations in the numerical illustration, but richer
support for the instrument would provide greater identifying power and smaller identied sets. The
Roman symbols (b, g, s) in the denition of the complete structure are chosen to correspond to the
Greek symbols (, , ) that appear in the structural function of the incomplete GIV model with
interval censored endogenous explanatory variable.
We specify two alternative censoring processes each revealing to which of a collection of mutually
exclusive intervals Y 2 belongs. Such censoring processes are common in practice, for instance when
interval bands are used for income in surveys. Specically, we specify a sequence of J nonstochastic
intervals, I1; I2; : : : ; IJ with Ij  (cj ; cj+1] and cj < cj+1 for all j 2 f1; : : : ; Jg. The censoring
process is such that
8j 2 f1; : : : ; Jg, (Y2l; Y2u) = (cj ; cj+1), Y 2 2 Ij .
In the rst set of examples two structures denoted ST1 and ST2 are considered, both with
parameter values
g = 0, b = 1, d0 = 0, d1 = 1, s2 = 0:5, s1v = 0:25, svv = 0:5, (56)
and interval censoring endpoints c1; :::; cJ listed in Table 2. In ST1, Y 2 is censored into 8 intervals
Ij = (cj ; cj+1] with endpoints given by the normal quantile function evaluated at 9 equally spaced
values in [0; 1], inclusive of 0 and 1. In ST2, Y 2 is censored into 12 such intervals with endpoints
given by the normal quantile function evaluated at 13 equally spaced values.
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c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13
ST1  1  1:15  0:67  0:32 0:00 0:32 0:67 1:15 +1 - - - -
ST2  1  1:38  0:97  0:67  0:43  0:21 0:00 0:21 0:43 0:67 0:97 1:38 +1
Table 2: Endpoints of censoring process intervals in DGP1 and DGP2.
7.2.2 Calculation of sets
Using probabilities generated by the structures ST1 and ST2, outer sets containing the identied
set were calculated for the parameters   (; ; ) of a GIV model which species
Y1 =  + Y

2 + U
with U k Z, with Y 2 interval censored into 8 or 12 intervals as specied above and with U 
N(0; 2). We refer to these as outer setsbecause we employ a nite selection from the innite
collection of inequalities which characterize the sharp identied set.
To compute the outer sets it is necessary to compute the probability
P

 1(t) + Y2u  Y1   Z1   1(t) + Y2ljz

=
JX
j=1
P
 
 1(t) + cj+1  Y1      1(t) + cj
 ^ (Y 2 2 Ij) jz (57)
for a selection of intervals [t; t]  [0; 1]. This is the probability that appears in the characterization
(51) of the identied set. This sum of bivariate Gaussian probabilities is easily calculated in the
structures under consideration using the joint distribution of Y1 and Y 2 which is as follows."
Y1
Y 2
#
jZ = z  N
 "
g + bd0 + bd1z
d0 + d1z
#
;
"
s2 + 2bs1v + b
2svv s1v + bsvv
s1v + bsvv svv
#!
(58)
Using data to produce an estimate of the identied set one would proceed using estimates of
the conditional probability (57). For example, with a discrete instrument Z 2 fz1; : : : ; zSg and R
realizations, (y1r; djr; zr), r 2 f1; : : : ; Rg where djr denotes a realization of Dj  1[Y 2 2 Ij ], which
is observable, there is the following estimator of the conditional probability given Z = zs.
p^(; zs)  1PR
r=1 1[zr = zs]
JX
j=1
RX
r=1
f1  1(t) + cj+1  y1r      1(t) + cj
 djr  1 [zr = zs]g; s 2 f1; : : : ; Sg:
With a continuous instrument one could use a prediction calculated from a nonparametric estimator
of the regression of
PJ
j=1
 
1[ 1(t) + cj+1  Y1r      1(t) + cj ]Dj

on Z.
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Computation of the (sharp) identied set delivered by (51) would require consideration of every
interval [t; t]  [0; 1]. Obviously a nite selection must be made. In the calculations reported
here we use various combinations of collections QN of intervals from the collection of all possible
intervals [t; t]  [0; 1]. Each collection of intervals QN comprises the N(N + 1)=2   1 super-
diagonal elements of the following (N + 1) (N + 1) array of intervals that remain after excluding
the interval [0; 1]. Here n  1=N .26666666666666664
[0; 0] [0; n] [0; 2n] [0; 3n]          [0; 1]
  [n; n] [n; 2n] [n; 3n]          [n; 1]
    [2n; 2n] [2n; 3n]          [2n; 1]
      [3n; 3n]       [3n; 1]
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
           [(N   1)n; (N   1)n] [(N   1)n; 1]
             [1; 1]
37777777777777775
The inequalities of (51) applied to the intervals of any collection of test sets QN denes an outer
set relative to the identied set, with larger collections of test sets providing tighter enveloping of
the identied set.
Figure 2 shows three dimensional (3D) plots of outer sets for (; ; ) obtained using structure
ST1 in which endogenous Y 2 is censored into 8 intervals. Outer sets using N 2 f5; 7; 9g in the lower
part of the Figure are slightly smaller than those using just N = 5.29 There is a small reduction
in the size of the outer sets in moving from N = 5 to N = f5; 7g, but only a tiny change on
including also the inequalities obtained with N = 9. Only the outer sets obtained using N = 5 and
N 2 f5; 7; 9g are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows two dimensional projections of the outer set onto the space of each pair of
parameters in turn. Here there is censoring of Y 2 into 8 intervals and N 2 f5; 7; 9g. The boundaries
and surfaces of sets are drawn as convex hulls of the points found to lie inside the sets and projections
considered.30 We have no proof of the convexity of the outer sets in general, but careful investigation
of points found to lie in the sets strongly suggested that in the cases considered the sets are convex.
Figure 4 shows the 3D outer set for structure ST2 in which Y 2 is censored into 12 intervals
The collection of inequalities obtained when N 2 f5; 7; 9g is employed, as in the case illustrated
in the lower part of Figure 2. Compared with that Figure the outer set is smaller, as expected
given the ner granularity of intervals with 12 rather than 8 bins. Figure 5 shows two dimensional
projections of this outer set, again projecting onto each pair of parameter components. These
29The notation N 2 fN1; N2; :::; NRg corresponds to the use of the collection of test sets QN1 [QN2    [   [QNR .
30The 3D gures were produced using the TetGenConvexHull function available via the TetGenLink package in
Mathematica 9. 2D gures were drawn using Mathematicas ConvexHull function.
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projections further illustrate the extent of the reduction in the size of the outer region for ST2
relative to ST1, by comparison with Figure 3.
In a second set of numerical illustrations we employ the same triangular Gaussian structure
as in ST1 and ST2 with parameter values as specied in (56). We consider two new censoring
processes, where Y 2 is again observed only to lie in one of a xed set of bins, but where now these
bins are set to be of a xed width. We consider xed bins, rst with width 0:4:
: : : : : : ; ( 0:8; 0:4]; ( 0:4; 0:0]; (0; 0:4]; (0:4; 0:8]; : : : : : :
and then with width 0:2:
: : : : : : ; ( 0:4; 0:2]; ( 0:2; 0:0]; (0; 0:2]; (0:2; 0:4]; : : : : : :
We compare the identifying power of alternative restrictions on unobserved heterogeneity, in
both cases imposing the linear functional form
Y1 =  + Y

2 + U
with excluded instrumental variable Z. We consider the parametric Gaussian restriction on un-
observed heterogeneity under which U  N  0; 2 and U k Z, and compare to a case with no
parametric restriction on the distribution and instead only a restriction that the conditional me-
dian of U given Z = z is zero: qU jZ (0:5jz) = 0, a.e. z 2 RZ = f 1; 1g. This semiparametric model
has no scale parameter , so we focus on the identied set for (; ), comparing the identied sets
for (; ) under the conditional median restriction with the projection onto the (; ) plane of the
set for (; ; ) obtained using the Gaussian model.
Figure 6 illustrates identied sets obtained for bin widths 0:4 (top panels) and 0:2 (bottom
panels), as well as for a weaker instrument case with d1 = 1 (left panels) and a stronger instrument
case with d1 = 1:5 (right panels). In the triangular structures employed to generate the probabilities
used in the calculations, the parameter d1 is the coe¢ cient multiplying the instrument Z in the
equation determining the value of the censored endogenous variable Y 2 . With a higher value of d1
the value of Y 2 is more sensitive to changes in the instrument Z. As we might expect, identied
sets when d1 = 1:5 are smaller than those for the case d1 = 1, as are sets obtained when the bin
width is only 0:2 rather than 0:4. Outer sets obtained under the Gaussian restriction are shown
in light blue; the larger sets obtained under the conditional median independence restriction alone
are shown in dark blue.
Sharp identied sets obtained from the model requiring unobservable U to be Gaussian are
necessarily contained in those obtained from a model imposing the less restrictive zero conditional
quantile restriction. The identied sets obtained under the quantile restriction are sharp unlike
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those obtained under the Gaussian restriction which use a nite selection from the innity of
inequalities that dene the sharp set. However it seems unlikely that there is any major renement
to be obtained by considering more inequalities.
In the calculations reported here the di¤erence between the identied sets obtained under these
di¤erent restrictions is not substantial. A partial explanation for this observation may be the xed-
width binning setup. Indeed, under that censoring process with the given triangular data-generating
structure, it can be shown that under a distribution-free independence restriction - that is U k Z
but with the distribution of U otherwise unrestricted but for a zero median location normalization
- the identied set is identical to that obtained under the conditional median restriction alone.
This is not generally the case. For other censoring processes (not reported here) outer sets under
the distribution-free independence restriction lie well inside the set obtained under the weaker
conditional quantile restriction.
In these numerical illustrations only one excluded binary instrumental variable has been em-
ployed which is in a sense a worst case scenario. Nevertheless the identied sets that result are quite
informative. In cases where more instrumental variables are employed and with richer support we
can expect much more informative identied sets.
8 Application II: IV Models for Binary Outcomes
In this section we return to Example 2 of Section 3.2 in which a binary outcome Y1 takes the value
1 if and only if a continuously distributed random variable U takes a value weakly greater than
some function g(Y2; Z), whose arguments are potentially endogenous Y2 and exogenous Z.31
Y1 =
8><>:
0 ; 0  U  g(Y2; Z)
1 ; g(Y2; Z)  U  1
(59)
The model imposes a restriction requiring U and Z to be independently distributed. Under this
restriction the distribution of U can be normalized uniformly distributed on [0; 1], a normalization
imposed from now on. In practice there will need to be restrictions on the inuence of Z on
g(; ), for example exclusion restrictions, if the model is to have any identifying power when Y2 is
endogenous. We will come to this later.
Many parametric and semiparametric econometric models for binary outcomes used in empirical
practice fall in this class of models, including probit and logit models and the semiparametric
model used in Klein and Spady (2003).32 The model studied here is distinctive in that it allows
the possibility that some explanatory variables are endogenous. Chesher (2010, 2013) provides a
31Since U is continuously distributed the ambiguity regarding the value of Y1 when g(Y2; Z) = U is of no conse-
quence. See Footnote 14.
32Example 2* on page 20 makes explicit how specication (59) nests these models.
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detailed analysis of this binary outcome model. Chesher and Smolinski (2012) study an ordered
outcome extension of this model.33
8.1 The Identied Set
Let I(M;FY jZ ;RZ) denote the identied set of functions g(; ), or, with a parametric specica-
tion, the identied set of parameters, delivered by a modelM and the conditional distribution of
Y = (Y1; Y2) conditional on Z for each value z in the support of Z. Characterizations of the set
I(M;FY jZ ;RZ) are provided under various specications of the modelM.
Throughout this section the restriction that there is a single scalar source of unobservable
heterogeneity is maintained. This restriction can be relaxed in a GIV analysis as shown in Chesher
and Rosen (2014) which studies a binary outcome random coe¢ cients model admitting multiple
sources of heterogeneity.
A structural function capturing the restrictions of the threshold crossing index model is given
in (11), and the U -level sets of the structural function are simply closed intervals, as follows.
U(y; z; g) =
8><>:
[0; g(y2; z)] ; y1 = 0
[g(y2; z); 1] ; y1 = 1
(60)
Since the structural function is characterized by the function g(; ), gis used as the argument of
the U -level set.
Theorem 3 tells us that core determining sets are connected unions of the level sets that comprise
the support of the random set U(Y;Z; g). All such unions are closed intervals, subsets of the unit
interval, [0; 1], with either 0 as a lower endpoint or 1 as an upper endpoint. The collection
Q = f[0; u]; [u; 1] : u 2 [0; 1]g
is a core determining collection.
The identied set of functions g(; ) is
Ig(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = fg(; ) : 8S 2Q; GU (S)  Cg(Sjz); a.e. z 2 RZg (61)
where Cg(Sjz) is the conditional containment probability for the random set U(Y;Z; g) given Z = z.
Cg(Sjz)  FY jZ(fy : U(y; z; g)  Sg jz)
33These three papers were completed before the development of the general approach set out in CR17. They
deliver the same identied sets as CR17 but provide laborious constructive proofs of sharpness, which CR17 renders
unnecessary.
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The probability GU (S) in (61) is simply the length of the interval S because U is normalized
uniform on [0; 1].
Consider the containment functional probability Cg(Sjz) that appears in (61) and let P(Ejz)
denote the conditional probability of an event E delivered by the distribution FY jZ(jz) 2 FY jZ .
The random U -level set U(Y; z; g) has realizations which are a subset of [0; u] only when Y1 = 0
and g(Y2; z)  u. The random set U(Y; z;h) has realizations which are a subset of [u; 1] only when
Y1 = 1 and g(Y2; z)  u. There is therefore the following characterization of Ig(M;FY jZ ;RZ): the
identied set of functions g(; ) under the restrictions of the modelM.
Ig(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = A0 \ A1
where
A0 = fg(; ) : 8u 2 (0; 1) u  P[Y1 = 0 ^ g(Y2; z)  ujz]; a.e. zg
A1 = fg(; ) : 8u 2 (0; 1) 1  u  P[Y1 = 1 ^ g(Y2; z)  ujz]; a.e. zg :
This can be expressed as follows.
Ig(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = fg(; ) : 8u 2 (0; 1)
1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ g(Y2; z)  ujz]
 u 
P[Y1 = 0 ^ g(Y2; z)  ujz]; a.e. zg (62)
If one uses a model employing a parametric specication then these expressions dene identied
sets of parameters. In an application in Section 8.2 we consider IV probit type models in which
g(y2; z) = (0 + 1z1 + y2) where () is the standard normal distribution function.
8.1.1 The power of instruments
The upper bounding probability in (62) can be written as P [Y1 = 0 _ g(Y2; z) < ujz], from which
it is trivial that for any xed (u; z), the upper bounding probability in (62) is at least equal to
the lower bounding probability. It follows that these inequalities can only place restrictions on the
threshold function g(; ) when, for one or more values of u, the restrictions that the model places
on the threshold function and the support of Z are such that there exists variation in z for which
the bounding probabilities in (62) vary while the function g(; z) remains unchanged.
A leading case of interest is one in which there is an exclusion restriction so that, with Z 
(Z1; Z2), Z2 is excluded from the threshold function which then becomes g(y2; z1).
In this case, in (62) at each value of Z1 only the inmum of the upper bounding probabilities
and the supremum of the lower bounding probabilities over the values of excluded Z2 are relevant
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for identication and the identied set is as follows.
Ig(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = fg(; ) : 8u 2 (0; 1)
inf
z22RZ2jz1
(1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ g(Y2; z1)  ujz])
 u 
sup
z22RZ2jz1
P[Y1 = 0 ^ g(Y2; z1)  ujz]; a.e. z1g (63)
Here there is one pair of upper and lower bounding probabilities at each value z1 in the support of
the included exogenous variables, Z1, and RZ2jz1 denotes the conditional support of excluded Z2
given Z1 = z1.
Richer support for Z2, and stronger dependence on Z2 of the bounding conditional probabilities
that appear in the denitions lead to smaller identied sets. There will typically be richer support
for Z2 when there are more instruments in this list.
In the application set out in Section 8.2 there are two instrumental variables. One is quite weak
and delivers quite large disconnected sets for structural features of interest; the other is strong,
delivering a small, connected set. Using both instruments we get just a slight renement of the set
obtained using the strong instrument.
8.1.2 Monotone index restriction
In many models employed in econometric practice the threshold function, g(y2; z), is restricted to be
a monotone function of a linear index, that is g(y2; z1) = s(z1 + y2) with s() strictly monotone,
normalized increasing, where z1 and y2 denote row-vectors, which are possibly multivariate and are
conformable with parameter vectors  and . This restriction appears for example in probit and
logit models.
Under the monotone index restriction the inequalities in (63) can be written
inf
z22RZ2jz1
 
1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ z1 + Y2  s 1(u)jz]

 u 
sup
z22RZ2jz1
P[Y1 = 0 ^ z1 + Y2  s 1(u)jz]; a.e. z1
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and then after the change of variable t = s 1(u) there is the following identied set for (; ; s()).
I(;;s)(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = f; ; monotone strictly increasing s() : 8t 2 R
inf
z22RZ2jz1
(1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ z1 + Y2  tjz])
 s(t) 
sup
z22RZ2jz1
P[Y1 = 0 ^ z1 + Y2  tjz]; a.e. z1g (64)
In practice if s() is an unknown strictly monotone function, one will normalize one of the index
coe¢ cients, for example setting an a priori non-zero element of  equal to 1.
The upper and lower bounding probabilities in (64) are weakly increasing functions of t. If
for some value of (; ) they cross then there is no monotone function that can pass between the
bounding probabilities and that value of (; ) does not lie in the identied set.
If for some value of (; ) the upper bounding probability is at least equal to the lower bounding
probability for all t 2 R then there exists at least one monotone function s() that passes between
the upper and lower bounding probability functions and that value of (; ) lies in the identied set
of parameter values. There is therefore the identied set of index coe¢ cients which is a projection
of the set (64), as follows.
I(;)(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = f;  : 8t 2 R
inf
z22RZ2jz1
(1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ z1 + Y2  tjz]) 
sup
z22RZ2jz1
P[Y1 = 0 ^ z1 + Y2  tjz]; a.e. z1g
In a parametric model, for example a probit model, the function s() is the standard normal
distribution function. The identied set of index coe¢ cients I(;)(M;FY jZ ;RZ) is then the set
of (; ) that satisfy the same conditions as in (64), but with s() xed at  (). When that set is
empty there is no value of (; ) in that set such that the normal distribution function can pass
between the upper and lower bounding probability functions. In that case the probit model is
misspecied and the identied set of parameter values is empty.
8.1.3 Discrete endogenous variables
Before moving on to an application consider the case in which Y2, possibly a vector, has nite
support, say with K points of support, (y12; : : : ; y
K
2 ). This arises in the application set out in
Section 8.2.
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At each value z of Z the function g(; ) is characterized by a point, (z), in the unit K-cube.
(z)  (1(z); : : : K(z)); k(z)  g(yk2 ; z); k 2 f1; : : : ;Kg
Dene   f(z) : z 2 RZg. Consider a particular element of (z), k(z), which is not the
largest element in (z). Let k(z) denote the smallest amongst the elements of (z) that are larger
than k(z), that is:
k(z)  min
j 6=k
fj(z) : j(z) > k(z)g:
For any value u 2 [k(z); k(z)) the event g(Y2; z)  u occurs if and only if Y2 2 fyj2 : j(z) 
k(z)g. So only values u 2 f1(z); : : : K(z))g are instrumental in dening the identied set and
(62) can be written as follows.
I(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = f : 8k 2 f1; : : : ;Kg
1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ Y2 2 fyj2 : j(z)  k(z)gjz]
 k2(z) 
P[Y1 = 0 ^ Y2 2 fyj2 : j(z)  k(z)gjz]; a.e. z
o
(65)
The probabilities in (65) are determined by the ordering of the elements of (z). For each of
the K! possible orderings of these elements the inequalities in (62) dene an intersection of linear
half spaces and thus a convex polytope for each element (z), z 2 RZ . The identied set for  is
a union of these polytopes, some of which may be empty, and this union may not be convex nor
even connected.
The situation is illustrated in Chesher (2013) for an example in which Y2 has three points of
support and there is no exogenous variable a¤ecting the threshold function. The identied set
for the three values of the nonparametrically specied threshold function comprises the union of
up to 6 convex polytopes in the unit cube. Progressively increasing the predictive power of the
instrumental variable causes the convex subsets of the identied set associated with each ordering
to become successively empty, eventually leaving just one, showing that in the case considered the
ordering of the elements of , e¤ectively the shape of the threshold function, can be identied.
Imposing shape restrictions will render some orderings inadmissible. When Y2 is scalar with
support y12      yK2 and there is a monotonicity restriction so that for all z either (z) is an
increasing sequence or a decreasing sequence then the identied set of values of  is as follows.
I(M;FY jZ ;RZ) = A" [ A#
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A" = f increasing : 8k 2 f1; : : : ;Kg
1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ Y2  yk2 jz]
 k(z) 
P[Y1 = 0 ^ Y2  yk2 jz]; a.e. z
o
A# = f decreasing : 8k 2 f1; : : : ;Kg
1  P[Y1 = 1 ^ Y2  yk2 jz]
 k(z) 
P[Y1 = 0 ^ Y2  yk2 jz]; a.e. z
o
This also applies in the case with K = 2 points of support for Y2 which arises in the application
studied in the next section. With strong enough instruments one of the sets A" and A# may be
empty in which case the direction of the e¤ect of Y2 on the threshold function is identied. Both
sets may be empty in which case the monotonicity restriction can be rejected.
8.2 Application
To illustrate the use of GIV models in practice and to explain in detail how estimation and inference
proceeds we use the data on female labor force participation and family size employed in Angrist
and Evans (1998) (AE98).34 The data comes from the US 1980 Census Public Use Microsamples
giving information on 254; 654 married mothers aged 21-35 in 1980 with 2 or more children and
oldest child less than 18.35
The binary outcome we study is Y1, equal to 1 if a woman worked for pay in 1979 and 0
otherwise. The potentially endogenous variable, Y2, is binary, equal to 1 for women having three
or more children, equal to zero for women having two children. All women in the sample have at
least two children.
In the rst model considered the threshold function depends on just one variable, the potentially
endogenous family size indicator. Since this is a binary indicator this is e¤ectively a nonparametric
specication. We then consider models in which the threshold function depends on an exogenous
variable as well as on the family size indicator. The variable we use is a binary variable indicating
whether a mother has more than twelve years of education. A nonparametric specication is
employed rst and then a probit-type specication. Estimates of identied sets and condence
34See also Angrist (2001) and Angrist and Pischke (2009).
35The original data source for the data used by Angrist and Evans (1998) is the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, 1983, currently available from the Harvard Dataverse at https://dataverse.harvard.edu/
api/access/datafile/:persistentId?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/8RYANI/HKEUEN.
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regions for sets and their projections are presented and we explain in detail how these are produced.
A combination of R36 and Mathematica37 code that delivers the results shown in Tables 3-10 and
that draws Figures 7-11 is available on-line.38
8.2.1 No Included Exogenous Variables
The rst model we employ has no exogenous variables in the threshold function simply specifying
Y1 =
8><>:
0 ; 0  U  g(Y2)
1 ; g(Y2)  U  1
:
The excluded instrumental variables Z2 = (Z21; Z22) we consider are also binary, and are as
specied in AE98. Instrumental variable Z21 takes the value 1 if at the second birth event a woman
had a multiple birth. We refer to this as the twins instrument.39 Instrumental variable Z22 takes
the value 1 if the rst two children born to the woman have the same sex and 0 otherwise. We
refer to this as the same-sex instrument.
The variables we use are precisely as in AE98, but the crucial di¤erence in our analysis is that
we employ a structural model which respects the discreteness of the outcome variable. By contrast
in AE98 binary Y1 is specied as a linear function of Y2 and other variables and 2SLS estimates of
local average treatment e¤ects are calculated.
To connect with the notation used in Section 8.1.3, here we have
y12 = 0 ; 1 = g(0)
y22 = 1 ; 2 = g(1)
with 1 and 2 una¤ected by z. Let fjk(z) denote P [Y1 = j ^ Y2 = kjz].
Applying the results set out in Section 8.1.3 there are the following sharp bounds on the thresh-
old parameters g(0) and g(1). The identied set comprises the union of two sets, denoted A" and
A#, in which the di¤erence   g(0)   g(1) is respectively nonpositive and nonnegative.40 These
sets are dened as follows:
A"  f(g(0); g(1)) : g(0)  g(1)  0 and (66) and (67) holdg ,
A#  f(g(0); g(1)) : g(0)  g(1)  0 and (68) and (69) holdg ,
36R Core Team (2014).
37Wolfram Research, Inc. (2019).
38https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wRpQWqIbVioEC4fej9vR69w2yByBd7ew.
39This is a slight abuse of language as there are a few instances of triplets.
40 In keeping with earlier notation, the arrows in A" and A# convey whether k is (weakly) increasing or decreasing
in k. The parameter   g(0)  g(1), which is the average treatment e¤ect, is nonpositive if k is weakly increasing
and nonnegative if k is weakly decreasing.
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where the inequalities in A" are:
sup
z2RZ
f00(z)  g(0)  inf
z2RZ
(f00(z) + f01(z)) , (66)
sup
z2RZ
(f00(z) + f01(z))  g(1)  inf
z2RZ
(1  f11(z)) , (67)
and those in A# are:
sup
z2RZ
(f00(z) + f01(z))  g(0)  inf
z2RZ
(1  f10(z)) , (68)
sup
z2RZ
f01(z)  g(1)  inf
z2RZ
(f00(z) + f01(z)) . (69)
The identied set for the pair of threshold values (g(0); g(1)) is the union of the sets A" and A#.
It is possible that (i) both of the sets are empty, (ii) only one of the sets is empty, in which case it
is possible to sign the e¤ect of Y2 on Y1, or (iii) both sets are non-empty. For example, considering
the inequality (66), if f01(z) were close to zero and insensitive to variation in z while f00(z) did
vary with z then the interval for g(0) in A" could be empty. Because there is the possibility that
both sets are empty the model can potentially be falsied.
Each conditional probability fij(z) appearing in (66)-(69) can be consistently estimated by its
sample analog:
f^ij(z) =
 
1
n
nX
k=1
1 [zk = z]
! 1
1
n
nX
k=1
1 [yk1 = i ^ yk2 = j ^ zk = z]
where n is the sample size and the index k identies observations in the sample. If Z were continuous
or had many points of support then a kernel or sieve based estimator could be employed.
Using these sample conditional probabilities in place of population quantities produces analog
set estimates for A" and A#. These are illustrated in Figure 7 using each of the twins and same sex
instruments by themselves, and also using them together. When using either the twins instrument
on its own or the same sex and twins instruments together, the analog estimate for A# is empty.
Put another way, there are no (g(0); g(1)) pairs in the analog set estimate that correspond to a
positive average treatment e¤ect . Such values of  are however admitted when the same sex
instrument is used by itself, since estimates of both A" and A# are nonempty in this case.
Whatever instruments are used the estimated sets exclude values of g(0) and g(1) such that
 = 0. Manipulating (66) and (67) for the case   0 delivers an upper bound on nonpositive
 equal to infz2RZ (f00(z) + f01(z))  supz2RZ (f00(z) + f01(z)). This is the negative of the lower
bound on nonnegative  obtained by manipulating (68) and (69). It follows that values of g(0) and
g(1) with g(0) = g(1), that is  = 0, can only lie in the identied set if infz2RZ (f00(z) + f01(z)) =
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supz2RZ (f00(z) + f01(z)), which can happen only if the conditional probability of working does not
vary with the value of the instrument Z. This makes sense because under the restrictions of the
GIV model the only route for Z to a¤ect Y1 is through its e¤ect on Y2 and this route is barred if
g(0) = g(1).
The sets shown in Figure 7 are analog estimates of identied sets obtained by replacing the
probabilities that appear in the inequalities dening the identied sets by analog estimates of the
probabilities. A complete analysis requires consideration of the impact of sampling variation in those
estimated probabilities. Figure 8 depicts asymptotically valid 95% condence sets for (g(0); g(1))
using inference methods developed in Chernozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013). Both sets A" and A#
are dened by a collection of conditional moment inequalities, since each fjk(z) can be expressed as
E [1 [Y = (j; k)] jZ = z]. In the present application the excluded instruments Z21 (twins indicator)
and Z22 (same sex indicator) are discrete, so these sets are represented as pairs (g(0); g(1)) that
satisfy a nite number of conditional moment inequalities. For any given (g(0); g(1)) pair, either
the inequalities that dene A" or the inequalities that dene A# are tested, where which one is
chosen depends on the sign of the value of g(0)  g(1) being tested.41 The condence set comprises
the set of pairs such that the null hypothesis that (g(0); g(1)) 2 A" [A# is not rejected, where the
null hypothesis is equivalent to satisfaction of the corresponding moment inequalities evaluated at
(g(0); g(1)). The details of this moment inequalities test and those used in calculating all condence
sets reported here are set out in Section 8.3.
The shape of the (g(0); g(1)) regions and the main features in Figure 8 are similar to those of
the analog set estimates reported in Figure 7. In each gure the light blue region is the condence
region obtained using the same sex instrument alone, the yellow and red region together comprise
the condence region obtained using the twins instrument alone, and the yellow region by itself is
the condence region obtained using both instruments.42 When the same sex instrument is used
the condence set is very similar to the analog set estimate. This happens because the analog
set estimate is quite accurate mainly due to the large number of observations at both values of
the instrument. As shown in Figure 7 the estimated identied set obtained using the the twins
instrument excludes all (g(0); g(1)) in A#. These values are also excluded from the 95% condence
region shown in Figure 8. The condence sets using the twins instrument and both instruments
together are considerably thicker than the analog set estimates which are manifolds (lines). This
occurs because there are rather few twin births in the data (roughly 1 in 100 in the sample) resulting
in a fair degree of sampling variation in estimated probabilities conditional on twin births which
41Note that when g (0) = g (1) = g so that g (0)  g (1) = 0, the inequalities dening A" and A# coincide, as they
both reduce to supz2RZ (f00(z) + f01(z))  g  infz2RZ (f00(z) + f01(z)), which is equivalently that g = P [Y1 = 0jz]
a.e. z. As pointed out previously, in this IV model with Z excluded from the structural function, there must then be
no e¤ect of z on P [Y1 = 1jz] for the IV and exclusion restrictions to be valid.
42When both instruments are used the instrumental variables together have three points of support corresponding
to: (i) women in the multiple birth category, (ii) women not in the multiple birth category with same-sex rst two
children, (iii) women not in the multiple birth category with mixed-sex rst two children.
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a¤ects the accuracy of the set estimates.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 report several point estimates and condence intervals obtained using respec-
tively the twins instrument, the same sex instrument, and both instruments at once. Each table
considers pairs of (g(0); g(1)) such that g(0)  g(1) (A") as well pairs such that g(0)  g(1) (A#).
Point estimates of the bounds on the thresholds g(0) and g(1) are reported using analog estimates
for probabilities f^ij(z) for all values z of the instruments. Bold font denotes the greatest lower
bound and least upper bound across the support of the instrument. For example, in Table 3, the
highest estimate of the lower bounds and the lowest estimate of the upper bounds for g(0) using
the twins instrument are seen to be 0:2673 and 0:4713, respectively, in the region of the parameter
space in which g(0)  g(1). With the twins instrument the probability of more than two children
conditional on the second birth being twins (Z = 1) is equal to one, from which it follows that g(1)
is point identied. This explains why in the table the lower and upper bound estimates on g(1)
obtained when conditioning on Z = 1 are both equal to 0:5236.
For each set A" and A#, and each conguration of instruments (twins, same sex, or both)
median bias-corrected interval estimates and 95% condence intervals for each of g(0), g(1), and 
are reported. The 95% condence regions for each parameter are the unions of those obtained under
the two cases A" and A#, since these sets (and the inequalities that dene them) cover disjoint
regions of the parameter space. As was done for the joint condence sets for (g(0); g(1)) depicted in
Figure 8, these condence intervals were computed using a procedure described in Chernozhukov,
Lee, and Rosen (2013), set out in detail in Section 8.3.
The median-corrected bounds reported in these tables are obtained by computing what Cher-
nozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013) refer to as half-median-unbiased estimates for each of the interval
endpoints. Each corrected lower (upper) bound estimate is guaranteed to be less (greater) than
or equal to the population lower bound with probability at least one half asymptotically. This
correction is intended to counteract the now well-known fact that analog estimators for intersec-
tion bound endpoints are in general inward biased due to the application of the supremum and
inmum operators to multiple bound estimators, as rst pointed out by Manski and Pepper (2000,
footnote 13, p.12). The median bias-corrected endpoint estimates are simply the endpoints of 0.50
condence intervals as described in Chernozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013). These are easy to com-
pute if one is already computing 0.90 or 0.95 condence intervals, because they employ the same
computational steps, requiring only a modication of the nominal level. Andrews and Shi (2013)
also consider half-median-unbiased bound estimates, while Kreider and Pepper (2007) employ an
alternative bootstrap bias correction.
The condence intervals for each individual parameter g(0), g(1), and  are got by rst ma-
nipulating the inequalities (66) and (67) for A" and (68) and (69) for A# into inequalities that
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characterize the identied set for each parameter alone. For example, the inequalities
sup
z2RZ
f00(z)  g(0)  inf
z2RZ
(f00(z) + f01(z)) ,
sup
z2RZ
(f00(z) + f01(z))  inf
z2RZ
(1  f11(z))
characterize the projection of A" onto g(0). One can test the hypothesis that any given g(0)
corresponds to the rst component of some element of A" by testing these inequalities. The 95%
condence sets for g(0) reported here are those values not rejected by a size 0:05 test of the
hypothesis that either these inequalities or the like inequalities for A# hold. The same approach
is taken in computing condence sets for the parameters g(1) and . In each case condence
regions for each individual parameter across the identied set A"[A# are the union of the intervals
calculated for each region.43 The condence sets do not su¤er from coverage ination due to
projection, because they are based on the inequalities that dene the projections of the identied
set for (g(0); g(1)). They are not projections of joint condence sets for (g(0); g(1)).
When the twins instrument is used, by itself as in Table 3 or jointly with the same sex instrument
as in Table 5, the sample analog estimates of the bounds on g(1) restricted to the region A# deliver
an empty interval. This is seen in Table 3 for example by noting that for the A# region, the
highest estimated lower bound on g(1) is 0:5236, which is larger than the lowest estimated upper
bound, which is 0:4713. As noted earlier, there exist distributions of outcomes and instrumental
variables such that either or both of these regions can be empty. In this application this signies
that there is no value of (g(0); g(1)) that satises the inequalities that dene the set A# using
analog estimates of probabilities obtained with our sample. However it is possible that the empty
estimated set arises in consequence of sampling variation. In order to investigate this the null
hypothesis that all of the inequalities dening A# in (68)-(69) are satised for some (g(0); g(1))
was tested at the 0:05 level using the parametric intersection bounds test in Chernozhukov, Lee,
and Rosen (2013). The hypothesis is rejected when the twins instrument is used and when the
twins and same sex instruments are used together. The result is that the bias-corrected interval
estimates and condence intervals for each parameter in the A# region in Tables 3 and 5 are empty.
The sample analog of the inequalities dening identied sets in all others cases are non-empty, and
the inequalities that dene them cannot be rejected at any commonly used signicance level. The
construction of the condence intervals is set out in detail in Section 8.3.
43Note that the rationale for taking a union of condence intervals across the A" regions A# is the construction
of a condence region by way of test inversion, and not a Bonferroni inequality argument. That is, to test any xed
parameter value under consideration, one needs to employ either the inequalities dening A" or those dening A#,
depending on the sign of g (0)  g (1) at the parameter value being tested.
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g(0) g(1) 
A" : g(0)  g(1) lower upper lower upper
Z = 0
0:2673
(0:0009)
0:4713
(0:0010)
0:4713
(0:0010)
0:8287
(0:0007)

Z = 1
0:0000
(0:0000)
0:5236
(0:0109)
0:5236
(0:0109)
0:5236
(0:0109)

Median-Corrected Bounds [0:2668; 0:4719] [0:5163; 0:5309] [ 0:2568; 0:0448]
95% CI [0:2656; 0:4733] [0:5021; 0:5450] [ 0:2745; 0:0308]
A# : g(0)  g(1) lower upper lower upper
Z = 0
0:4713
(0:0010)
0:6427
(0:0010)
0:2040
(0:0008)
0:4713
(0:0010)

Z = 1
0:5236
(0:0109)
1:000
(0:000)
0:5236
(0:0109)
0:5236
(0:0109)

Median-Corrected Bounds empty empty empty
95% CI empty empty empty
Table 3: Estimated upper and lower bounds on threshold parameters g(0) and g(1) and  using
only the twins instrument. The highest lower and lowest upper bound point estimates for g(0)
and g(1) across values of the instrument are shown in bold, and standard errors are reported in
parentheses. The existence of a (g(0); g(1)) pair satisfying g(0)  g(1) is rejected at the 0.05 level.
g(0) g(1) 
A" : g(0)  g(1) lower upper lower upper
Z = 0
0:2818
(0:0013)
0:4665
(0:0014)
0:4665
(0:0014)
0:8437
(0:0010)

Z = 1
0:2532
(0:0012)
0:4761
(0:0014)
0:4761
(0:0014)
0:8140
(0:0011)

Median-Corrected Bounds [0:2818; 0:4673] [0:4753; 0:8140] [ 0:5322; 0:0096]
95% CI [0:2797; 0:4693] [0:4734; 0:8158] [ 0:5350; 0:0064]
A# : g(0)  g(1) lower upper lower upper
Z = 0
0:4665
(0:0014)
0:6228
(0:0014)
0:1847
(0:0011)
0:4665
(0:0014)

Z = 1
0:4761
(0:0014)
0:6621
(0:0013)
0:2230
(0:0012)
0:4761
(0:0014)

Median-Corrected Bounds [0:4753; 0:6228] [0:2229; 0:4676] [0:0096; 0:3998]
95% CI [0:4733; 0:6250] [0:2210; 0:4699] [0:0064; 0:4028]
Table 4: Estimated upper and lower bounds on threshold parameters g(0) and g(1) and  using
only the same sex instrument. The highest lower and lowest upper bound point estimates for g(0)
and g(1) across values of the instrument are shown in bold, and standard errors are reported in
parentheses. Observations in which there were twins at the second birth event were removed in
these calculations, since in this case the sex of the rst two children has no bearing on the decision
to have a third child.
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g(0) g(1) 
A" : g(0)  g(1) lower upper lower upper
Z = 0
0:2818
(0:0013)
0:4665
(0:0014)
0:4665
(0:0014)
0:8437
(0:0010)

Z = 1
0:2532
(0:0012)
0:4761
(0:0014)
0:4761
(0:0014)
0:8140
(0:0011)

Z = 2
0:0000
(0:0000)
0:5236
(0:0109)
0:5236
(0:0109)
0:5236
(0:0109)

Median-Corrected Bounds [0:2810; 0:4677] [0:5162; 0:5309] [ 0:2429; 0:0470]
95% CI [0:2792; 0:4695] [0:5022; 0:5452] [ 0:2609; 0:0334]
A# : g(0)  g(1) lower upper lower upper
Z = 0
0:4665
(0:0014)
0:6228
(0:0014)
0:1847
(0:0011)
0:4665
(0:0014)

Z = 1
0:4761
(0:0014)
0:6621
(0:0013)
0:2230
(0:0012)
0:4761
(0:014)

Z = 2
0:5236
(0:0109)
1:000
(0:0000)
0:5236
(0:0109)
0:5236
(0:0109)

Median-Corrected Bounds empty empty empty
95% CI empty empty empty
Table 5: Estimated upper and lower bounds on threshold parameters g(0) and g(1) and  using
the same sex instrument and the twins instrument simultaneously. The highest lower and lowest
upper bound point estimates for g(0) and g(1) across values of the instrument are shown in bold,
and standard errors are reported in parentheses. Here Z = 0 indicates the rst two children were
not the same sex and at the second birth event there were not twins, Z = 1 indicates that they
were the same sex and at the second birth event there were not twins, and Z = 2 signies that
there were twins at the second birth event.
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8.2.2 Included Exogenous Variables
Analysis similar to that above can be carried out when additional variables are included as ex-
ogenous explanatory variables. To demonstrate we include a dummy variable Z1 equal to 1 if the
mother has more than 12 years of education and equal to 0 otherwise. More generally, Z1 could
be a vector of included exogenous variables and some of these could be continuously distributed.
The analysis conducted here exploits the discreteness of the included exogenous variable that we
use. We consider the identifying power of both nonparametric models and parametric models that
incorporate exogenous explanatory variables.
Nonparametric Specication. A nonparametric specication incorporating the included ex-
ogenous variables is
Y1 =
8><>:
0 ; 0  U  g(Y2; Z1)
1 ; g(Y2; Z1)  U  1
with Z2 used to denote the excluded instruments, namely the same sex and twins instruments used
separately or together. Under a nonparametric specication the dependence of the threshold on
Z1 is left unspecied with no restrictions placed on the relation between the threshold functions
g(; z1) and g(; z01) for di¤ering values of z1 and z01 on RZ1 . Estimation and inference is conducted
by partitioning the data into distinct subsets according to the value of Z1, and then applying the
techniques used earlier.44
The resulting analog set estimates, median-corrected bound estimates, and 95% condence
intervals at each value of the exogenous variable and using each specication of excluded instruments
are reported in Tables 6, 7 and 8. Using the same sex instrument the set estimates and condence set
for (g(0; z1); g (1; z1)) for both values of z1 comprise the union of regions in which g(0; z1)  g (1; z1)
and g(0; z1)  g (1; z1). When the twins instrument is used or when both instruments are used
together, there are no values with g(0; z1)  g (1; z1) in the condence sets, and the hypothesis
that this region is nonempty is rejected at the 0:05 level. Bound estimates and condence intervals
for  (z1) correspondingly contain only negative values when the twins instrument is used with or
without the same sex instrument, but using only the same sex instrument regions for  (z1) contain
both positive and negative values. Using the same sex instrument alone some of these parameter
sets with z1 = 1 are unions of overlapping intervals. These simplify to intervals but are expressed
here as unions of the intervals on which  (z1) = g(0; z1)   g(1; z1) has opposite signs for ease of
comparison with other results.
The analog estimates in Table 6 illustrate precisely the bounds obtained by applying the same
44With continuous included exogenous variables one could either discretize them and proceed in a similar fashion,
or, alternatively, estimate bounding probabilities conditional on the exogenous variables nonparametrically by series
or kernel methods.
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Instrument z1 : edu > 12 g(0; z1) g(1; z1)  (z1)
same sex 0 [ [0:2837; 0:4848]
[0:4962; 0:6503]
[ [0:4962; 0:8052]
[0:2428; 0:4848]
[ [ 0:5215; 0:0115]
[0:0115; 0:4075]
same sex 1 [ [0:2779; 0:4299]
[0:4360; 0:5678]
[ [0:4360; 0:8314]
[0:1835; 0:4299]
[ [ 0:5535; 0:0061]
[0:0061; 0:3843]
twins 0 [0:2684; 0:4906] [0:5450; 0:5450] [ 0:2766; 0:0544]
twins 1 [0:2651; 0:4330] [0:4847; 0:4847] [ 0:2196; 0:0517]
both 0 [0:2837; 0:4848] [0:5450; 0:5450] [ 0:2613; 0:0602]
both 1 [0:2779; 0:4299] [0:4847; 0:4847] [ 0:2068; 0:0548]
Table 6: Analog bound estimates using the same sex and twins instruments with a nonparametric
specication for the inclusion of the exogenous variable Z1 indicating mothers years of education
> 12.
function that denes the unknown population bounds to the empirical distribution of the data.
Because these are intersection bounds, in which interval endpoints are obtained as the minima and
maxima of a collection of points, they are typically inward biased. The median-corrected estimates
in Table 7 incorporate the same type of correction as described in the previous section for the model
used here, and Table 8 again reports 95% condence intervals using intersection bound inference as
in Chernozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013), see Section 8.3 for further detail. In general the median-
corrected interval estimates are wider than the analog interval estimates, and the 95% condence
sets are wider. However, in a handful of cases analog and median-corrected endpoint estimates
coincide. This can happen when at the boundary of the analog set only one inequality survives the
selection procedure described in the third step of the algorithm detailed in Section 8.3. In these
situations, the tightest endpoint estimate is su¢ ciently far from the others relative to sampling
variation to convey high probability that it is the uniquely binding inequality.
A benet of including observed exogenous variables is that heterogenous e¤ects of endogenous
variables on outcomes can be measured. The condence sets obtained with this nonparametric
specication admit the possibility of homogeneous or heterogeneous average treatment e¤ects across
values of z1, because the reported intervals overlap, but are not identical. More stringent parametric
restrictions constrain the way in which Z1 impacts the determination of Y1. Such restrictions will
result in (weakly) tighter identied sets for each  (z1), and possibly di¤erent conclusions with
regard to heterogenous e¤ects.
A Parametric Specication. We now report results obtained with a parametric model includ-
ing the exogenous explanatory variable Z1 equal to 1 if the mother has more than 12 years of
education and equal to 0 otherwise. The parametric model uses a threshold function such as is
found in a probit model:
g(y2; z) = (0 + 1z1 + y2) (70)
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Instrument z1 : edu > 12 g(0; z1) g(1; z1)  (z1)
same sex 0 [ [0:2837; 0:4857]
[0:4953; 0:6503]
[ [0:4953; 0:8053]
[0:2428; 0:4861]
[ [ 0:5216; 0:0108]
[0:0115; 0:4075]
same sex 1 [ [0:2779; 0:4312]
[0:4347; 0:5678]
[ [0:4347; 0:8314]
[0:1835; 0:4319]
[ [ 0:5535; 0:0038]
[0:0038; 0:3843]
twins 0 [0:2678; 0:4913] [0:5358; 0:5542] [ 0:2774; 0:0451]
twins 1 [0:2643; 0:4340] [0:4686; 0:4971] [ 0:2202; 0:0393]
both 0 [0:2828; 0:4862] [0:5331; 0:5541] [ 0:2628; 0:0476]
both 1 [0:2767; 0:4320] [0:4659; 0:4970] [ 0:2199; 0:0347]
Table 7: Bound estimates with median-corrected interval endpoints, equivalently 50% condence
sets, using the same sex and twins instruments with a nonparametric specication for the inclusion
of the exogenous variable Z1 indicating mothers years of education > 12.
Instrument z1 : edu > 12 g(0; z1) g(1; z1)  (z1)
same sex 0 [ [0:2811; 0:4882]
[0:4929; 0:6530]
[ [0:4929; 0:8075]
[0:2404; 0:4891]
[ [ 0:5250; 0:0075]
[0:0067; 0:4112]
same sex 1 [ [0:2743; 0:4347]
[0:4313; 0:5718]
[ [0:4314; 0:8344]
[0:1804; 0:4361]
[ [ 0:5582; 0:0000]
[0:0000; 0:3894]
twins 0 [0:2663; 0:4930] [0:5186; 0:5719] [ 0:2992; 0:0274]
twins 1 [0:2621; 0:4364] [0:4456; 0:5203] [ 0:2504; 0:0154]
both 0 [0:2806; 0:4885] [0:5164; 0:5716] [ 0:2851; 0:0308]
both 1 [0:2735; 0:4352] [0:4439; 0:5208] [ 0:2393; 0:0130]
Table 8: 95% condence sets using the same sex and twins instruments with a nonparametric
specication for the inclusion of the exogenous variable Z1 indicating mothers years of education
> 12.
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where  denotes the standard normal distribution function.45
As in the earlier analyses, the identied set comprises the union of two regions A" and A#,
which now dene sets of values of parameters   (; 0; 1), as follows:
A"  f(; 0; 1) :   0 and (71) and (72) hold a.e. z 2 RZg ,
A#  f(; 0; 1) :   0 and (73) and (74) hold a.e. z 2 RZg ,
where the inequalities dening A" are
f00 (z)  (0 + 1z1)  f00 (z) + f01 (z) , (71)
f00 (z) + f01 (z)   (0 + 1z1 + )  1  f11 (z) , (72)
and those dening A# are
f00 (z) + f01 (z)   (0 + 1z1)  1  f10 (z) , (73)
f01 (z)   (0 + 1z1 + )  f00 (z) + f01 (z) . (74)
These are the same inequalities as (66)-(69), but for the replacement of the thresholds with the
parametric specication (70).
Estimated sets and condence regions for the full parameter vector   (; 0; 1) can be ob-
tained using the methods set out in Section 8.2.1 where estimated sets for (g (0) ; g (1)) are reported.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the projections of the analog set estimate of  onto the space of each pair
of its component parameters. The estimated sets for  obtained using only the same sex instrument
are disconnected, comprising two convex polyhedra whose 2D projections are convex polygons. As
in the case with no included exogenous variable, the identied sets contain no values of  in which
 = 0. The estimated identied sets obtained using the twins instrument alone or in combination
with the same sex instrument contain only positive values of . These sets are 2D manifolds whose
projections onto the space of any two of the components of  are lines. This reduction in dimension
occurs because using the twins instrument the coe¢ cient on the included exogenous variable, 1, is
point identied.46 The estimated set obtained using both instruments is slightly smaller than the
set obtained using the twins instrument alone as the projections demonstrate.
In applications in which parameter vectors have many components it is usually desirable to
focus attention on one or a few parameter components or interesting functions of parameters.
Calculating condence regions in this situation is often not straightforward when parameters are
45The analysis can be just as easily carried out using any strictly increasing CDF in place of , such as the logit
CDF. Indeed, logit estimates not reported here were also computed. These were unsurprisingly found to deliver
results similar to those using the normal CDF.
46To see why consider studying the subsample in which the exogenous twins instrument is equal to 1. In this
subsample Y2 = 1 and using this subsample a consistent estimate of 1 and 0 +  can be obtained.
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partially identied because of the di¢ culty of drawing inferences on subvectors of partially identied
parameter vectors. This is an active area of research, with recent important contributions that
include those of Bugni, Canay, and Shi (2017), Chen, Christensen, and Tamer (2018), Kaido,
Molinari, and Stoye (forthcoming), and Belloni, Bugni, and Chernozhukov (2018).
Here we are able to avoid these di¢ culties and give condence intervals for individual parameter
components. To do this we exploit the structure of the inequalities (71) (74) to obtain character-
izations of identied sets for individual parameters which comprise systems of moment inequalities
that can be tested directly using the methods employed to produce the results reported earlier.
Start by applying the standard normal quantile function transformation to (71) (74) giving
the inequalities
 1 (f00 (z))  0 + 1z1   1 (f00 (z) + f01 (z)) , (75)
 1 (f00 (z) + f01 (z))  0 + 1z1 +    1 (1  f11 (z)) , (76)
for the set A" and
 1 (f00 (z) + f01 (z))  0 + 1z1   1 (1  f10 (z)) , (77)
 1 (f01 (z))  0 + 1z1 +    1 (f00 (z) + f01 (z)) . (78)
for the set A#. The identied set for  is given by A" [ A# where
A"  f(; 0; 1) :   0 and (75) and (76) hold a.e. z 2 RZg , (79)
A#  f(; 0; 1) :   0 and (77) and (78) hold a.e. z 2 RZg . (80)
Each constituent set is an intersection of linear half-spaces. The sets A" and A# are therefore both
convex so the projections of each of the sets A" and A# onto the space of individual parameter
components are intervals or empty.
Because the constituent inequalities of each set taken over all z 2 RZ are linear in parame-
ters, Fourier-Motzkin elimination (FME) can be applied to obtain the inequalities comprising the
identied set for each individual component.47 To express these projections succinctly, dene the
functions
b+u (0; z1; z2)   1 (f00 (z1; z2) + f01 (z1; z2)) ; b+u (1; z1; z2)   1 (1  f11 (z1; z2)) ;
b+l (0; z1; z2)   1 (f00 (z1; z2)) ; b+l (1; z1; z2)   1 (f00 (z1; z2) + f01 (z1; z2)) ;
47FME eliminates each parameter in turn until a system of inequalities dening a projection onto the space of one
or more parameters of interest is obtained. In the step at which a parameter i is eliminated the inequalities not
involving i are passed through to the next step, upper and lower bounds on i are identied, and the inequalities
passed on to the next step are those obtained by requiring that each upper bound on i is at least equal to each lower
bound on i.
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and
b u (0; z1; z2)   1 (1  f10 (z1; z2)) ; b u (1; z1; z2)   1 (f00 (z1; z2) + f01 (z1; z2)) ;
b l (0; z1; z2)   1 (f00 (z1; z2) + f01 (z1; z2)) ; b l (1; z1; z2)   1 (f01 (z1; z2)) ;
where with slight abuse of notation fjk (z1; z2) is written in place of fjk ((z1; z2)).
The characterizations of projections of the sets A" and A# onto the space of individual com-
ponents of  delivered by FME are the same for each of these sets except that functions b+l and
b+u dene A" while functions b l and b u dene A#. The projections are now expressed in terms of
inequalities in which the +and  superscripts on the bu and bl functions are omitted. Appro-
priate superscripts +and  must be applied when denitions of respectively A" and A# are
required.
Isolating  by FME produces the following inequalities required to hold for each pair z2; z02 2
RZ2 :
8y2 2 f0; 1g ; z1 2 f0; 1g : bu (y2; z1; z2)  bl
 
y2; z1; z
0
2
  0, (81)
and
8z1 2 f0; 1g ;   bl (1; z1; z2) + bu (0; z1; z
0
2)  0,
bu (1; z1; z2)  bl (0; z1; z02)    0.
(82)
The inequalities (81) do not involve any parameters, but they are inequalities that must hold
in order for the set A" or A# (depending on whether b+l and b+u or b l and b u are used) to be
nonempty. Recall the identied set for the parameters is the union of A# and A", one or both of
which may be empty. The projection of the identied set onto a parameter axis is the union of the
projections of A# and A".
For pairs z2 = z02, the inequalities (81) hold automatically, and can be dropped. Thus, when
Z2 has K points of support there are 4K (K   1) inequalities of this form. The inequalities (81)
appear in all characterizations of projections of the sets A" and A#. When the twins instrument is
used, or when both the twins and same sex instrument are used together, these inequalities for the
set A# are rejected at the 0:0001 level. With the same sex instrument, inequalities (81) for A# are
not rejected at any conventional level, and they are never rejected for the set A" for any instrument
specication. This is easily seen by noting that both sample analog sets are nonempty.
To construct the condence sets for  that are reported here, the inequalities (81) and (82) are
jointly tested using the parametric inference procedure from Chernozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013),
described in Section 8.3.
Application of FME yields similar characterizations for parameters 0 and 1. The sets for 0
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are characterized by the inequalities (81) for all z2 6= z02 and additionally
8z2 2 Rz : 0   bl (0; 0; z2)  0,
bu (0; 0; z2)  0  0,
and
8z2; z02; ~z2 2 Rz :
0   bl (0; 1; z2)  bl (1; 0; z02) + bu (1; 1; ~z2)  0,
bu (0; 1; z2) + bu (1; 0; z
0
2)  bl (1; 1; ~z2)  0  0.
The inequalities dening the projection of the identied set for  onto the space of 1 comprise
(81) along with
8z2; z02 2 Rz :
1   bl (0; 1; z2) + bu (0; 0; z02)  0,
1   bl (1; 1; z2) + bu (1; 0; z02)  0,
bu (0; 1; z2)  bl (0; 0; z02)  1  0,
bu (1; 1; z2)  bl (1; 0; z02)  1  0.
Altogether, there are 4K (K   1)+2K+2K3 inequalities for 0 and 4K (K   1)+4K2 inequalities
for 1 for each of A" and A#.
Table 9 contains analog estimates, median-corrected estimates, and 95% condence intervals
for projections of the identied set onto the space of individual parameters obtained using the
twins instrument, and using the same sex and the twins instrument together. Table 10 presents
the results obtained when only the same sex instrument is used. Using the twins instrument the
inequalities that characterize A# (  0) are rejected at conventional levels. This is not the case
when the same sex instrument is used alone, and the two columns of results reported in Table 10
show contributions to condence regions and set estimates delivered by the inequalities for A" and
A#. The estimated sets and condence intervals for each parameter are given by the union of the
intervals shown in the two columns.
In both the cases in which the twins instrument is used the set estimates and condence intervals
for parameters , 0 and 1 are much more informative than when the same sex instrument is used
alone. The use of the twins and same sex instrument together narrows the bound estimates slightly
relative to the use of the twins instrument alone. When the twins instrument is used the condence
intervals for  lie entirely above zero, and those for 0 and 1 lie below zero.
Also reported are interval estimates and condence intervals for the average treatment e¤ects
 (z1) with z1 xed at each of its values. In this parametric model, these are
 (0)   (0)   (0 + ) ;  (1)   (0 + 1)   (0 + 1 + ) .
The identied set for each  (z1), z1 2 f0; 1g, is given by the set of values of  (0 + z11)  
 (0 + z11 + ) such that either (i) the A" inequalities (71)-(72) hold or (ii) the A# inequalities
(73)-(74) hold. Analog estimates of these sets are computed by minimizing and maximizing the
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expression for  (z1) by choice of  subject to the A" and A# inequalities in turn with the prob-
abilities in these inequalities replaced by estimates. For example, to compute the analog estimate
of the lower bound on  (z1) on A" for either z1 2 f0; 1g, the expression
min
(;0;1)2cA" (0 + 1z1)   (0 + 1z1 + )
is computed, where cA" is the set (79), except with analog estimates f^ij(z) in place of population
probabilities fij(z). The analog estimate of the upper bound is obtained similarly, except the
maximum of this expression over the region cA" is taken instead of the minimum. Bound estimates
for the A# are obtained in the same way, replacing cA" with cA#, the analog estimate of A#. These
estimated sharp bounds are reported as the  (0) and  (1) estimates in Tables 9 and 10.
The inequalities in (79) and (80) that provide the identied set for  are linear in  but  (0)
and  (1) are non-linear functions of . This precludes characterization of the identied set for
each of  (0) and  (1) by way of inequalities that are linear in these parameters, and consequently
FME cannot be used to obtain sharp bounds on each of these quantities individually. However, on
di¤erencing the upper and lower bounds on each of  (0 + z11) and  (0 + z11 + ) individually
in (71)-(74), valid non-sharp bounds on each of  (0) and  (1) are obtained. For instance, a valid
lower bound on  (0) =  (0)   (0 + ) in the A" region is obtained by plugging in the lower
bound on  (0) in (71) and the upper bound on  (0 + ) in (72), both with z1 = 0.
Analog estimates of these outer bounds for each of A" and A# and for z1 2 f0; 1g are reported
in Tables 9 and 10 in the rows labelled  (z1) di¤erencing. The di¤erence between these outer
bounds and the sharp bounds are small. The inequalities that dene these outer bounds were used
for construction of the median-corrected bound estimates and 95% condence sets reported in these
tables.
8.3 Inference
The moment inequalities that dene the identied sets described in this section all depend on
smooth functions of population moments that are consistently estimable by standard methods.
The asymptotic variance of estimators of these moments can be obtained by way of the delta
method, and inference can be carried out following recently developed approaches for conducting
inference on parameters that are restricted by moment inequalities. Here we describe how the
condence sets reported here were obtained using a procedure introduced in Chernozhukov, Lee,
and Rosen (2013). Interval estimates with median-corrected endpoints, i.e. half-median-unbiased
estimates, were computed by setting  = 0:5.
The inference method considers a vector of moments
m (W; )  (m1 (W; ) ; :::;mJ (W; ))0 ,
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Table 9: Estimates and condence sets for each parameter and conditional ATEs at each value of z1
using the twins instrument and simultaneously the twins and same sex instruments. The included
exogenous variable is binary: education of the mother exceeds 12 years. Corrected estimates are
interval estimates employing median-corrected estimators of interval endpoints, equivalently 50%
condence intervals, as described in the text.
Twins only Twins and same sex
 analog estimate [0:1367; 0:5893] [0:1512; 0:5506]
 corrected estimate [0:1006; 0:6165] [0:1041; 0:5832]
 95% CI [0:0597; 0:6821] [0:0661; 0:6465]
0 analog estimate [ 0:4763; 0:0237] [ 0:4376; 0:0382]
0 corrected estimate [ 0:5153; 0:0208] [ 0:4795; 0:0332]
0 95% CI [ 0:5661; 0:0168] [ 0:5300; 0:0278]
1 analog estimate  0:1514  0:1514
1 corrected estimate [ 0:2041; 0:1281] [ 0:2067; 0:1269]
1 95% CI [ 0:2781; 0:0952] [ 0:2800; 0:0940]
(0) analog estimate [ 0:2281;  0:0544] [ 0:2613;  0:0602]
(0) di¤erencing [ 0:2766; 0:0544] [ 0:2613; 0:0602]
(0) corrected estimate [ 0:2841; 0:0425] [ 0:2702; 0:0456]
(0) 95% CI [ 0:3033; 0:0257] [ 0:2892; 0:0291]
(1) analog estimate [ 0:2196; 0:0542] [ 0:2068; 0:0599]
(1) di¤erencing [ 0:2196; 0:0517] [ 0:2068; 0:0548]
(1) corrected estimate [ 0:2299; 0:0355] [ 0:2241; 0:0326]
(1) 95% CI [ 0:2557; 0:0126] [ 0:2444; 0:0115]
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Table 10: Estimates and condence sets for each parameter and conditional ATEs at each value
o¤ z1 using the same sex instrument. The included exogenous variable is binary: education of the
mother exceeds 12 years. Corrected estimates are interval estimates employing median-corrected
estimators of interval endpoints, equivalently 50% condence intervals, as described in the text.
  0   0
 analog estimate [0:0287; 1:432] [ 1:073; 0:0287]
 corrected estimate [0:0223; 1:432] [ 1:078; 0:0223]
 95% CI [0:0150; 1:444] [ 1:091; 0:0150]
0 analog estimate [ 0:5719; 0:0382] [ 0:0095; 0:3862]
0 corrected estimate [ 0:5719; 0:0358] [ 0:0119; 0:3862]
0 95% CI [ 0:5795; 0:0297] [ 0:0179; 0:3935]
1 analog estimate [ 0:5508; 0:3953] [ 0:5472; 0:1801]
1 corrected estimate [ 0:5561; 0:3967] [ 0:5506; 0:1848]
1 95% CI [ 0:5672; 0:4016] [ 0:5619; 0:1937]
(0) analog estimate [ 0:5215;  0:0115] [0:0115;0:4042]
(0) di¤erencing [ 0:5215;  0:0115] [0:0115; 0:4075]
(0) corrected estimate [ 0:5216; 0:0098] [0:0098; 0:4075]
(0) 95% CI [ 0:5250; 0:0066] [0:0067; 0:4112]
(1) analog estimate [ 0:5226; 0:0113] [0:0113; 0:3843]
(1) di¤erencing [ 0:5535; 0:0061] [0:0061; 0:3843]
(1) corrected estimate [ 0:5535; 0:0038] [0:0038; 0:3843]
(1) 95% CI [ 0:5582; 0:0000] [0:0000; 0:3894]
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where the model implies that at any of the value of  that could have generated the distribution
of observable variables W , the moment inequalities m (W; )  0 hold.48 An asymptotic 1   
condence set for  is constructed by the set of  that are not rejected by an -level test of the null
hypothesis H0 : m (W; )  0 against the alternative that for some j, mj (W; ) < 0. The null and
alternative hypotheses are equivalently formulated as
H0 : min
j=1;:::;J
mj (W; )  0, H1 : min
j=1;:::;J
mj (W; ) < 0. (83)
Formulation (83) motivates the intersection bound test of Chernozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013).
The analog estimator for minj=1;:::;J mj (W; ), namely minj=1;:::;J m^j (W; ) will exhibit downward
bias due to application of the minimum. To account for this, the idea behind Chernozhukov, Lee,
and Rosen (2013) is to adjust each estimated moment m^j (W; ) upward by its standard error sj
times a critical value k1  appropriately calibrated in order to achieve correct asymptotic size.
The null hypothesis in (83) is then rejected if and only if the minimum of these precision-corrected
moments m^j (W; ) + k1 sj is less than zero.
Properly choosing the critical value k1  for the intersection bound test involves two steps.
The rst step is an adaptive inequality selection procedure that determines which components of
m^j (W; ) are suitably close to or below zero. Let bJ  f1; :::; Jg denote the indices of the selected
moments, which we refer to as the contact set estimator. The contact set estimator is constructed
in such a way as to guarantee that when H0 holds all moments mj (W; ) equal to zero are selected
with probability tending to one asymptotically. Intuitively, moments that exceed zero by a wide
margin can be safely ignored. The second step is to set k1  to approximately the 1   quantile
of the maximum of the studentized version of the selected moments, i.e. the maximum of
m^j (W; ) mj (W; )
sj
across the components of j selected in step 1. These studentized moments are asymptotically
multivariate normally distributed with variance equal to the correlation matrix of the selected
components of m^ (W; ). Thus k1  is set to the 1  quantile of the maximum of such a multivariate
normal random vector, computed by simulation. The precision-corrected estimator for each moment
is then set to m^j (W; ) + k1 sj , and the minimum of these is computed across all j = 1; :::; J and
compared to zero.
To describe implementation of such a test formally, consider inference on the threshold parame-
ters (g (0) ; g (1)) in the model described in Section 8.2.1 in which there are no included exogenous
variables.
With instruments Z having nite support RZ = fz1; :::; zLg, dene for each ` = 1; :::; L the 6
48Vector a  0 only if each element of a is nonnegative.
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element vector
 (z`)  (E [1z` ] ; E [E001z` ] ; E [E01z` ] ; E [!E111z` ] ; E [!E101z` ] ; E [E011z` ]) ,
where
1z`  1 [Z = z`] , Ejk  1 [Y1 = j ^ Y2 = k] , Ej  1 [Y1 = j] , !Ejk  1  Ejk.
We refer to the elements of the vector
  ( (z1) ; :::;  (zL))
as inference parameters to distinguish them from structural parameters (such as g(0) and g(1)).
Since each of the components of  (z`) is the mean of a function of observable variables, the
parameter vector  can be consistently estimated by ^ obtained by replacing expectations with
sample means. Let 
 denote the asymptotic variance of
p
n

^   

and let 
^ be an asymptotic
variance estimator constructed so that

^  
 p! 0.
The inequalities (66) and (67) that dene the set A" can be written as functions of the inference
parameters:
m"1 (g (0) ; g (1) ;  (z`))  3 (z`) =1 (z`)  g(0)  0; (84)
m"2 (g (0) ; g (1) ;  (z`))  g(0)  2 (z`) =1 (z`)  0; (85)
m"3 (g (0) ; g (1) ;  (z`))  4 (z`) =1 (z`)  g (1)  0; (86)
m"4 (g (0) ; g (1) ;  (z`))  g (1)  3 (z`) =1 (z`)  0: (87)
Let
m (g (0) ; g (1) ; ) 

m"1 (g (0) ; g (1) ;  (z`)) ; :::;m
"
4 (g (0) ; g (1) ;  (z`)) : ` = 1; :::; L
0
denote the 4L vector of moment functions that dene the set A" of (g (0) ; g (1)) pairs with g (0) 
g (1). This is a vector of known functions of the inference parameters , consistently estimated by
m

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

since ^
p!  and the moment functions are continuous in .
Let p denote the 4L  6L matrix of partial derivatives of m (g (0) ; g (1) ; ) with respect to .
Application of the delta method gives
p
n

m

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

 m (g (0) ; g (1) ; )

d! N (0; V ) , V  p
p0,
with the asymptotic variance of studentized moments V consistently estimated by V^  p^
^p^0, where
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p^ is the consistent estimator for p in which the vector of inference parameters  is replaced by ^.
To test the hypothesis that (g (0) ; g (1)) 2 A", equivalently that m (g (0) ; g (1) ; )  0, the
following steps are performed, closely following Algorithm 1 on pages 708-709 of Chernozhukov,
Lee, and Rosen (2013).
1. Compute V^  p^
^p^0 and set ^ to be the corresponding correlation matrix. Set s =
r
diag

V^

=n,
the vector of standard errors of each of the sample moment functions in m

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

.
For inference on (g (0) ; g (1)) in the example of Section 8.2.1, with a discrete instrument with
K points of support, there are 4K such moment functions, K for each of (84)-(87).
2. Simulate a large number, R, of draws of a vector W from the multivariate N

0; ^

distrib-
ution.
3. Compute the contact set estimator bJ which estimates the identity of the elements ofm (g (0) ; g (1) ; )
that are violated or close to binding. This is done by setting ~n = 1 0:1(log n) 1, comput-
ing k to be the ~n quantile of max (W1; :::;WJ) over the simulation draws, and then taking
the indexes, j, of the sample moments mj

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

that satisfy
mj

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

 min
`2f1;:::;Jg
n
m`

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

+ ks`
o
+ 2ksj , (88)
so that bJ is the set of indices j that fulll (88). Here k is a high level quantile ofmax (W1; :::;WJ),
so as to guarantee that bJ contains all j such that mj (g (0) ; g (1) ; ) = 0 with probability
approaching one as n!1.
4. From the simulation draws of W , select those components ~W whose indexes appear in the
set bJ . Compute k1  which is the 1    quantile of max ~W and compute the precision
corrected minimum of all the elements of m

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

as
t = min
`2f1;:::;Jg
n
m`

g (0) ; g (1) ; ^

+ k1 s`
o
.
This quantity t is the minimum of the precision-corrected moments, each adjusted upward
by an amount proportional to their standard error, specically with scale factor given by the
critical value k1 . The hypothesis (m (g (0) ; g (1) ; )  0 is rejected at level  if t < 0.
The same steps can be used to test the hypothesis that any (g (0) ; g (1)) belongs to the set A#,
using the inequalities (68) and (69). The set of (g (0) ; g (1)) pairs that belong to the condence set
are those with g (0)  g (1) that are not rejected by the inequality test for A", together with those
with g (0)  g (1) that are not rejected by the inequality test for A#.
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All condence sets reported in this Section were computed by inverting moment inequality
hypothesis tests following the above steps, using the particular collections of inequalities appearing
in each characterization in place of the moment inequalities (84)-(87) with parameter of interest
 replacing (g (0) ; g (1)), and the corresponding appropriately dened inference parameters. In
each case the inference parameters are population expectations of indicator functions of observable
variables, so that inference parameters ^ and the corresponding asymptotic variance matrix 
^ were
easy to compute.
In order to draw Figure 8, each point in a dense collection of points covering a large neighborhood
around the analog set estimate for (g (0) ; g (1)) was tested for inclusion in the identied set using
each of the three di¤erent congurations of instruments. The sets in the gure are plots of all
points not rejected by these tests.
In all tables in which median-corrected bounds and condence intervals are reported on a
univariate parameter of interest, only a one-dimensional search was required. To nd the upper
and lower bounds of these intervals reported in the tables, points were tested in increments of 0.0001
between each boundary of the analog set estimate and a very distant value outside the analog set.
In many cases this distant point was a logical bound on the value of the parameter, such as 0 and
1 for threshold values g (0) and g (1). The search for lower and upper median-corrected bounds
and condence interval endpoints was then rened by a further search at points evenly spaced by
0.00001 between the closest points rejected and furthest points not rejected. The tables report
the furthest value from the analog set endpoints not rejected that were obtained by this rened
search, rounded to four signicant digits. Further details can be found in the replication les posted
on-line.49
9 Future Directions and Concluding Remarks
The GIV models set out in this chapter often deliver set identication of parameters with sets
that can be characterized by systems of moment equalities and inequalities. There is a large and
developing literature on the topic of estimation and inference under partial identication. A review
of the partial identication literature and alternative approaches to identication analysis and
methods for inference are o¤ered in Molinari (2019). Ho and Rosen (2017) gives a recent survey of
applications and Canay and Shaikh (2017) surveys inference methods.
We rst consider some aspects of the research frontier on inference using partial identifying
models that are especially pertinent to GIV models. We conclude with comments on the use of
GIV models and methods in econometric research.
49https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wRpQWqIbVioEC4fej9vR69w2yByBd7ew.
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9.1 Estimation and inference
The application of Section 8 employs parametric inference procedures introduced in Chernozhukov,
Lee, and Rosen (2013), thus illustrating one approach for estimation and inference by way of
example. The characterization of identied sets in that application comprised moment inequalities
that featured conditional probabilities with discretely supported conditioning variables. That led
to inference based on a nite collection of unconditional moment inequalities. Other approaches to
inference can be used in such contexts, such as those of Chernozhukov, Hong, and Tamer (2007),
Rosen (2008), Romano and Shaikh (2010), Andrews and Soares (2010), Bugni (2010), and Canay
(2010). As in the analysis reported here, many of the test statistics used in these procedures
incorporate studentized versions of sample moments in order to achieve good performance. When
using studentized sample moments, estimates of the asymptotic variance of sample conditional
moments play an important role. These sample conditional moments can be written as functions of
estimates of easily estimated inference parameters, and the required asymptotic variances can be
computed as here, by application of the delta method. When conditioning variables are continuous,
methods for inference with conditional moment inequalities can be used, for example by using
the nonparametric procedures of Chernozhukov, Lee, and Rosen (2013), or other approaches for
conditional moment inequalities such as those of Andrews and Shi (2013, 2014), Armstrong (2015),
Armstrong and Chan (2016), Chetverikov (2018), and Lee, Song, and Whang (2018). For a more
nuanced treatment of di¤erent approaches for estimation and inference with partial identication
we refer to Molinari (2019) and Canay and Shaikh (2017).
An important direction in current research, one to which the applications of Section 8 point,
is that of inference on projections. In economic applications interest frequently lies in performing
inference on particular, often low-dimensional, functionals of partially identied structures, such
as components of parameter vectors, partial e¤ects, average treatment e¤ects, or counterfactual
probabilities. However most inference methods for set identied parameters deliver joint condence
regions for entire partially identied parameter vectors. Taking projections of such regions can result
in valid inference on functionals, but at great cost in terms of providing conservative inference 
sometimes referred to as coverage ination and hence decreased power. Research on inference on
projections aims to solve this problem and the results are also potentially useful in alleviating the
computational burden attendant on computing the identied set for a high dimensional parameter
vector.
In the binary outcome application set out in Section 8.2 we conduct inference on projections.
In the context of that model with discrete covariates, sharp inequality characterizations of projec-
tions onto individual parameter components can be obtained by Fourier-Motzkin elimination when
inequalities are linear in parameters. That enables inference without coverage ination using a
standard moment inequality inference procedure. In many settings the lower dimensional parame-
ters of interest do not feature linearly in the characterization of the identied set. There may be
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non-linear dependencies across inequalities, as there is for example in the characterization of the
identied sets for average treatment e¤ects at xed values of z1,  (z1), in the parametric model
considered in Section 8.2.2. This issue can arise even in quite relatively simple cases such as this,
with discrete endogenous and exogenous variables. Recent important work on general approaches
to the problem of subvector inference with partial identication that avoid coverage ination in-
clude Bugni, Canay, and Shi (2017), Kaido, Molinari, and Stoye (forthcoming), Chen, Christensen,
and Tamer (2018), and Belloni, Bugni, and Chernozhukov (2018).
Another important focus in current research is inference in partially identifying models featuring
large numbers of moment inequalities. GIV models like some others in the partial identication
literature often provide characterizations of identied sets comprising a huge number of moment
inequalities and equalities. A model that delivers a rich set of observable implications is attractive
from the standpoint of identication, as more observable implications can lead to smaller identied
sets. But the complexity of such characterizations can pose a challenge for estimation and inference,
and there may be complex trade-o¤s between the identifying power of moment inequalities and
the precision with which the constituent moments can be estimated. Papers that address some
of the issues presented by a large number of moment inequalities and equalities include Menzel
(2009), Chernozhukov, Chetverikov, and Kato (forthcoming), Andrews and Shi (2017), and Bugni,
Caner, Kock, and Lahiri (2016). In addition, Belloni, Bugni, and Chernozhukov (2018) study the
aforementioned problem of subvector inference, with methods designed specically to deal with
many moment inequalities.
In the context of GIV models, cases with many moment inequalities are obtained when a models
collection of core-determining sets is large. While a core-determining collection denes a collection
of moment inequalities that are su¢ cient for sharp characterization of the identied set, there is
also a possibility that inequalities obtained by sets that are not core-determining could be estimated
more precisely in nite samples, so that these are nonetheless useful for conducting inference. There
may be cases in which the best quality of inference about particular functionals of structures is
obtained using a small selection of moment inequalities. More research aimed at guiding that choice
is needed.
9.2 Generalized instrumental variable models in econometric research
In this chapter we have described the extension of the scope of classical IV methods to models
in which unobserved variables are related to observed variables by correspondences. This arises
in many applications that feature in 21st century econometrics, for example, when models admit
high dimensional heterogeneity, when endogenous outcomes are discrete while unobserved variables
are continuous, and when the restrictions of economics enter models as inequality restrictions, for
example as positive prot conditions.
GIV models can be complete or incomplete. Incomplete models arise when aspects of the
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process determining endogenous outcomes are not completely specied. This arises for example
when models of a process admit multiple equilibria leaving equilibrium selection unspecied. In
econometrics there is a long history of the use of incomplete models that arise because some of the
simultaneous equations determining the unique values of outcomes delivered by a process are not
specied. We have described how these single equation and limited informationmodels can
be used in econometric analysis of data when the relationship between unobserved variables and
observed variables is a correspondence.
The identication analysis set out here has been cast in the GIV framework of Chesher and
Rosen (2017a). This builds on the classical modelling framework set out in various papers in the
Cowles Commission Monograph 10 [Koopmans (1950)] with an extension to that framework that
permits identication analysis of incomplete models. An essential element here is the extension
of the concept of observational equivalence to cover cases in which a structure can deliver a non-
singleton set of values of endogenous outcomes.
Classical IV restrictions limit the covariation of structural unobservable variables and instru-
ments through statistical independence restrictions or through weaker conditional mean and con-
ditional quantile independence restrictions. These and other restrictions on the distributions of
unobserved variables are easily incorporated in identication analysis in the GIV framework be-
cause of its focus on the sets of values of unobservables that are compatible with values of observed
variables.
GIV models can be point or partially identifying, and in some cases identied sets may be
large. Smaller identied sets, and sometimes point identication, may be achievable by imposing
additional or di¤erent restrictions. Building a complete model or bringing a conditional indepen-
dence restriction on board are common devices. But the maxim on pages 169-170 in Koopmans
and Reiersøl (1950) is relevant.
Scientic honesty demands that the specication of a model be based on prior knowledge
of the phenomenon being studied and possibly on criteria of simplicity, but not on
the desire for identiability of characteristics in which the researcher happens to be
interested.
The sharp identied set delivered by a GIV model and a particular distribution of observed
variables contains all sets and points identied by restricted versions of the model using that
distribution, for example all the complete models nested within an incomplete GIV model. So an
important element of the information obtained when using a possibly partially identifying GIV
model is the knowledge imparted about the sensitivity of inference to the choice of alternative more
restrictive, maybe complete models.
In many situations in which economists are asked for policy advice there are no widely credible
complete models and incomplete models must be used. The analysis presented in this chapter
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enables econometric model construction and application using credible incomplete models suitable
for use in modern econometric analysis in which there is careful attention paid to the modeling and
impact of complex forms of across individual heterogeneity.
The resulting econometric models are typically set-identifying. The identication analysis of
these types of model presented in this Chapter delivers sharp characterizations of the identied sets
of structures delivered by incomplete models with complex specications of heterogeneity. The task
now is to continue to develop the computational and inferential procedures to bring these methods
into every-day econometric practice.
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Figure 1: This Figure represents a setting in which the support of U is a subset of R2, and
the support of U (Y; Z;h) given Z = z has four elements as shown. The set S is an arbitrary
xed set in R2. The conditional containment and hitting probabilities P [U (Y; Z;h)  Sjz] and
1 P [U (Y;Z;h)  Scjz] are equal to P Y 2 y#; y$	 jz and P Y 2 y#; y$; y+	 jz, respectively.
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Figure 2: Outer sets for parameters (; ; ) for probability generating structure ST1 with 8 bins
using the 14 inequalities generated with N = 5 (top pane) and the 85 inequalities generated with
N 2 f5; 7; 9g (bottom pane). Dashed green lines intersect at the value of the parameters in the
data generating structure.
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Figure 3: Outer region projections for probability generating structure ST1 onto the (; ), (; ),
and (; ) planes, with endogenous Y 2 censored into 8 intervals using inequalities generated with
N 2 f5; 7; 9g. The red point marks the parameter values in the probability generating structure.
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Figure 4: Outer set for parameters (; ; ) for probability generating structure ST2 with Y 2
censored into 12 bins, calculated using inequalities generated with N 2 f5; 7; 9g. Dashed green
lines intersect at the value of the parameters in the data generating structure.
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Figure 5: Outer region projections for probability generating structure ST2 onto the (; ), (; ),
and (; ) planes, with endogenous Y 2 censored into 12 intervals using inequalities generated with
N 2 f5; 7; 9g. The red point marks the parameter values in the probability generating structure.
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Figure 6: Outer sets for (; ). The top panels display sets for censoring intervals of width 0.4
and the bottom panels display sets for intervals of width 0.2. In the panels on the left d1 = 1
(weaker instrument) and on the right d1 = 1:5 (stronger instrument). The dark blue lines indicate
boundaries of outer sets obtained with the conditional median restriction qU jZ(0:5jz) = 0, while
the inner light blue lines indicate boundaries of outer sets when U is restricted to be Gaussian,
independent of Z.
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Figure 7: Analog estimates for identied sets of values of thresholds g(0) (two children) and g(1)
(three or more children) in the GIV binary outcome model for female labor force participation.
Data source: Angrist and Evans (1998).
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Figure 8: 95% joint condence sets for values of thresholds g(0) (two children) and g(1) (three or
more children) in the GIV binary outcome model for female labor force participation. Data source:
Angrist and Evans (1998).
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Figure 9: Analog estimates of projections of identied sets onto the space of  and 1. Identied
sets using the twins instruments and both instruments are lines, drawn here with nonnegligible
thickness so that it is possible to see the reduction in the size of the projection on using the same
sex instrument as well as the twins instrument.
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Figure 10: Analog estimates of projections of identied sets onto the space of 0 and 1. Identied
sets using the twins instruments and both instruments are lines, drawn here with nonnegligible
thickness so that it is possible to see the reduction in the size of the projection on using the same
sex instrument as well as the twins instrument.
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Figure 11: Analog estimates of projections of identied sets onto the space of  and 0. Identied
sets using the twins instruments and both instruments are lines, drawn here with nonnegligible
thickness so that it is possible to see the reduction in the size of the projection on using the same
sex instrument as well as the twins instrument.
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Figure 12:
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